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Chalk is cheap
(but every gift counts)

Please give to the Alumni Fund
Call 800-311-3678 or access https://www.colby.edu/afgift/
to contribute to the next generation of Colby students.
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Remembering Colby

Professor Mundy: Yesterday as I read the

Colby Staff:

article about Frank Favaloro's loss ofmemory,
it struck me that once more Colby professors

Stephen Collins '74

executive editor

are much more than academic practitioners,

Brian Speer

although they do excel at that as well. I

an director

appreciate your academic support of this
young man when he was a student and even
more your and Colby's caring help when he

Robert Gillespie
Alumni at Large editor
Leo Pando
illustrator

needed to recover his memory. I wonder to
what extent he recovered his memory or did

Karen Oh '93

he just "relearn" some of the experiences

designer

through being told by various people of what
The Beanie That Wouldn't Die

Although not of major import, I thought
1 hould point out that, re the photo cap

t ion on page 25 of the W inter 1999, i sue of

Number 3

Volume 88

Joanne Lafreniere

had occurred.

staff assistant

I majored in English literature when I
wa at Colby but did toy with the idea of

Brian Speer, Scott Perry,

majoring in biology. Consequently, I took

Jeff Earickson
contributing photographers
Front and back cover photos:
Brian Speer

Colby, the wearing of beanies continued

two chemistry cour e and so knew Profes

unti 1 at least the Clas of 1969, if not later,

sor Evans Reid, then the unflappable head

a did the wearing of name signs for frater

of the department, who taught Chem. 10 1,

n1t1e . 1 know this because we were not

and the excitable Professor Paul Machemer,

Alicia

emiccolo MacLeay '97,

who taught Qua l i tative Analysis. Fre

Chris Buck, William Jefferson,
Sally Baker, Kevin Cool

Colby won it first football game, which it

quently 1 created havoc by "creating" solu

contributing writers

obligingly did the first game of the season.

tions to the problems we were supposed to

till have my beanie, by the way, if any

be analyzing scientifically. Finally near the

Administration:

one care to di pute the issue. There was

end of the semester when l had come up

even ome que tion of whether or not the
l a t two d1g1t of our class year hould be on

with one more ingenious answer totally off

William R. Cotter, president;
Peyton R. Helm, vice president for

base, Machemer shook his head, looked at

Earl H. Smith, dean of the College;

the beanie . . . .

me and said, "Ruth, it's fun having you in

Margaret Viens '77, director of
alumni relations

al lowed to remove our beanies until after

I

J 1m 81 hop '69
Bar Mill , Maine

this lab, but you'll never be a scientist." He
was right and I knew it.

development and alumni relations;

Alumni Council Executive

Professor Mundy, I thank you for caring
about Frank Favaloro, the person who appears
to be on his way to becoming a "real" scientist.
Ruth Winterbottom Peacock 58
Celaya, Mex ico
'

Committee:
Joanne Weddell Magyar '71, chair;
John Devine '78, vice chair; David
Bergquist '61; James Bourne '81;
Arthur Brennan '68; Lisa A. Hallee
'81; Diana Herrmann '80; Gail
Glickman Horwood '86; Stephen
Langlois '85; Barbara Bone Leavitt

Colby Spores Information Director Kimberly

'52; Lou Richardson McGinity '67;
usan Jacobson Nester '88; M. Jane
Power '86; Johnston Whitman '59;

Parker '97 pointed out that Odessa Jacka/opes

Philip Wysor '70

Errata: Class of '97 correspondent and former

star Dan Lavergne is a member of the Class of
1997, not '96 as he
the spring issue .
mentioned

111

was

identified in a profile in

ame goes for

rhe arncle.

ick Lamia '97,
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By Earl Smith

Students Salute

The first-ever Senior Class
Staff Recognition Award has
gone to Sodexho Chef Ramon
Managad. The award parallels
the Charles Bassett Teaching
Award, also given each year
by the graduates and given
this year to Laurie Osborne
( English). Lloyd Comeau,
director of dining services, got
this year's Student Govern
ment As ociation Service
Award. For those who toil on
Mayflower Hill, there is
nothing quite so fine as being
recognized by students.
Solid Gold
Colby magazine and its editors

received a gold medal for
"periodical staff writing" from
the Council for the Advance
ment and Support of Educa
t ion ( CASE). Nearly 5 0
college magazines were
entered in the annual
competition; only two got the
gold. Sixty-three magazines
competed for the general
interest magazine awards ( "for
captivating college and
university magazines") where
Colby magazine took one of
three bronze medals. Con
gratulate editors Sally Baker
( now at Harvard), Kevin Cool
( now at Stanford) and Steve
Collins '74 and Bob Gillespie
(for a long time, we hope, still
at Colby). And, for the overall
award, salute designers Brian
Speer and Leo Pando.

GLBTA networks, sponsors
say. The Colby Bridge
maintains a home page at
http://www.col by .edu/bridge/
( l isting events and resources
and promoting an understand
ing of sexual orientation) and
maintains an alumni bulletin
board at http://www.colby.edu/
bridge/bridgealumni.html
(providing a forum where
alumni and students can
discuss their concerns and
ideas). Interested individuals
may visit the Web pages, call
The Bridge office at Colby
( 207-872-3635) or e-mail
bridge@colby.edu. This
initiative was organized by
Paul Berube '00, Scott
Sophos '82 Ward Briggs '73
and Jeff Stone '73.

Moosecellaneous

( Lakeville, Conn.) was a two-year
recipient of the Morris K. Udall Scholarship for academic
excellence in environmental policy studies. She graduated
magna cum laude with an environmental anthropology
independent major. . . . Ira Sadoff ( English) is a Guggenheim
Fellow-one of 1 79 chosen from 2 ,800 applicants this year,
and one of j ust seven poets among the winners. His latest
collection, Grazing, was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize last
fall. . .. Seniors Jane Chamberlain ( Jackman, Maine) and
Kerry L. West ( Evanston, Ill.) were selected as Teaching
Assistants in Austria, a program administered by the Fulbright
Commission. Kerry had to decline her award, having already
accepted a Fulbright Teaching Assistantship for Germany.
Heather L. Davidson '99

Hustler, they were told) also

wanted to get away from it all.
Our students were not
impressed. They negotiated
territorial rights and made the
intruders pick up their beer
cans before they left. "It was
surreal," said one. "You think
you're in the middle of
nowhere; you paddle out to an
island and there's a cooler of
Bud Light and 20 naked
people standing around."

Wildlife Sanctuary

Five women from the senior
class planned a backcountry
getaway for spring break, and
folks at Everglades National
Park assured them when they
reserved Nest Key, "you'll
have the island ( eight miles
offshore) to yourselves."
Returning to camp from a
kayak trip the following
afternoon, they noticed a
person on the dock. He was
naked. About 20 people were
mill ing around, half of them
in the buff, some in front of
and some behind lights and
cameras. It seems some skin
magazine (Penthouse or

Best Remembering

When emeritus professor Bob
Reuman died two summers
ago, so many former students,
colleagues and friends asked,
"is there anything I can do ?"
that his wife, Dorothy,
suggested contribution for a
Philosophy Department
reading group. First semester,
two professors and seven
students read Philip Hallie's

Tales of Good and Evil , Help
and Harm and met weekly at
Dan Cohen's house to talk
about it. Second semester the
group expanded to 1 4 and
meals were arranged on
campus. "It's been great," said
Cohen. "I expect this to be a
permanent part of the
Philosophy Department."

YAHOO!

Colby is once again listed as
one of America's 1 00 Most
Wired Colleges by Yahoo!
Internet Life magazine. The
College is ranked 5 7th in the
third annual listing, which
touts six other NESCAC
colleges in the top 1 00. A note
on Colby says: "Professors have
access to on-line photo rosters
of students, so they can identify
who's snoozing in the back of
the class." Case Western, MIT
and Wake Forest rook the top
three spots.

Making History

OOPS!

The March 22 U . S . News &
World Report lists this item as
one of the 1 7 great moments
in e-mail history: "September
1 983-Colby College becomes
one of the first institutions of
higher education to assign E
mail accounts to all students."

Those blue outdoor security
alarm boxes have been in
place for six years and,
happily, never used. At least
not until late April, when a
fifth grader from Belfast
couldn't resist. He later wrote
the security office to say he
was very sorry and promised
that if he ever returns to
Colby he'll behave h i mself.
Getting ro the part of the
adventure he'll doubtless
long remember, he added:
"[have to compliment you
on your speed of getting to
the scene. It was very fast
and the security guard was
very understand ing."

Building Bridges

The Bridge invites interested
alumni to join their coalition:
Gays, Bisexuals, Lesbians,
T ransgendered and Allies
(GLBTA) United. This
initiative is part of a trend as
student and alumni of
colleges and universities across
the country are forming
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A from the hill
Bienvenue, M. Kamundu
Congol ese Hu man Rights Activist Named Seco nd Oak Fe l l ow
By Stephen Collins '74

D

ydier Kamundu, a 29-year

defused the situation and per

ing to Karen Hirschfield, who

Eliza Denoeux, associate dir

old human right activist

uaded the authorities to escort

nominated him for the Oak fel

ector of the Oak Institute, said

who fled from the Democratic

the group to the border-acts

lowship. He learned local and

Kamundu best fulfilled "the

Republic of Congo to protect

called "miraculous" by a Western

international law by reading

Schindler's List criteria."

his family and hi own life, ha

human rights worker. Earlier the

books and founded the organiza

In 1 998 Kamundu won the

been named the 1999-2000 Oak

ame year, when nine young vil-

tion APREDICI (Acrion Pay

Reebok Human Rights Award.

lagers were labeled rebels, incar

sanne pour le Reconstrucrion et le

After accepting the award in

cerated and tortured (three of

Deve l opement Communitaire

New York he was unable to re

Human Right

Fellow by the

Oak In titute for the

tudy of

International Human Right .

them to death) by Zairian am1ed

Integral). The organization ini

t u rn to his home. F riends

He will be in re idence at Colby

forces, Kamundu procured medi

tially consisted of a small shack

stopped him on his way back to

during the fall seme ter.

cal care for the victims and waged

in Goma with a single desk and

Goma to say an army truck was

Kamundu, who taught him

a campaign that ultimately got

typewriter, on which Kamundu

stationed at his house, waiting

elf law and tarted a small but

the ix surviving youngsters re

typed legal protest of arbitrary

for him. He escaped from Congo

leased from custody.

arrests, detentions and other

to Uganda, where he was re

effective human rights organiza
tion m the former Zaire, is cred

Kamundu was a baker before

abuses. Today it has a staff of 1 3

united with his family, and they

ited with heroic acts amid the

ethnic strife among the Bahunde,

in Congo and five in France and

all are currently living as refu

ethnicconflictand bloodshed that

the Hutu and the Tutsi people

works with 2,500 families in peas

gees in Lyon, France.

ha wracked hi homeland. In

turned his homeland into a

ant collectives.

1996, when he learned that a

battleground and forced his fam

truck carrying ethnic Tutsis to
the Rwandan border had broken
Jown and was urrounded by a

Unable to go home, Kamun

Oak Institute Director Ken

du is working to create an inter

ily from their village. Horrified

Rodman (government) said

national human rights network,

by the partisan violence that

Kamundu was selected from

and the Oak fellowship and

claimed 1 4 of his 1 5 brothers,

among 62 nominees "because he

award should make a significant

mob, Kamundu mobili:ed police

Kamundu dedicated himself to

was the person who took the great

difference in that effort, Rod

men anJ went to the cene. He

human rights and peace, accord-

est risks and saved the most lives."

man said. +

Child Labor Is Focus of Week-Long Human Ri ghts Pro g ram
On Apnl 2 3

enator Tom

labor, and other events during the

Harkm (0-lowa) wa awarded

week included a debate between

an honorary Jegree for h 1s ef

Columbia University economist

forr ro lmk Amencan policy

Jagdish Bhagwati, a staunch de

"1th human ngh

fender of free trade, and Pharis

m1t1at1ve

,mJ for h1 help m securing the

Harvey, director of the Inter

rdca'e fr.im Pah,tan of Oak

national Labor Rights Fund.

Human R1ghr Fellow Zafaryab

Al o, filmmaker Robin Romano

AhmcJ. Harkm aJdre ,ed the

showed hi fiIm Globalizacion and

Cnllcgc ,1, parr nf Child Labor

Human Rights, and there was a

\\leek, ,1 enc' of e' ent organ-

roundtable discussion of a na

1:cd by Ahmed, 'rudcnt' and

tional effort by students

f,1 ulr\ The enawr dcLncd the
hum.m nghr .1bu'c' a '<><.:J<Hed
"1th d1ilJ l.1lxir, ,1ga1mt "h1ch
hmeJ
r r· !c<.t

h.1 <:ru,,1JcJ. "\\le <:,111
\X'e

to

curb

the use of weatshop labor.
Senator Tom Harkin (center) receives an honorary degree from President
1ll1am Co er for he1ping to secure the release of Oak Fellow Zafaryab Ahmed

prutCL[ .m1m.1l ' like rhe potted turtle. We

Ahmed, who faces sedition
charges for his human rights work
in Pakistan, was allowed to leave

L.111 rrote<.t rn.,.,ner ," H.1rkm ,11J. "Bur WC can't rrorecr kid ."I le

the country after Harkm interveneJ with Pakistan's prime minister,
;maz hanf. AhmeJ announceJ this spring rhat he has applied for

1 the pon' r , f leg1 I.mt n th.n 1n1ulJ u1rh the u'e of child h1bor b\

polJtJcal asylum here becaw.e he fears for his safety should he return

:\mcnL.l' rr.1JmL? p.1rrncr .

to Pah,tan. AhmeJ', lawyer calb his application "a textbook ca e"for
a'\ lum, but nn hearing haJ been scheJuled as of mid-J une. +

I\<)['\

H.1rl.:m' aJJrc

I

1 E

L.m

\\.'
1

preLcJeJ h1 ,1 c.1mru' mard1 aga1mr Lhild
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wit and wisdom
" I s the war in Kosovo a just war, or just a war? . Our use of force
shouldn't just satisfy our sense of outrage about what's going on."
Ken Rodman (government), about NATO's bombing of Serbia,
addressi n g the Mid-Maine G lobal Forum i n Waterville.

"I am forever a frig htened child with the Gestapo hammering at
my soul . "
R a b b i Joseph Polak, survivor o f t h e Bergen-Belson prison cam p ,
delivering t h e inaugural Berger Lecture on the Holocaust.

" Really, noth i n g I did before the age of seventy had any value at
a l l . . . When I reach a hu ndred my work will be truly s u b l i me."
Painter Cleve G ray, age 80 (quoting Japanese artist Hokusai),
i n an artist's statement accompanying Gray's exhi bit at
the Colby M u seum of Art.

New Museum Wing Takes Flight
The Colby Museum of Art opened The Lunder Wing this month
its third major addition this decade. The 9,000-square-foot addition
expands the museum's exhibition space by 44 percent and enhances
its status as one of the top art museums in Maine.
Already open to the public, the wing and its 1 3 galleries will be
dedicated officially on October 2 as part of The Campaign for Colby
victory celebration. This latest expansion of the museum comes on
the heels of the 1 996 opening of the Paul J . SchupfWing for the Art
of Alex Katz and the 1 99 1 opening of the Davis Gallery.
The new two-story wing was made possible by a challenge grant
from Paula H'98 and Peter Lunder '56, H'98, of Waterville. Mrs.
Lunder is a trustee and Mr. Lunder is a l ifetime overseer, and both
serve on the museum's Board of Governors. The $ 1 . 3-million
addition will be used exclusively for the exhibition of some 200
American works from the permanent collection. Those pieces,
including the expanded J ohn Marin Collection, trace the develop
ment of art in this country from the m iddle of the 1 8th century
through the early 20th century .
Architect Frederick Fisher of Los Angeles, one of the world's
leading designers of museum space, says the galleries were designed
to feel like the early American homes in which the paintings
originally hung. " We i magined it as a house, because most of this art
was created for domestic environments," he said. His firm won
international acc laim for its design of N ew York's P.S. 1 Contem
porary Art Center and work on the munic ipal art museum in Berlin.
"Thanks to the Lunders' generosity," said President Bill Cotter,
"important works of art, some of which we have had to keep largely
in storage, now will be on view in these handsome new galleries. We
are grateful for all they have done to make Colby's one of the best

" It's a red herring to talk about Affirmative Action for individual
achievement . "
Troy Duster, Un iversity o f Cal ifornia a t Berkeley sociologist and
grandson of Ida B. Wells, exp l a i n i n g the beneficial effects of
Affirmative Action on p u b l i c health and access to care.

"Japan was let off pretty easily after World War I I . "
Author I ris Chang, contrasting Germany, which paid $60 billion
i n post-war reparations, with Japa n , which she said has paid
next to nothing and never apologized for the massacre and
widespread rape in Nanking, C h i na.

"You all know from havi n g attended Colby commencements that
Latin is not my first language."
B i l l Cotter, i n a trib ute to reti ring classics professor Peter
Westervelt, who tutored Cotter in Latin pronunciatio n .

MAINEopoly
Maine is the fifth state to
be the subj ect of a special
edition of the game Mo
nopoly, and Colby is one of
the properties for sale. Ini
tially the Maine version will
be marketed exclus ively
through Filene's, beginning
in mid-J uly. Among other
Maine icons l ike LL Bean,
Sugarloaf/USA and Acadia
N at ional Park, look for the
M iller Library tower where

college museums in the nation."
"As we celebrate our fortieth year," said museum director Hugh
Gourley, "the opening of this wonderful new wing is an extraordinary
event in the history of the museum, and it opens important new
opportunities and flexibility for our exhibitions. It is because of the
loyalty and generosity of people such as Paula and Peter Lunder that the
museum has flourished-and will continue to do so in the future." +

you would expect to see
States Avenue.
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C arnegie Fe llow, Times Two

Watson Fellow N u m ber 50

Associate Professor Guilain Denoeux (government) was stunned

Adella Mikkelsen '99 will travel toTaiwan, ingapore and China
for a year of independent study as Colby's 50th Thomas]. Watson

in April when he received word that both of Colby's nominees,

Fellow. he is one of 60 Wat on Fellows nationwide who received

seniors William Barndt and Jennifer McElhinny, were offered

22,000 to pend a year studying abroad. The topic she will pursue,

fellowships at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Stunned not because either was undeserving; stunned, rather,

" otions of Fate and the Future in the Chine e Almanac," is the

that one small college corralled 20 percent of the fellowship
program-two of 10 positions-competing against nomi
nees from Harvard, Stanford, Yale and other top colleges

re ult of her fascination with family history.
Mikkel en' great-grandparents traveled to China
in 1919 as missionarie and shared their love of

and universities.

Chinese culture with their family. As a

The Carnegie Endowment's 10 junior fellows spend

teen Mikkelsen embraced her connection

a year working on programs in international affairs. Barndt
(Quakertown, Pa.) will work in the democracy project;

to China and bought classic Daoist texts. At
Colby her academic interest increased when

McElhinny (San Francisco, Calif.) will work on
international migration policy. McElhinny had

she began East Asian studies.
A hi tory and East Asian studies double major,
Mikkel en traveled to China for her junior year. To

f

improve her Chinese she practiced with cab drivers,
renowned for their troublesome accents. The simple

accepted a Peace Corps assignment inJordan and
wangled a deferral despite the Corps' "no defer
rals" policy; Barndt has a full-scholarship to

Princeton's Ph.D. program in politics, which he post

conver ation improved her speaking, and she began "to

poned despite the university's similar policy.

get a feel for Chinese culture." But Mikkelsen realized it's

At Colby both students were involved in

impos ible to form an accurate impression of a country by
talking to so few people. "A scholar has to talk to numerous

Denoeux's democracy-assessment research. McElhinny, a gov

people from all walks of life and compare experiences," she said.

ernment and anthropology major, evaluated democratic char

The Chinese almanac she is studying unifies a geographically

acteristics of Morocco's constitutional monarchy. Barndt, who

diver e culture, she says. Originating thousands of years ago as a

majored in government and international studies, studied in Chile

calendar from the emperor, the almanac evolved to promote popular

and did research in Bolivia.
Though the two occupy different stations on the political

culture and folk traditions alongside traditional values. Mikkelson
ores for life" that people use to

continuum, according to Barndt, they are friends and there was no

answer que tions abour the future and to live by its laws.To study the

rivalry in the competition. When the Carnegie endowment contacted

role of the almanac in everyday life, Mikkelsen will talk "to almanac

them this spring, each was nervous about upsetting the other with

maker , fortune-teller , temple-goers, people on the street and stu

the news. "We didn't talk to each other for two days," McElhinny

dents." And probably a few cab drivers too. +

said. "The best part about it is that Will and I both got it." +

de cribes the almanac as "a Cliff

Linda C otter Steps (Ha lfway) Down
LmJa K. Cotter, known to a generation of students as associate

Career Services Cindy Yasinski, because of the way Cotter "dug right

Jirecwr of off-campu' 'tuJy m charge of internships-as well as

into the job." Yasinski said the personal contact Cotter invests and

"de of Pre,1Jent Bill Cotter-remeJ at the end of June. From the

the care with which she reviews each internship ensure optimal
success hoth for students and sponsors. She developed a list of 1,800
alumni and others who expressed a willingness to participate in the

Off-Camru', tuJv Office. that 1s.
The Cotter' amveJ <H Colhy m 1979, and soon afterward Mrs.

program and generated about 250 internship offers each year.
Cotter says Colby's internship program is unique because of the
ways It is tied to the curriculum and the faculty. During each fall
semester she worked with about 300 students planningJanuary intern

(:nner \\,1, \"\llunteenng m the Career Services Office, where a
l1,11"m \\1th ,dumni \\a' neeJcJ co Je\·elor the alumni support
network In I 9h2J1m /\klntvre (German), then Jirector of career
,er\lce,, ple.1JeJ \\1th her tn take a half-time ioh to manage the
J.!nm mg Jem.111J fur mtern,h1r'·
"B,Kk then," Cotter 'a1J, "I h.iJ w explain to penple what an

,h1ps-a four-fold increase since she took the job. In addition she saw

1mern,h1r 1,." TnJ.iy mtern,h1r' are a 'taple nf hoth a ,tuJent'>
L.lreer prep.ir.1t1lln anJ m.1111 employer,' lahor poob anJ recruit mg

1gena and traveled extensively in Africa, she advised students going
to Afnca, and she advised students on domestic exchange programs.

-,ome of the students planning non-credit internships. Having lived in

proJ.!r.1111, \\'hether u\ \\llrkmg m ,1 1uJge\ chamher,, Jrnng

Coner ha, conmbuted 111 innumerable other ways at Colby-as
memher of the Women\ Studies advisory board and as Hillel
.iJ\'l,m m year'> ra't and on the landscape and commencement
e<Hnmmee,, planning Lelehr:mons and dedications and fostering the

ruhi1L rt:l.111<u1' tnr ,1 nnnprllflt nrg.1111:.1t1nn or \\Orkmg tm,,uJ a
111.ir11ll' L.lpt 11n\ liLen,e. mtern hip' gl\e 'tuJent' expenenLe
th.11

1,

<l

mL n:.1'mL:h 1mpnn.111t on .i n:,ume ,111J th.n heir, them

'trung 'en'e of community at the College. During the coming year
1h.11 \\orklo<1J will per'>l'>t. Her address remains "Mayflower Hill"
,mJ, ,he 'a1J, "l intend to keep domg all those things." +

Jt:tt•r111me \\h.11 the1 J,l .111J Jon 't like ll1 a Lareer.
t 1lh h.1J .111 <'.1rh le!! 11r 111 the mtern,h1r game heL<1u'e uf the
,

•'l'!'•>rtun1t1e' l'rt:,enlecl h the J,111 Pl.111 term .111J. ,,11' [)1reuor uf

I
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178th Commencement Is Colby's Largest Ever
f

=-,�---=

Five hundred and twenty-one seniors, more
than in any of Colby's 1 77 previous graduating
classes, marched down the library steps at 1 0
a.m. o n May 2 3 . Speaker George Mitchell (be
low) told graduates, "If you remember one thing
I say here today, remember this: in the presence
of evil, silence makes you an accomplice." The
Condon Medal, which has been awarded to two
graduates only four times, this year went to
Doug Comeau and Brad Sicchitano (lower left).
Members of the Class of '99 included Benjamin
Shepard (bottom) and Valerie Mitchell (cen
ter, left), for years a secretary in the Performing
Arts Department and in Special Collections.

Today at camp I tie-dyed
a shir t, played basketball,
went swimming, and
lear ned to overcome fear,
to wor k with other s to
solve problems, and to
trust myself.
9
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BY STEPHEN COLLINS '74

On a late spring day in Nobleboro, Maine, a group of middle-school students from Maine public schools
is assembled beneath Camp Kieve's ropes course. It is the last afternoon of a three-day school trip to the camp,
during which the students learned, among other things, climbing techniques and safety and the importance
of teamwork. Now they are cinching up their climbing harnesses, ready for the final session. A heavy-set boy
wearing glasses tilts his head back to peer at a platform more than SO feet above him. He announces to anyone
and no one, "I can't believe I'm doing this." Using branches and strategically placed spikes, he ascends a giant
white pine tree haltingly, belayed by a rope with an instructor at the other end. "I told you I was going to
do this," he says. "And I'm going to."
Two minutes later, after a couple of rests and some encouragement and advice from below, the young man
hauls himself onto the platform for the real test-leaping into the air to grab a trapeze that dangles six feet
away. Eyes glued to his sneakers he approaches the edge of the platform tentatively and shies. "I have no
stomach left. I really have no stomach," he wheezes.
"Don't look at the ground, focus on the trapeze," the counselor suggests gently. "Take your time."
Three times the boy approaches the lip of the platform and on the third he lunges for the trapeze. He misses
and dangles in mid-air, suspended by the rope. The counselor, praising him all the way and invoking the
applause of his peers, lowers the student to the forest floor. Wide-eyed, glowing with perspiration, the boy
says of his leap, "I didn't want to do it but I knew I'd regret it later if I didn't. I thought, 'I'm almost there. Why
stop now?"'
that reach more than 35,000 schoolchildren each year. Kids

Henry Kennedy '80 and his family know what it's like to leap
into the unknown. A member of the third generation ofKennedys

assemble a whale skeleton or study a live owl and then dissect

to run Camp Kieve, he'll tell you this is not the summer camp his

owl pellets, for example. Paul Arthur '84 recently rejoined

father inherited, and it's worlds away from the operation that his

Chewonki's full-time staff after earning a Ph.D. in philosophy at

grandfather bought in the mid-1920s. Gone are the days when

the University of Colorado. He is Chewonki's assistant camp

activities here were limited to a few dozen privileged boys using the

director and coordinator of community resources, which means

property for a month or two each summer. There is still a boys'

that he helps teachers statewide develop networks and better

summer camp component, but Kieve now offers educational pro

environmental science programs.

grams the year around, in Maine and out, for boys, girls and adults.

Bill McCartney '81, who recently switched from practicing

Just up the hill from where the young man returned to earth

law in Manhattan to teaching private school there, is president of

euphoric after jumping for the trapeze, Kennedy sat at a picnic

the board of trustees at New England Music Camp onMessalonskee

table and talked about family decision that have helped chart a

Lake. He discovered Colby as a NEMC camper in the 1970s and,

new path for the outdoor camping industry. He swept his arm 360

as college student and camp counselor, the two institutions shared

degree , taking in all of the camp that theKennedys used to own

him for four years. "Particularly now that I'm back in education,

privately-buildings, the waterfront on Damariscotta Lake, the

I see the value of places that aren't too specialized," he said,

office with "1787" over the door, and the 100-foot white pine

endorsing the liberal arts philosophy that Colby and NEMC share

trees. "We sat on this gorgeous piece of land and we felt we owed

and questioning more focused summer programs that keep stu

it to the community to share it," he said. So the family turned the

dents glued to computer screens or fenced in tennis courts. "There

multi-million-dollar property and camp into a nonprofit corpora

are alumni of the music camp in virtually every major orchestra in

tion and started a series of educational and character-building

the country, but while the camp stresses high-quality music, it

programs for Maine schoolchildren. "Once we took that leap and

teaches there are other things in life too."
Nowhere, though, is the Colby influence on the changing

saw what it did for kids' self-esteem and how it really gave a boost

landscape of children's camps deeper than at the 72-year-old

in their academic careers, there were no regrets."
All across Maine, alumni of Bowdoin, Bates and Colby are in

CampKieve. There, HenryKennedy is executive director of the

the vanguard of new community service and educational initia

nonprofit corporation, and theKieve board of directors includes

tives at old Maine camps.

Kennedy, Alexander "Sandy" Buck '78, Maine District Court

Camp Chewonki in Wiscasset is now part of The Chewonki

Judge Michael Westcott '62 and N. Harrison "Pete" Buck '81.

Foundation, whose 55 year-round employees pump up public

William O'Donnell '80 and Peter Schmidt-Fellner '78 both

schools' science curricula with environmental science programs

recently finished terms on the Kieve board.
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Sandy Buck, who chairs the camp corporation's board of

Maine's Commissioner of Education, J. Duke Albanese, was an

directors, says he realized while pursuing a master's in teaching

early supporter of and collaborator with Kieve when the camp

and history at Stanford University that the critical element in

decided to share its resources with Maine's schoolchildren. "It's a

teaching is engagement-getting the students' attention.

very special place-beautiful-and they have a very talented

Whether it's in a boys' camp trip down the Allagash River, on

faculty," he said. "Kids come away from those programs with a

Kieve's ropes course or on the portable climbing wall that the

feeling of optimism and a rejuvenation of their self-esteem. And

staff hauls around New England to export its courses, Kieve

since the public school faculty joins in, they [teachers] take the

programs reach students in ways not generally available to

ideals of the program back to the schools, so there's a lasting effect."

public schools. "Adrenaline," he said, trying to explain the

Kieve's generosity with its programs is commensurate with its

magic of both summer camps and learning programs conducted

quality, Albanese says. "When they started the girls' science

outdoors, "galvanizes your attention."

camp they asked my school district for $15 per week per child.

After the kid missed the trapeze, Kieve counselors used his

It was unbelievable." The camp makes sure that no one gets

adrenaline rush as a point of reference and talked about deci

excluded because they can't pay for it.

sions, consequences, risk taking, teamwork and precautions as

Richard Kennedy credits Colby education and human devel

they relate to decisions that American teens face every day in

opment professors Lyn Mikel Brown and Mark Tappan for

relationships, peer pressure, drugs and alcohol, right and wrong.

contributions to the quality of Kieve programs. "This had been

While Kieve still calls the boys' summer camp its flagship

a real male bastion," he said. When he conceived the Science

program, two newer courses involve almost 100 times as many

Camp for Girls, "The first person l went to was Lyn Brown. She

kids. Kieve Science Camp for Girls was developed in the early

was enormously helpful, working from the research on out to the

1990s to bring women scientists together with adolescent girls

camp program."

to try to bridge the gender gap in cience achievement and in

Economics, of course, was a catalyst for some summer camps to

teenage self-esteem. The program now reaches more than 200

change to nonprofit status. For private camps, a run-up in property

girls, and an advanced senior wilderness expedition for girls was

values in recent decades created burgeoning tax bills. Now, with

added last year.

potential buyers unable to pay both property taxes and a mortgage
with the income a summer camp generates, camp owners must

The Leadership Development Institute (LOI), begun in
1981, teaches schoolchildren responsible decision making. More

choose among passing the business down to children, watching

than 13,000 students, most of them from Maine middle schools,

land get cut up for development or going nonprofit.

combine camp activities including rock climbing and the ropes

Nevertheless, the urge to share the magic of a Kieve or a

course with discussions about drug and alcohol abuse, relation

Chewonki seems to stem less from economics than from the

ships, peer pressure and aspirations. About half of that number

values of cooperation and service that permeate both camps'

attend a five-day institute on Damariscotta Lake; the rest remain

programs. By the early 1970s, 50 years after Henry Kennedy's

at their schools in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and

grandfather Donald bought the stunning Camp Kieve property

Rhode Island and go through an outreach LOI program using

in Waldoboro for $25,000, it was worth $6 million, according to

Kieve instructors and a portable climbing wall. All of the Kieve

Richard Kennedy. "I had a choice: sell it and become a multimil

programs are designed to combine learning with the special

lionaire, which interested me not at all, or give it away over a

qualities that make summer camp a touchstone experience for

period of years and know it would be valuable forever." Other

many American childen.

camps, like Pine Island on Great Pond in Belgrade, are following
suit by going nonprofit, and Kennedy says that "unless there's a

Buck, an alumnus of both Kieve and Colby, endowed the
Alexander K. Buck Jr. Scholarship Fund at Colby two years ago.

fundamental change in the way governments operate, in 30

At the time he talked about the connections he sees between

years a private camp will not be able to operate."

Colby and Maine camps. "My lifelong love of Maine began

Kieve now is positioned to endure thanks to the corporate

during summers at Camp Kieve in Nobleboro and on mountain

structure the Kennedys put in place. Henry, an economics major

and river trips that showed me Maine's awesome environment,"

at Colby, worked for a big, national accounting firm before he

he said. "When it came time to apply to colleges, l simply had to

returned to the family business. Buck, who has chaired the Kieve

be in Maine."

board of directors for six years, has helped to build a $6-million
endowment that gives the camp stability and the ability to share

He cites Charlie Bassett and the late] im Gillespie as the most

its resources more widely.

influential of his Colby teachers. "They had us to lunch. They
always had time to talk. These guys got to know us." That type

Henry's mother, Nancy, who has been a partner in the

of connection, he says, is the key to a successful teaching

transformation of Kieve and started Kieve programs for women
in 1983, focuses on the spiritual side. Trying to explain the magic

learning relationship.
Henry Kennedy's father, Richard, describes that relationship

that transforms and educates campers, schoolchildren and adults

this way: "A good counselor knows your kid from the back of his

who come to Kieve, she points to an arrowhead dated to 7000

head at 50 yards and can tell whether he needs a kick in the pants

B.C. and discovered in an archeological dig on camp property. "l

just think this is holy ground," she said. �

or a hug."
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Charlie Bassett and his trademark trenchcoat prepare to leave Colby
It is a Friday morning in April and students are assembled in Lovejoy 100 in clumps and
knot . The course is The American Short Story. The story de jour, "Goodbye, Columbus"
by Philip Roth. Five minutes into his lecture, Charlie Bassett is ranging the hall like a border
collie, moving up and down the aisles, into the rows, leaning over his charges and holding
their attention with his furrowed gaze, his almost-manic gestures, the mesmerizing sing-song
of hi voice.
"And where did

eil go to college?" Bassett a ks, of the Roth character's short-lived

social climb.
"Rutgers," the students reply.
"Rutgers," Bassett repeats slowly, enunciating carefully as though the word contains a
subliminal clue. "Rutger is not Radcliffe. lt never will be. He's a librarian."
The word hangs in the air like a soap bubble. Bas ett lets it tum slowly as smiles break
out around the room and the lesson sinks in. That in America, we are defined by what we
wear, by what we eat. We are how we earn our money.
And then Bassett's off again, arm rai ed in exhortation, alluding to Fitzgerald, Raymond
Carver, calling on tudents by barking their last names. But of course, it is a bark that has
no bite, an affectionate gnawing felt by hundreds of Colby students over the past 30 years.
But it may not be felt much longer.
Charles Walker Ba ett, Lee Family Professor of American Studie and English, officially
retired at the end of the pring '99 seme ter. After 45 years in the clas room, Bassett, 67, is
cheduled to step down. The father of American studies at Colby has reached the point
where he will no longer have to play Lovejoy 100. As they say in the central Maine that he
has long called home, Charlie Ba ett i getting done.
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"The word got out that this is the old man' la t course,"
Bassett aid, heading for Lovejoy that morning. "So there's the
phy ic people, the bio people, the chemists. It makes me feel
kind of good that I could pull out a mob this big in my 66th year."
The cour e filled quickly despite the rumor that Bassett

thing he could to help her if she wanted to leave.
Montezemolodecided that if Colby had professors like Bassett,
she'd better reconsider.
"That he should be so supportive . . . " she said.
And still is.

might be back in the cla sroom next year as a sabbatical

At the end of his "Goodbye, Columbus" lecture that day,

replacement. The acknowledged master of the big lecture,

Bassett was approached by a tudent, Angela Cannon '99.

Bassett has attracted throngs of Colby undergraduates to his

Cannon told Bassett that she had been hired to work in the

cour e with his stage presence. His backstage genera ity has

Farnham Writers' Center at Colby after graduation. For Can

kept mob of Colby alumni in his life.

non, this was a singular triumph. For Bassett, it was one of many

When word went out that this article was in the works, the

in which he's quietly played a part.

Bas ett stories started pouring in. Just a few can be recounted here.

Cannon came to Colby from Eastport in Downeast Maine.

u an Maxwell Reisert '86 recalled that Bassett actually

Valedictorian at Shead High School, she traded a community

di uaded her from going directly to graduate school in Ameri

where she knew everyone for a place where she didn't know a

can studies. he did some soul-searching instead and eventually

soul. After 12 years of straight A' , Cannon found herself failing

received her master's degree in divinity from Harvard Uni ver-

one course her first semester, getting a C in another. She was

ity. Rei en i now a part-time minister in Waterville, where her

considering leaving Colby when she talked to Professor Bassett.
"Somehow he made me feel it was OK," Cannon said re

hu band teache at Colby.
"Charlie really embodied what l believe a college
profe sor shou Id embody," Reisert said. "He

cently. "He said, 'You have a tutor and you're going to bring
those grades back up.' . . . To have this man who was such a
legend on campus take a real interest in my well-being and

wa just a wonderful advisor."
usanna Montezemolo '97, a
re earcher for the A sociation of

want me to stay at the school really encouraged me and
made me feel good about myself."

of America in

But Bas en's legendary status extends to more

Wa hington, remembered going

than just his counseling of students. A scholar in his

Trial Lawyer

to Ba ett at a time when she

own right, Bassett comes from the "New Criticism"

wa

school of close reading of texts. He has taught hun

unhappy

at

Colby.

Monte:emolo said he wa think

dreds of students to go beyond their reaction-to look

mgof transferring. Bassett listened,

for evidence in literature.

he aid, and then didn't try
chan e her mind. He imply
a 1 J he'd do every-

to

Bassett is renowned for his work on John
O'Hara, among others, and is known and respected in
American tudies circles nationally. In 1 994

Some Things Never Change
he received the first annual Mary C. Turpie Prize in American

B assett h as been wav i n g h i s arms

Studies from the national American Studies Association. The

at stu d e nts s i nce h e a r r i ved 3 0

selection committee cited him for taking over Colby's modest

years ag o .

program and, over the years, building it into "the largest and
mo t successful undergraduate [American studies] major at any
liberal arts college in the country." He directed Colby's Ameri
can Studies Program for almost 25 years, chaired the English
Department and has advised generations of colleagues.
"He really is considered the wise sage," said Cedric Bryant,
associate professor of English.
But both Bryant and Margaret McFadden, assistant professor
of American studies, emphasize that Bassett not only continues
to dispense wisdom, he absorbs it as well.
"He's sixty-seven years old," McFadden said recently. "He's
entitled to be set in his ways and he just isn't."
For that reason, Bryant and Bassett recently teamed up for
lectures on a collection of stories by Alice Walker. Bryant noted
that the stories are not easy to read or to teach, that they contain
new ideas and perspectives that ome people Bassett's age would
reject out of hand.
"Charlie is precisely the opposite of that," Bryant said. "He
has never stopped expanding and revi ing his courses. He's
always broadening his own syllabus."
And not for his own benefit.
In 1993, Bassett was awarded the first Senior Class Teach
ing Award for Outstanding Teaching and Support of Colby
Students. The next year Bryant received the award, which has
since been renamed in honor of Bassett. Recently Bryant noted
that Bassett continues to try to teach as many students as he
can, not for egotistical reasons but because he believes it's
imperative that students not miss the literature he teaches and
the insights it offers.
"He honors teaching in a way that acknowledges it as the
centerpiece of undergraduate education at Colby," Bryant said.
And as teaching is the centerpiece of a Colby education, so
is Bassett the centerpiece of many students' Colby experience.
Bassett's office on the third floor of Miller Library is lined
with books. And posters. And signs from South Dakota and
Kan as, his early turf. And postcards from all over the country
Plains states predominate-and around the world. And photo
graphs of Bassett at class reunions. Bassett with brides and
grooms. Bassett with ushers and bridesmaids.
"I just go down to the bookstore and get these little bottles,"
he aid, in his trademark faux grouse. "[Colby bookstore man
ager] Bruce Barnard gives me a discount because I buy so much
crap over there. I'm pauperized between babies and weddings."

B assett i n h i s off i ce ( l eft ) , where g e n e rat i o n s of students have been c o n so l ed, caj o l e d a n d c o u n s e l ed, a n d o n the
s i de l i nes of the soccer p itch where, with Don A l l e n ( g e o l o g y ) , he h as bee n a f i xture.

diagnosed with a tumor. Bassett had been up much of the night

or is his participation limited to attendance.
Last year, Bassett says, he got a call at home from a former student.

worrying, and that morning was uncharacteristically somber.

"This woman said, 'Bassett, I want you to marry me,"' he

But then a student appeared in the door. He mustered a smile,

recounted. "I said, ' Don't you think there's a little disparity in

listened as she explained a scheduling problem relating to her

our ages to get around?' She said, ' o. I want you to become a

j unior year abroad. Bassett cheerily gave her some advice, called

notary public and marry me on Halloween night."'

her "Sweetie."

So Ba ett did, writing to the Maine secretary of state and

"See if you can find a sol u t ion," he said, "because Bassett is
no magic ian."

reque ting the test. " I t was open book," he marveled.
And on Halloween, Bassett married Leah Greenman '92 and
Don tauffer '9 1 in a ceremony on the shores of Sebago Lake.
"He was perfect," Greenman aid. "He explained who he was
and read a poem that he had picked out."

I f not a magician, then what ? What is it about this rumpled
uncle of a man that makes him so important to so many?
M ichelle Rainforth '93, a systems manager in Cambridge,
Mass., gave it a try.

The poem was by Ann Bradstreet. A dog was the ring bearer.

"He's j ust so good-natured," she said from her office recently.

"The best man had this dog on the leash," Bassett said, chuckling

"He's one of the people that I admire most of anyone I 've ever

and haking his head.

met. He's so righteous-no, not righteous. He's j ust a great

I f that was one of the more unusual manifestations of his

person in so many ways."

fnend hip with former students, it was j ust one of many. Bassett

Rainforth, like others, then offered a Bassett snapshot.

mur the country doing alumni events. He is the first faculty

"I went to visit him a couple of years after graduation," she

memher hooked for alumni reunions.
"I

said. "His children [ David, now a banker in London; Beth, now

get twenty e-mail a week," Bassett said. " l keep in touch

ll'1th mohs of alum . It eem ro me that's part of my job."

working with a dentist in A laska] are adopted and he was talking
about them, about how thri I led they were to get them. It was j ust

But 1r\ hardly work.

the most wonderful story to hear. He worships his k ids. I felt like

With rhe lea r prompnng, Ba ett will wax on about Colby

he almost adopted me."

,rudenr-,, almo t marvelmg that they could be such nice kid .
'The) really arc. They ll'erc our hahysmer . They were our leaf
raker,. They were our wood stacker:.. These k 1<l have been part
of In) tamd) for rhirt) year;,." When h1 wife of 3 year ,

arol,

d ied 111 1 99 5 , Ba,.,ett received more than 600 letters of ondo
lence frnm alumni and other fnend'>.
·1rnl B,i--,cr r . ementu

a

><.x:1are rrofc >t)r of mathemancs

ar

1lh , 'uc umbed to cancer. Dunnga recent 111rerv1cw, B�rt sa1<l
he had JU't g,men ll'L)rd rhar h1 '1:.rer, Im only 1hl111g, had been
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Mary Federle '88, of

umberland, Maine, mother of five

hi ldren, aid Bassett was at the top of her l ist of outgoing birth
announcement . Rai ed in Waterville, where she knew the
Bassetts and their children, Federle said she came to Colby to
learn that Charlie Ba sett's circle extended far and wide.
"He made everyone feel welcome," Federle said. " I t's not as
though it's this elect group of American studies majors."
elect group? I don't think so.
et out to a mas evidence of Bassett largess and you soon find

B assett's H a l l oween read i n g s ( l eft ) h ave f i l l ed L o r i me r C ha p e l fo r a d o z e n years. H e atte n d s so m a n y wed d i n g s
t h at t h e b o o kstore g i ves h i m a d i sc o u nt o n g i fts, a n d h e h as n 't m i ssed a reu n i o n ( r i g h t ) i n 2 5 years.

your elf wrestling with a Ken Starr-sized file of anecdotes.

the floor by the couch, Colby mail on the tables. Asked what
he hoped he'd accomplished with his students at Colby,

The time Bassett offered to "put the fear of God" in the

Bassett wa succinct:

administrator of a renowned art museum who was dawdling with
paperwork for a student's internship. The time Bassett incorpo

"I guess if I could make a student see in ways that he or she had

rated part of a senior's honors thesis into one of his lectures,

not seen before," he said. "If you could train a student to look at

giving the student full credit and a much-needed shot of confi

things in a different perspective, in a broader perspective."
That he certainly has done, countless times. And when the

dence. The time Bassett congratulated a bench-warming bas

time for training is over?

ketball player, recounting in detail every move she made-in

Bassett spoke fondly of his colleagues at the College, present

her three minutes in the game.
Bassett sending books to alumni because they touched on

and past, living and dead. He mentioned retirees who are scattered

something they'd studied years earlier. Bassett apologizing-for

in warmer climes around the country. Though recently diagnosed

years-for standing up a tudent for dinner. Bassett, who can

with diabetes, he's got that under control-"diet and exercise, the

pack alumni meetings across the country, spending a big chunk

two most hated words in the Engli h language"-so Bassett likely

of a Saturday taking a sophomore's parents out for breakfast.

will be able to travel in retirement. He said he'd like to see the

One former student said she and Bassett exchange e-mail

Northwest ("l have friends there"). The Southwest ("! have

every couple of months. Ir would be more frequent, she said, "but

friends there"). The Carolina coast ( "! have lots of friends there").
But there was a tone of self-persuasion to the travel talk.

we're both busy. "
And o n and o n and on.

Indeed, in an earlier conversation in his office, Bassett had come

"About him," said Montezemolo, the Washington law re

right out and said it: "I'm not somebody who goes and stands in
front of the Parthenon."

searcher, "I could go on forever."

"Gerry, I've been doing this for 40 year ," Bassett said. "When

But why ?

the leaves begin to tum, I begin to salivate The Great Gatsby . I

"He loves them," said McFadden, Bassett's American stud

don't know what I'll do. I don't know what I'll do."

ies colleague. "He cares about them. To whom is that not

But he does know what he'll do for the upcoming fall emester.

important ?"
It certainly is to Bassett, who describes his relationship with

It seems that, after all, an odd intersection of sabbaticals

Colby as "a mutual love affair." That the procession of new

created a shortage of professors. Charlie Bassett, newly retired,

initiates into the Bassett circle would suddenly end seems

has agreed to teach three courses.
There was a need, and when it comes to Colby, Bassett has

somehow unthinkable. But that is the point to which Bassett has

never said no. m

come, and it has left him puzzling over what form life will take
after Lovejoy 100.

Gerry Boyle ' 78 , a fom1er studen t of Bassett's , will have his sixth

A day or two after his Philip Roth lecture, we sat and talked

mystery novel , Cover Story, published by Berkley in Febrwiry .

at his home in Waterville. There was a stack of blue books on
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Striving for B alance
D i a l ogue o n R ace Leads t o C i vi l Prot est Act i o n

I

t was mid-morning on Friday, April 1 6, when two do:en students mounted the
tairs to the third floor of the Eu tis Admini tration Building chanting "racism
must go." Many of the student had gotten up early on Wednesday morning, two
days before, to attend the a.m. Campus Community Committee meeting in the Pugh
Center, where the Task Force on I nstitutional Racism had presented its final report.
Many also had been up late Thursday night at a tudent Government Association
( GA) meeting advocating creation of a minority affairs representative on the SGA's
leg1 lative body, the Pre idents' Council.
The chanting group was a coalition of white tudents joining students of color, with
a fe\\' faculty and staff members as well. They all hared a commitment to rid Colby of
any and all re 1Jue of racism that till insidiously infect institutions and society in
America, 111cluJ111g Colby, they said. And, they aid, they were frustrated.
The tuJent reque ted and got a meeting with President Bill Cotter, who wa
attenJmg th April Board ofTru tee> meeting across campus in the Roberts Building.
When oner arnveJ, they presented a l ist of 1 6 demand and vowed to remain in the
pre 1Jent\ office until they received an \\'Cr and as urances. "We are tired of the same
old rhetoric," their -.tatement -,aid.
mter, need mg to get hack to hu.,mes w i th tru tee , agreed to see students at 6: 30
p.m. The >tuJenr-, dec.IdcJ to >tay put until th, t t ime, and the sit-in f 1 999 began.
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tudent frustration was brought to a head by several develop

said Kyle Potter '99 afterward. "What I'm saying is, I've talked

ments on campus in the week leading up to April 1 6. An
opinion piece in The Colby Echo had contained remarks that

about them for four years."

they characterized as racially insensitive. The presentation of
the Report of the Task Force on Institutional Racism the

and intended to remain in his office until they got a sati factory
response. In interviews held afterward, there was near unanimity

previous Wednesday had refocused attention on several issues,
including how minority students feel burdened by the role they

Colby. We're saying that we feel Colby can be a better place and

feel compelled to take on to improve issues of diversity and

we have some ideas that I think are really good ideas," said Potter.

equality on campus. And on Thursday an initiative to get a

"We're not calling anyone racist. We are in no way calling

Students said they decided to test Cotter's open-door policy

among student leaders of the protest: "We're not condemning

voting minority-affairs representative approved for the Presi

President Cotter racist. Anyone who knows his track record

dents' Council achieved what some proponents considered les

knows that he cares. We just went to his office to say to him, 'look

than half a loaf-a non-voting representative of the Pugh

what can be better.' He's the guy who can get this stuff done."

Center Alliance (a coalition of multicultural clubs and organi

"The system here is not perfect. If you work on it, it can be

zations with offices in the Pugh Center).

better," said Kenya Sanders '00, student convener of the Task

These events and the students' assertion that it is the job of

Force on I nstitutional Racism and a spokesperson during the

Colby's senior administration, not students and faculty, and par

protest. "It wasn't a personal attack, but as president of Colby

ticularly not students and faculty of color, to root out and redress

College, he is not doing everything he could be."

inequities, led to a late night strategy session on Thursday. Plans for

"Colby is not any worse than Bates or Bowdoin or most other

the march were hatched.

schools of its rank," said Stephen Murphy '99. "But Colby needs

"Dialogue is good. Talking about these issues is important,"

T

to take the challenge and go beyond its peers and be a leader."

he students traced their protest to the black students'

pointed out that the protest capped a week when she had

takeover of Lorimer Chapel in 1 969 and to a 1 994 student

attended a racism task force meeting on Monday, a Society

action that took the name Students of Color United for Change

Organized Against Racism (SOAR ) meeting Tuesday, the Cam

and demanded separate multicultural housing on campus. This

pus Community Committee meeting on institutional racism on

year's protesters, as did the authors of the report of the Task Force

Wednesday and a Presidents' Council meeting Thursday to

on I nstitutional Racism, referred to and restated demands and

appeal for a minority affairs representative.

complaints lodged by a 1998 graduate who charged that she had

Students said it is institutional racism whenever a clas or a

been racially harassed by another student and claimed she had not

professor turns to an African-American student to explain some
subtlety of life in the innercityor something about Shakespeare's

received a fair hearing or adequate apologies from the College.

character Othello. Said Coy Dailey '0 1 : "In utopian history, say,

Protesters and authors of the task force report focused on
"institutional raci m," which they differentiated from indi

let's talk about slavery or let's talk about civil rights-the class

vidual racism. Invoking the term introduced in the late 1 960s by

tends to look at the person of color-this happens everywhere;

Stokely Carmichael, Laura Eichelberger '99 read the following

I went to a predominantly white high school and this was the

definition to a Campus Community Meeting: "While racism in

pattern-and he feels like he has to speak up for the whole race."

one sense may describe the beliefs or ideas of individuals, in its

It's uncomfortable, Dailey says. "I'm a student too. I 'm trying to

institutional sense it refers to the anonymous operation of

learn j ust like everyone else. A lot of people don't even have to

discrimination in organizations, professions, or even whole

think about this stuff. Everyone else can say, 'I don't see that' and

societies." Textbook examples in Eichelberger's definition in

walk away. We can't do that."

cluded excuses for lack of diversity in hiring, discrimination in

Institutional racism is evident in the lack of an assured role

lending based on neighborhood restrictions and seniority rules

in student government, students said. "At the Presidents' Coun

that create "first in, last out" and "last hired, first let go" policies.

cil, everybody sitting around the room was predominantly white

At Colby, students said, institutional racism takes various

and the dorm representatives, even if they weren't white, the

forms. It is evident in the assumption that students of color will

dorms they were representing were predominantly white," said

put in the time and effort required, above and beyond their

Christina Tinglof '00. "So it seems obvious to me that racial

normal workload as college students, to bring about social justice

minorities don't have a very big say on the Presidents' Council."

and equality, they said. Responsibility for campus programs, for

When the Presidents' Council approved a non-voting repre

minority recruiting strategies and for diversity training too often

sentative, it, in essence, gave students of color "permanent guest

fall on the shoulders of students of color, they said. "I'm tired of

status" in Colby's power structure, said Associate Professor of

being a member and a co-convener to create something that

Philosophy Jill Gordon.

other students rake for granted," Sanders told Cotter at a

Gordon said another manifestation of institutional racism is

Campus Community Committee meeting. " It's not my job.

the way Colby's harassment policies deal with sexual harass

Something should be done by senior administrators." Later she

ment but lack the specific language to effectively prosecute
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msrance of racial harassment. he described institutional racism as "the ways
in which institution further disad\'antage people who are already disadvan
taged." It can be traced to the policies, procedures and practices that
mstitutions ha\·e and use that consciously or unconsciously reproduce racial
inequities that exist in the larger society. "No one individually has to be racist"
for mstitutional racism to function, he said.
Cotter took issue with the term "institutional racism" as soon as faculty and
students used that term in the title of the task force last fall. He said Colby's
tradit1on of affirmatiYe action, with resultant numerical increases in minority
representation in the student body, faculry and staff, is the opposite of the
practice that perpetuate discrimination and exclusion and that define institu
tional racism. When Potter conceded at a Campus Community Committee
that all institutions are infected with institutional racism, Cotter's reaction was
that "it's a meaningle s description. o let's concentrate instead on concrete
objecti\'es," he said-"things we can do to fulfill the commitments we've
already made to affirmati\'e action. Let' ask, 'Where are we? How are we doing7
What more can we do?'"

Students' Recomm endatio ns

Following afternoon negotiations that included
President Cotter, protest leaders, trustees and
Student Government Association representatives,

the protesters submitted a list of 1 4 recommenda
tions (paraphrased here), which asked for:
• a response and action plan, with a timetable, to
respond to the report by the Task Force on
Institutional Racism and the letter from the
aggrieved student;
• Cotter to support a racial-minority affairs
representative on the Presidents' Council;
• a minority scholar's postdoctoral program to be
revived by spring of 2000;
• new faculty positions for at least three minority
scholars committed to confronting issues of race
and racism and the systems of privilege and
oppression, and an increased number of minority
faculty in tenure-track positions;

A

the occupation of the president' office continued April 1 6, numbers
.,welled and the protest spilled into the board room and the third-floor
lounge. During the afternoon Cotter met in Roberts with protest leaders
Potter and anders, GA President Ben Langille '99, SGA VP-elect Jon Gray
'00 and Ass1 rant Professor andy Grande ( education and human develop
ment ) . Gray, elected less than two days before, was asked to join that meeting
as a mediator. "! had no honeymoon," he said.
" But that was a great meeting," Gray said of the afternoon negotiations. " I t
wa' back-and-forth discourse between Cotter and those three leaders. They
J 1Jn 't agree on e\'erything, but there was gi\'e and rake on both sides." The
re,ult \\'as a rensed list of 1 4 recommendations that students presented to
otter and trustees that e\'ening. ( ee students' list, center, left . )
A t a n e\·enmg meetmg o f protesters, administrators and trustees i n the
hoarJ room, Cotter responded to the l ist point by point , and he elaborated
111 a 30-page written response 1 sueJ two weeks later. ( See excerpts, center,
right . ) He highlighted progre'>s Colby has made during hi 20 years as
pre,1dent. In 1 97 9 there were no African Americans in the entering class
,mJ <ln h 2 percent of the tudent boJy were students of color. This year
;1pprnx11nateh 1 0 percent !lf the 'tu<lent population were per on of color,
.mcl there \\ ere 1 111ternat 1onal 'tudent., he aid. I n Colby's Cla of 2003
t hl'rl' \\ d i hL I .A.fr1c<1n-American 'tu<lent , who are among a total of 6 5
ALA, ' A ( Atrn.. an-Americ,in, Lanno, Asian, at1\'e American ) fir t -year
,tucknr'; I-nth record number,. In 20 year' the number of ALA A faculty
memhl'r' h,1, ri'cn tr<lm tour to 2 3 , oner sa1J. More important than
numl'er , hl' ,,1 1J, .ire the contr1hut1on' and out ranJ 111g ach1e\'em nts of
hot h rudent' .incl t,u.: u l r y of uilor.
I )unnl! t he tour year' th.ir r h 1 ' year\ 'c111or' \\ere on campu'> Colby opene<l
t he Pul!h ( cntl'r hir mult 1Lulrur,tl ,1tf,11r,, '->tarred rhc Pre\'ICW'> Program for
I ro I L'L l i \ e ALA. 1 A ,ru,knt,, 1 11 i r 1,1rl'J ,111 exc h,mgc \\ 1th Cl<1rk Un1ver.,1ty
m t\r l.111t.1, ,c leul'<l t\\ll tre,hm,111 l ollb \\ 1th J l \ eNty theme' an<l 111 1 t 1 atcJ
the n.1k d10l.1r hq . \\ hllh 111Lfl',l L' L'l1f<ll l menr of Afr1Ldn -,ruJe1w-.
At the d t mdL t!L 1!1L'et l l1l! Ol1 Ai rd 1 6 Corr er pnim1,cJ ,1u1on on a \\ 1Je range
, t -tu k 11 1 fL'L mmL'n Lmon , I ut l1L· L lc.irh 1clent 1!tcJ ,1rca \\ here hl' lacked
ro 1mr lemenr their 'Ul!l!L''tll •11'. In h1 \\ nrrcn reply, he
J u r hL m , r \\ d l 111!!n,
reHL rdtc I "I dtn m t I rq ,trL I to r ,\ 1,tt th, cfcu,1011 ot rhe T ru rec Comm1 -,1011
n 1 u l t t u l rural H, u 111..! (Lum! e I ot TrtML'L'', t,1cult\ , 'tudent' ,mJ ,rnff,
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• a review of the academic " diversity requirement " ;
• diversity training to b e required for Dean's Office
and Financial Aid Office staffs and to be available to
faculty and other staff at no or low cost;
• the multicultural housing issue to be revisited by
the trustees, in consultation with members of the
Task Force on Institutional Racism;
• a social/academic support network to be
established for students of color with student
mentors in paid positions, and for a half-faculty
half-administrative position to be created to direct
the program;
• the College's commitment to affirmative action to
be strengthened for all faculty, staff and
administrative positions;
• a program to be created to increase enrollment of
American Indian students, with special consider
ation for members of Maine tribal nations;
• Colby magazine to feature an article on the
protest and the experience of students of color,
written in consultation with them;
• diversity training to be a requirement for SGA
leaders and Presidents' Council members;
• a Pugh Center coordinator's position (an assistant
director of intercultural affairs position existed
during the 1 996-97 school year) to be reinstated
and made permanent; and

• the president to address "the most recent racist
statements and actions taken by the Echo. "

Reply to Recommendations

many of whom were persons of color ) , which unanimously recommended

T h e protest concluded with a n eve n i n g meeting

against separate housing at Colby. I do not know of any new arguments or facts

that included students, administrators, trustees
and faculty. There, and in a 30-page written reply
(copies of which are available from the President's
Office), President Cotter:
•

agreed to d raft new language to better define

racial harassment in the Student Handbook;

that would likely cause the Trustees to alter their decision, which was based on
fear of divisiveness, among other things." H e did, however, agree to republish
the report along with other steps taken since the report was adopted.
H e said requests for new positions, including postdoctoral fe l lows, new
fac ulty slots and new administrators, were in conflict with staffing caps that have
been in place since 1 988 for admini trators and 1 99 5 for faculty. "While these

committed funds for diversity training for faculty, staff

additions would be extremely useful," he said, the best he could do was ensure

and students (SGA President Beniamin Humphreys '00

that they will be considered by a Trustee Planning Committee, which is

•

has pledged d iversity training for all Executive
Committee and Presidents' Council members);
• commissioned a report for a l l personnel on
harassment and hate crime statutes;
•

put the diversity requirement on the agenda for the

Academic Affairs Committee (noting that only the
faculty can make changes to the College curriculum);
• agreed to find ways to strengthen Colby's already
solid commitment to affirmative action for all
faculty and staff positions;
•

agreed to i nvestigate Dartmouth's program for a

Native American scholarship program (noting that
Native Americans a l ready are eligible for the Bunche
Scholars program);
•

agreed to attend the Presidents' Council to support

d iverse representation in all Colby organizations;
• agreed to a ceremony and installation of a plaque

mapping out long-range plans for the College as it faces a new century and
prepares to welcome a new president. (The Planning Committee has a standing
subcommittee on diversity. )
Cotter expressed reservations about a request for a standing committee that
would deal only with matters of race because it would open questions about the
status of other diversity issues ( gender, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation,
etc . ) . H e also noted that while it is difficult and problematic to require diversity
training for faculty and students, the dean of student's staff already has engaged
in various diversity training programs.
Cotter explained that Colby never had a "dean of minority recruitment." Staff
turnover shifted the responsibilities from a senior admissions officer (an assoc iate
dean of admissions) to a more junior officer, whose title is assoc iate director of
admissions and financial aid and coordinator of multicultural enrollment.
Finally, having reviewed the harassment case brought by the student last
spring, Cotter said, "we take her recommendations for new actions seriously,"
but, he concluded, " I do not fee l there was any impropriety," and he declined
to issue or order formal apologies from admin istrators. The student decided

not to appeal the dean's hearing findings with the College's appeals board, and

in the Pugh Center, by September if possible,

the Maine H uman R ights Commission administratively d ism issed her d is

recounting the history that led to the building;

crimination charge in February, Cotter said.

•

agreed to create paid positions for students of

color and others interested in mentoring incoming
ALANA students;
•

agreed that it is desirable to have at least one

person of color as a facu lty member in residence on
campus but opposed a rigid quota;
•

comm itted to having artwork and posters

representing people of color installed in residence
halls by the opening of school;
•

agreed to an article in the summer issue of Colby

magazine; and

• ag reed to add ress racially insensitive statements in

The Colby Echo while upholding the newspaper's

right to unabridged freedom of expression.

Cotter explained that he could not agree to:
• add faculty or administrative positions, because
that would violate Colby's staffi ng cap;
•

reopen the issue of m u lticultural housing, which

was addressed by a trustee commission in 1 995;
• separate race from other diversity issues handled
i n the Campus Community Comm ittee by
establishing a separate standing comm ittee on race.

A

fter an hour-long meeting in the board room, the Eustis sit-in ended.
The protesters and a crowd that swelled to perhaps 1 00 students, fa c u I ty

and admin istrators had l istened as leaders discussed the 1 4 points with Cotter
and with four prominent members of the Board ofT rustees. Cotter and chair
of the board Larry Pugh '56 held a press conference afterward . They called the
dialogue productive and said the students were "articulate and pass ionate."
" I t's unfortunate that students and fac ulty fel t that it was necessary

to

get

my attention by occupying my office," Cotter said later, in an i nterview,
"because I think it's fairly wel l known that I 'm always open to dialogue. These
are important issues; a takeover wasn't necessary. While they were re pectful
as far as not going through my papers, it still was a violation. I t's my office."
Students interviewed later in the semester expressed guarded optimism for
future developments. Several said the prate t wasn't about recruiting more
students of color but rather was about improving the Colby experience for students
of color and was about trying to find ways for white students to understand the
issues of rac ial privi lege without having students of color responsible for doing the
work to educate their peers. "Some people are racist; most are j ust ignorant," said
Sanders. "] t's Colby's responsibility to educate them. You're making these people
the leaders of tomorrow-get them now or it will be too late."
"We're happy the trustees met with us," said Potter. "Wel l , I wouldn't say
we're happy-I think that we were heard. I don't think the College has ever
had a problem l istening to us. A commitment has been made to us and that
was j ust the beginning. We know that's j ust a starting point."
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Literacy Al liance
Cuzzi '98 d evelops service-learn i ng and l iteracy p rograms for stude nts
By Alicia

V

emiccolo MacLea)' '97

olunteering with the Oak

teers are adequately trained be

land, Maine, Police Depart

fore they go out to tutor students

ment while a student at Colby

in grades K-5 individually or in

revealed ome of the affl ictions

small groups.

of poverty and illiteracy to

Louise Harrington, a fifth

Michael Cu::i '9 . He aid he

grade alternative e d ucation

wa

teacher at the Albert

hocked to learn that "some

people couldn't even write out
a tatement."

. Hall

chool, is one of the community
members who has seen the ben

These experiences helped steer

efits of AmeriCorp *VIST A's

him to hi present calling-trying

first year in Waterville. he calls

to eliminate illiteracy through
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came the three-year host
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tary chool students at risk of
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applied, was selected and commit
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school," Harrington said. "It's

A dome tic Peace Corps,

Literacy volunteers, including Anna Randall '0 1 , have improved reading levels
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respondence.
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An Excel lent Ally

Deflating Internet Stocks
A letter to the editor in the April 30 Wall S treet Journal signed

Ju lia McDonald '99 says

"Sunil H. Thakor, Senior, Colby College, Waterville, Maine," used

she realized early that she

a pithy analysis to put a pin in the overblown I nternet stocks sector.

was l ikely to get as much

Thakor, responding to a WSJ columnist, posited that the Internet is

out of Colby as she put

the most perfect competitive environment ever. "Any economist will
be quick to point out that in the face of perfect competition,

into it. And put into it she
did. She was a member of
S H OC ( Student Health

economic profit is driven to zero," he wrote. "To enter this market
place is to forfeit all pricing power and become a price taker."

on Campus ) , pres ident of
The Bridge, accompanist �

So what does that mean to investors ? " I would argue that paying
500 times earnings for a company that provides a generic service ( like

�

for the Colby Chorale,
Powder and W ig trouper, �
H I V Task Force member, Julia
s e n i o r art s h o w e x h i b i t o r ,
Colby dancer and captain of
the woodsmen's team. She en
g ineered succ essfu l v i s i t s of

I nternet access) or sells the same product ( like books ) that countless
other firms sell is foolish . . . . To believe heavily in Internet retailers
and the like is to ignore the fundamental economic principles that
govern this new marketplace," he concluded.
Two weeks later the Binghamton, N .Y., Press & Sun Bulletin
praised "the Colby College student who made this convincing argu
ment against high internet stock valuation using sound economic and

The Starving Artists theater
company, and she was a pro m i 
nent voice in College affairs.
Among her contributions,
the h ighest profile legacy is
Project Ally-a program to pro
mote awareness and non-judg
mental treatment oflesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgendered, trans
sexual and questioning people.
Mc Donald and others de
cided it was t ime to make a
small part of Maine-Mayflower
H i l l-as free from homophobia
as possible. The national pro
gram they l iked best is called
Project Safe Zone. The problem
with Project Safe Zone was that

business principal(sic ) reasoning." +

Recommended Reading
What are the Class of '99's favorite books 7 For the third year
the seniors sent in their preferences, solicited faculty and staff
picks and published a l ist of recommended reading ( compiled
this year by J amie Smith '99 ) .
A Prayer for Owen Meany, by John Irving, was the seniors' most
popular title with eight recommendations; Ishmae l , by Daniel
Quinn, had seven. Evidence that the Ayn Rand revival made it to
Colby consists of three recommendations for The Fountainhead
and three for Atlas S hrugged. Other books that garnered more than
two student recommendations: Beloved, The Catcher in the Rye ,
Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood and The Great Gatsby .

McDonald '99

it implied that unsafe spaces ex
ist at Colby, McDonald says.
So, working with a committee
of students and staff, she helped
create a unique Colby program
and named it Project Ally.
Training sessions to mobi
l ize a network of informed and
sympathetic all ies were held this
spring and will be repeated next
year for students, faculty and
staff. Besides educating allies,
the program has the goal of pro
duc i ng signs of support for gay
people on campus and helping
to bring a long- invisible group
more into the mainstream of
campus life. "So far support has
been tremendous and we have
high hopes for this proj ect,"
M c Donald told the Campus
Community Committee. +

Sharing the Spotlight
view. "[ try t o do something with science, technology,

During his unprecedented three years as Student
Government Assoc iation ( SGA) cultural chair,
Walter Wang '99 lined up a d istinguished roster of
campus speakers, including civil rights lawyer Mor
ris Dees, former Polish president Lech Walesa, Ameri
can Civil Liberties Union president Nadine Strossen,
Nobel Peace Prize winner Oscar Arias and author
Iris Chang. But of all the programs he organized,
Wang considers date-rape survivor and activist Katie

student plays and international issues-some things
students don't get in the classroom," he said.
Despite his success in the position, playing campus
host to ambassadors and booking Nobel laureates
wasn't Wang's biggest Colby achievement, he says.
Working as a research assistant for Associate Profes
sor of Government Suisheng Zhao was: "That really
defines the Colby experience-close contact with a
professor from freshman year. That's remarkable."
If he could have brought absolutely anyone to
Colby, Wang would have chosen Joe DiMaggio. " It's
not just that I'm a New York Yankees fan," the ew
Jersey resident said. Characterizing DiMaggio as an average guy who

Koestner's crusade against sexual assault the most
powerful-"because it's an important topic and it
doesn't get talked about much. It has everything to

Walter Wang '99

do with feeling safe on campus."
Wang ran for the position as a first-year student after organizing a

achieved the American dream, Wang said, "America provides you the
opportunity to succeed, but doesn't guarantee that you will succeed." +

successful Asian New Year's festival as his dorm's cultural chair. H is
vision for cultural programming is inclusive, and he encourages a broad
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Stel lar Progress
New astronomy class room shelters M u rray Cam pbel l's u n usual p rogram
By Stephen B. Collins ' 74

A

strologers who believe

room became a permanent home

that the a l ignment of

for the program.

heavenly bodies can have a be

I nside the b u i lding, four

neficent influence on earth!y

groups of students are in charge

affair mustsee a pectacular line

of di fferent functions and work

up over Colby's astronomy pro

together like a NASA mission

gram. Merrill Professor of Physics

control team. "It's set up as a

Murray Campbell waxes enthu

model of a mountaintop obser

siastic about the Collin Obser

vatory," Campbell said. Stu

vatory ( " i t '

not posh, b u t

dents work on bright objects

everything about i t is research

and open clusters of stars. In Janu

grade"), Colby' location for as

ary, Orion is strategically high in

tronomical observations ("on a

the sky, and many students

scale of one to ten it' a ten; the

study its nebula. By taking

amount of scattered light is very

three exposures and combin

mall"), the commitment of stu

Murray Campbell has built the astronomy program a little at a time.

ing the images in the Schupf

dent astronomers ("we have an

theses-Schwartz's "Mapping of

Colby received the Collins

computational lab (using the

unu ually enthusiastic student

the iO Maser of the Orion BN/

Observatory as a gift from An

same research software that the

body") and the new astronomy

KL Region" a n d Garlan d ' s

thony Kramer '62 and had it in

Hubble telescope uses) they can

classroom that opened inJanuary

"Analysis o f

arrowband Mid

stalled between the baseball field

generate color photos of the

("it was a dream").

I nfrared Images of the UCHll

and the Gould Music Shell in

Orion N ebula.

1 988. It was a good, manually

The Introduction to Astro

ia m-and Yankee ingenuity

Garland said hearing Stephen

operated telescope, Campbell

physics course was designed to

for a l arge measure of the

Hawking's presentation, "The

says. He got a National Science

incorporate research into learn

program's uccess.

ince arriv

Universe in a N utshell," was the

Foundation ( SF) grant to auto

ing and became one of the mod

ing at Colby in 19 0 he has built

h ighlight. "I had always hoped

mate it and turned it into a good

els for the $ 5 00,000 NSF Award
for the I ntegration of Research

Credit Campbell's own enthu-

Complex G434.26+0. 1 5 ."

the ;,mall astronomy program a

to but never dreamt that l would

teaching research telescope with

little at a t11ne. The Phy ic and

hear him speak," she said.

computerized controls and a high

in Education (AIRE) grant re

quality digital camera or Charged

ceived last year. Campbell cred

Campbell credited Bill Tieman

A;rronomy Department ha
grown o that It now averages 12

'77, then a department assistant at

15 maiors each year-more

Colby and now a physics professor

w

its teaching assi stant Mike

A heated bunker was built

to

Ramstrom's work in the as

tate College in Colo

keep the telescope's computers

tronomy and computat ional

Penn, Brown or Columbia, not

rado, for developing the tar and

warm enough to function, but for

labs for helping attract the tal

mention mmr liberal art col

tellar ystems lab course 20 years

years students and instructors

ented corps of student astrono

lege , accorJing ro Jepartment

ago. Today it is unique in Colby's

were sheltered in the skaters'

mers. Campbell can reel off the

chair Robert Bluhm.

catalogue becau e ofthe lab sched

warming hut, which was moved

names of about a dozen current

ule: " ruJents must be available

to

the site for the fall course.

or recent students with impres

rhan
rn

onn,

Y ,

"The bottom

1

yracuse,

falling out

at Me a

Coupled Device.

of It [the number of phy 1 c

MonJay through Thursday eve

maior

ning;, for telescope observing

nanom\ 1JeJ a n J \\ c're

wtall) bucking the trcn J,"

as

weather permit;,."
"On the f1r;,t clear n1ght I leave

ampbcll a1J. In larch ;,1x ;,tu

Besides the fall cour e and

sive research fellowships and

lab, there is a Jan Plan titled

credential , from the Harvard/

Introduction to Astrophysics.

S m i t h so n i a n Astroph y s i cal

While other may curse Maine'

Observatory in Massachusetts

Jcnt' anJ four facult) member

a me,,;,age on my phone anJ ay,

early winter sunsets,

ampbell

to Cal Tech and the Univer ity

m.iJe pre,c n r a t 1 o n -, at rhc

'We \\ di h�we a lab tonight,' and

rejoice . January and February

of Hawai i . It's all a tribute, he

AmLnc,m Phy,1cal \iuety Len

they come," ampbell a1J. There

offer the most clear nights of any

said, "to the flexibility and the

tenninl meeting in Atl.mra, Ga.

arc no make-up;,, anJ w,ually all

month , anJ "you can do a lab

cooperation that Colby offers,

Twn t1f rhem, en1nr'

3

45 >tuJent> ha\·e their four

anJ m i l go home for an early

and to doing a little bit at a

.u hcrine Gar

ob,en·dnom completeJ by Co

supper," he a1J. That was cold

time" to build a modest-sized

LmJ, pre,enteJ po rer J1,pl.1y '

lumbu Day . "lt coulJ only work

comfort unnl this winter when a

but excellent undergraduate

fnim rhe1r ,i-rronnm\ hcmor

at a re 1Jent1al college," he a1J.

new (heateJ) astronomy class-

a tronomy program. +
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Is It Soup Yet?
It sounds like the premise for a 1 950s science fict ion movie

Pu ndits & P laudits

professors manufacturing genetic material. In a Keyes laboratory,
Dorros assistant professors of biochemistry Steve Dunham and Shari

Interactive Barney: Good or Evil?

U lrich Dunham are doing j ust that, "making" DNA.
U sing a chemical synthesizer, the Dunhams combine small

On May 2 1 t h e Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. 1n a story that compared

amounts of synthetic guanine, thymine, cytosine and aden ine

Microsoft's i nteractive Barney toy with D r. Frankenstein's monster.

the four bases that make up DN A . Students use these recipes to

quoted Batya Friedman (computer science) on the soc ial,

observe how the d ifferent se
quences change the structure of

developmental and eth ical i m p l ications of hig h-tech toys. While
programmers and toy makers should consider carefully how their

DN A and how those changes af
fect its function.

toys will be used, they should be aware that their inventions will not

"Students get pure, homoge
neous DNA to work with rather
than having to extract the DNA
from a cell, which can be diffi
cult," Steve Dunham said.

make them more suitable to certain tas k s , " she said . But while

always be used as intended . "The way tools are designed can

"hu man behavior may be constrained or prodded by features of
technology. i t i s not determined by 1 t . " she said.

Constitutional Exercise

The experiments are modeled
on work being done in pharmaceu
Biochemists Steve and Shari
tical companies and university re
Dunham synthesize DNA in the lab.
search institutes where geneticists
probe for ways to repair damaged genes. The Dunhams are particularly
excited about research on telomeres, bonding agents that hold together
DNA strands. As cell divide and reproduce their genetic material in
each new cell, the telomeres shorten and eventually disappear, Steve
Dunham says. This eventually causes molecular dy function that may
explain how aging occurs. Finding a way to introduce telomeres into
damaged DNA could retard or even eliminate the aging of cells that
leads to disease and physical infirmity. "Gene therapies could be used
to stop the spread of cancer cells," he said.
The work i endlessly fasc inating, says Shari Dunham. 'There is so
much that is being learned," she aid. "The hardest part is trying to
keep up." +

On May 5, David Broder's syndicated column. about the Center for
Civic Education ' s program "We the People The Citizen and the
..
Constitution . ended with this: "Anthony Corrado. a d1sting u 1shed
political scientist at Colby College in Maine . has j u dged t h e [Center
for Civic Education's] contest for eight years and has helped train
teachers at summer institutes on using the c u rriculum . H e takes the
time. he told me. because 'the best antidote to cynicism is
understan d i n g the basic principles of our system of government
and being challenged to apply them to today's problems . "'
Broder's column appears 1n 293 newspapers

Family Values in a Bottle?
As the hype and excitement around the Star Wars prequel
reached a fever pitch in May . the Chnstian Science Monitor and
C BS . Marketwatc h . com interviewed David Lubin (art and
American studies) about the phenomenon . Lubin told CBS that
Hollywood would love to find the formula for Star Wars' a p peal .

Peter Westervelt , Classic Professor

"[George Lucas] combines our contemporary fascination with
technology-these are very high-tech fi lm s-with old-fashioned

Professor Peter Westervelt, who taught classics for 26 years before
a physical d isability prevented him from remaining active in the
classroom, officially retired from the faculty this year. In l 961
Westervelt received his Ph.D. from Harvard and came to Colby as an
instructor. Following his appointment to full professor in 1 978, he
taught c lasses for several more years.
Since leaving classroom teaching, Westervelt has remained a
scholar and a teacher and, among other pursuits, has edited faculty
books, the Colby Quarterly and other publications. At the annual
faculty and trustee dinner in May, President Bill Cotter expressed
gratitude for Westervelt's friendship and advice-and for private
tutoring in Latin to prepare for commencement recitations.

heroics and old-fashioned family-value syste m s . " Lubin said. Lucas
"sends them out of the theater fee l i n g good .

I guess if Hol lywood

could bottle that, they wou l d . But so far they haven't been able to . "
The entire L u b i n interview 1 s on line (http//cbs marketwatch com/
archive/1 99905 1 5/news/c u rrent/soapbox. htx)

Breaking China News
At the height of tensions between the U S and China following the
recent NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belg rade . a

Washmgton Post article quoted Suisheng Zhao (government) .
Though China joined the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and

Cotter's tribute recognized other family members, too. Westervelt's
wife, Nancy ( Fortuine '54), worked for the Dean of the College,
Alumni Relations and Communications during the 1 980s. Daughter
Sarah Bizier is a registered nurse in the Colby health center, and two
other children are not only Colby graduates but were valedictorians

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Zhao said these acts did not
prevent Washington "from selling F- 1 6 fighters to Taiwan 1n '92.
forcing inspection of a C h inese freighter suspected of transporting
chemical agents to I raq in "93. and sending ai rcraft carriers to the
Taiwan Strait i n '96 "

Peter '85 and Hilda '92-"a truly amazing record," Cotter said. +
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I books & authors
Si ster, Sideki c k, So ldier, Spy
E l izabeth Leonard docu ments the comm itment of C iv i l War-era women to cou ntry and cause
By Sally Baker

In All the Daring of ihe Soldier
(W.W.

orton, 1999), Elizabeth

mediate desertion. She served

a rin plate and a tin cup, and a

in some of the most gruesome

knife and Fork, one spoon. We

Leonard (history) reveals the

battle

scope of women's participation

Bull Run, Antietam, Gettysburg,

of the war, including

have to use the floor as a table. I
like to be a soldier very well."

in the Civil War. The story is so

Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania,

By all accounts, particularly

compelling that The History

nursing soldiers as they fell and,

those of their male comrades, most

Book Club has purchased the

at least once, carrying the regi 

of the disguised women fought

mental flag into batt le.

bravely. Many escaped d iscovery

rights for a book-club edition.
The women who served fell

Unlike daughters of the regi

until they were wounded. Several

largely into three categories,

ment, women who donned uni

even delivered babies while serv

Leonard writes: spy, "daughter

forms and carried guns were

ing-one shorrly after fighting at

of the regiment," and disgui ed

pursuing masculine opportunities.

Fredericksburg. "Union General
W i l l iam S. Rosecrans became

soldier. In the first capacity,

Products of the farm and of rhe

All the Daring of the Soldier

women often were able to escape

foreign-born working class, these

enraged," Leonard writes, "when

W.W. Norton

detection for long periods be

women had known nothing but

an unnamed sergeant under his

368 pages

cau e invading forces underes

hard physical work. Some were

command ' w as delivered of a baby,

timated them.They did genuine

eager for advemure and for the

which,' he irately noted, 'is in

U

phold ing a rradirion rhar

damage-or service, depending

chance to make money quickly.

violation of all military law and of

dared back ar leasr to rhe

on one's perspective. Because

The Civil War offered both.

the army regulations."'

American Revolution, between

of information about Uni on

After enlisting in the 153rd

Leonard writes that "far too

500 and 1,000 girls and women

troop strength gathered by Belle

ew York Stare Volumeer , Sa

few women who lived and served

d1 gu1sed rhem elves a malesand

Boyd of Martinsburg, Va. (now

rah Rosetta Wakeman sent her

in the military during the first

enl 1 red 111 rhe armie of lorth

W. Va. ), for instance,

152 bounty money home to

cemury of United States history"

and outh dur111g the Civil War.

tone

wall Jackson and his men were

Binghamton. Several weeks later

left enough documentary evi

ome fol

victorious in the

henandoah

she wrote from Alexandria, Va.,

dence to reconstruct their expe

lowed hu bands, brothers or lov

Valley campaign.

"The weather is cold and the

riences. But with All the Daiing of

er into the service. Others ran

Annie Etheridge of Michi

ground is froze hard, but I sleep

ihe Soldier, she brings to us a vari

a\\ ay from home to e cape a life

gan was a "daughter of the

as warm in the tents as I would in

ety of women's commitment to

Motl\'e

varied.

l1m1ted to "woman' work." ome

regimen r . " She followed her

a good bed. I don't know the

their country and its cause. +

\\ere 111 de perate need of money.

husband into the 2nd Michi

d ifference when I get asleep. We

nil other> were mom·ated by

gan I nfantry Regiment and

have boards laid down for a floor

tayed despite h i almost im-

and our dishes is tin. We all have

Sally Baker is direcwr of communi
cations for Harvard's Faculty ofAns
and Sciences

'heer pamot1 m.

lo

e.

"J?,i,, -.:J

Ir .,,.,.., "7 f/ar•<.s

Mayhem, Lechery and Love in Wyoming
After three novels, Annie

tttry , and rhe la r-"Brokeback

Mounrain"-won a 1998 0 .

ming landscape that is "nothing

�to!) form 1n rhi volume of 1 1

Henry hort Story Award and

much but weather and d istance"

rnle,,, a l l e r 111 rhe >tare >he calb

ANNIE PROULX

Close Range: Wyoming Stories
S

D t'

283 pages

roadhouses and rodeos in a Wyo

Proulx '5 7 rewrm to rhe short

a

arional Magazine Award.

in one accounr.

home and all populared by her

It'> a quick and riveting jour

As a whole the stories portray

grm\ , doomed characrero. In rhc

ney from first to lasr, propelled

a grim pre ent and box-canyon

tl1reworJ to Clo e Range ,

prospects for rhe future. Violence

he

b� Proulx'sextraordinary and d is

hort ronc arc "vel) d1f

t111cr1ve language, her fanta ti

and lechery often drive the e tales.

hc.:ulr" for her. Bur rhe fir>t

cally real character and plots

When a Wyoming farm boy re

"Th� Half- k111ned

ch11m

recr"-,, a

that are often macabre. F111cly

turn crippled and d isfigured from

111duJl"J 111 The Brn Amencan

ohoervcJ deta il> of character as

hi travel in the larger world, hi

anJ The Be.It

'' ell a. how rh 111g> look and work

only form of expression is riding

Amcncan Shure Stones uf the Cen-

convey rhc t xture> of ranche>,

bareback to neighboring ranches

\him )wnc

1 99

2

The Perfect Skipper

fresh prints

sea-everything, from the main
T H E

tenance of c ritical equipment

Legislative Politics in the Arab World: The Resurgence of

to the laying in of provisions.
The captain's greatest chal

Democratic Institutions
Guilain Denoeux (government), Abdo Baaklini and

lenge may be managing the crew.

Robert Springborg

G reenlaw, one of few women in

Lynne Reinner P u b l i shers I n c .

the Gloucester fishing fleet, says
her primary strategy in gaining

This is t h e first comprehensive, comparative analysis of
modern Arab leg islatures . The vitality it reveals in Arab parl ia

respect from male crewmembers

The Hungry Ocean

Hyperion
265 pages

Made famous i n Sebastian
J unger's best seller The Perfeci
Storm, swordboat captain Linda
G reenlaw '83 has written her
own account of a 3 0-day fish
ing voyage on the Grand Banks.
The Hungry Ocean is an unsen
t imental description of the art
and craft of swordfishing, rich
with detail about l i fe and work
aboard ship.
G r e e n l a w , who gave up
swordfishing in early 1 996 and
now is lobstering at home on
Isle au Haut, Maine, was called
by J unger "one of the best sea
captains, period, on the East
Coast." The Hungry Ocean ex
plains her success. Greenlaw
describes the meticulous pro
cess of planning for a month at

ments, and the sign ificance thereof, is one of the overlooked

is to outwork them. She is un
compromising when it comes to
safety-she once woke a man
who'd fallen asleep on watch

stories of politics i n the 1 990s, the authors contend. G uilain
Denoeux and h i s col leagues draw on their extensive experience
as scholars and project consultants to show how l e g islatures
have contributed to the process of democratic transition

with a hard backhand to the face.
But she's known as "Ma" among
the crew, and she is deft with the
psychological tricks required to
keep morale up among men liv
ing too c lose together and work
ing too hard.
Greenlaw's greatest asset as
a fisherman may be her solid
prac t icality, which shows when
she writes about her $ 2 ,000 fish.
She tried for 40 minutes to land
the massive swordfish. "This was
the one that fishermen dream
of, and now that I had seen it, I
had to have it," Greenlaw writes.
In the end, the fish escaped and
took a "victory lap" around the
boat. "I am afraid that I have
never possessed much of that
'Free Wi lly' spirit and confess
that I have only bitter feelings
about the one that got away,"
she writes. +

throughout the Arab world. The book includes detailed case
studies of Lebanon, Morocco, Jordan, Kuwait, Yemen and Egypt.
The first people mentioned i n the acknowledgments are
Katherine Charbonnier '97, Omar Sanchez '98 and Will iam Barndt
'99, "for their fi rst-rate research assistance . "
Alaska 's Copper River Delta
Riki Ott

'76

Artists for Nature Foundation/University of Washington Press
In the foreword to Riki Ott's book, Anne and Paul Ehrlich write :
"There's a feeling in the North that's now hard to find on most of the
rest of Earth. a feeling that human beings have not yet completely
dominated the landscape." Alaska 's Copper River Delta, lavishly
illustrated with paintings, photographs and drawings by 22 artists,
comes as close as a book can to evoking that feeling . Ott, who has
lived in Cordova, Alaska, since 1 985. is executive di rector of the
Copper River Watershed Project and a fiber-arts designer. Her text
describes the natural history, c l imate, habitats and human activities
i n the largest wetlands on the Pacific coast of North America. An
appendix covers the 1 989 Exxon Valdez oil spill that "devastated
Cordova, economically and spiritual ly"-an event about which Ott i s
regularly quoted in national media.

A Little Pregnant: Our Memoir of Fertility, Infertility, and
a Marriage
Linda Carbone and Ed Decker

to expose himself. He ends up
septic and gangrenous, castrated
by local cowboys. "That was all
sixty years ago . . . . We are in a
new millennium and such des
perate things no longer happen,"
Proulx writes in a postscript that
ends, "If you believe that you'll
believe anything."
The world in Close Range is
not devoid of honorable affec
tion, though. I n " Brokeback
Mountain," a tragic romance
about soc ially forbidden true

love, Ennis del Mar and J ack
Twist, two cowboys, find them
selves passionately involved as
young men who share a summer
job on the mountain. Though
each marries, they remain lovers
for more than two decades. When
J ack is k illed, Ennis sets up a
shrine in his trailer-a postcard
ofBrokeback Mountain beneath
their two old shirts, which he
discovered in J ack's closet nested
one inside of the other, sweat
and blood intermingled. +

'75

Atlantic Monthly Press, 1 999
In alternating chapters Carbone and Decker offer unflinching
accounts of how nearly 10 years of fighting "the fertility wars"
affected their psyches and their relationshi p. Insightfu l , sometimes
self-mocking, by turns heartbreaking and hi larious, this i s a story of
self-discovery by two quirky observers-she an editor , he a humor
and opinion writer-who explore the emotional and medical issues
of a couple increasingly desperate to have a baby. It includes a
section on their unsuccessful attempt at a private adoption before
they finally g ave up altogether-and then unexpectedly conceived
and had a daughter. Recommended reading for couples, parents,
fertility patients and people who have desperately wanted
something they couldn't have.
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"Tri ply Sweet"
M att W i l l iams '99 hel ped m e n ' s lacrosse to a h igher standard
By Siephen Co l l ins ' 74

I

n May the men's lacrosse team
came as close to an Eastern

College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) championship as a team
can get-sudden death overtime
in the final game of the New
England tournament. "Sudden
death is the best way to win," said
senior captain Matt Williams,
"and it's the wor t way to lose."
After a sweet 7-4 victory over
Bowdoin in the emifinal round,
the Mules had to rally from a five
goal deficit late in the final game
to tie Williams College at 1 3- 1 3
to force overtime. Jeff Boyer '00
put the tying goal in the Ephmen's
net with just 1 6 seconds remain
ing in regulation time.
Lacros e as it's now played at
Colby, which is in the upper ech
elon of Division l i l teams, is a
fine se game, and turnovers are
relatively rare. o the opponents'

Matt Williams '99 became Colby's all-time leading scorer in men's lacrosse and played in four ECAC tournaments.

ability to get posse ion at the
beginning of overtime gave them

ity, Za:zaro said. "It's been a real

stories of Raymond Carver.

in his j unior and senior seasons

a Jec1ded advantage. "If we had

treat having him for four years."

Charles Bassett (American stud

as more and better underclass

gotten the ball, we would have

Williams also was captain of

ies), who directed Williams's hon

men joined the ranks. "He helped

won,"W1ll1ams aid. "Before that

the occer team this year, but

ors project, said it was a fine

establish a higher standard, and

occer coach Mark Serdjenian

literary, historical and sociologi

h e ' s d e l i vered e v e r y year,"

' 7 3 only had him for three years.

cal analysis and earned an A,

Zazzaro said.

eason

Serdjenian says it's "triply sweet"

"which I don't always give."

enJeJ on a d1 appointing note

that Colby ended up with this

"hen an oppming midfielder put

particular scholar-athlete be

one hy ranJout rookt goalie John

cau e in the 1995 Bowdoin

we had coreJ on five consecu
t1\·

hot ." But 45 seconds into

the O\'ert 1me,

olby'

hea 'O!. The team fi111 heJ the
>lh\ player., anJ fam

said Bassett.

occer game, Williams

Ten members of this year's
ECAC Division l i l New England
Lacrosse Championship runner

A high school All-American

up team graduated, including

in !aero se at Cape Elizabeth

Williams and his fellow captains

a first-semester

(Maine) High School, Williams

Mark Melander and Brad Selig.

BowJoin fre hman. He trans

was an impact player right away

"You don't really replace a guy

wore black a

ea,on \\ 1th an 1 1-4 recorJ.
S[lll,

Colby

"Matt is a tremendous kid,"

left the game pmuJ of what th1

ferred to Colby that January. He

in college, and he actually was

like Matt, or the other seniors

\ L,tr'

played various positions to help

more the focu of Colby's offen e

either," said Zazzaro. "Every year

the occer team make the ECAC

during his first two season than

we've got holes to fill. l think the

F,1r , fa tr \XI dliam-, it \\ a' the

tournament for the la;t two year ,

thi year, Zazzaro say .

kids on next year's team will be

enJ of ,in increJ1hlc college la

anJ th I> >pr mg he won the

te.1m accompli-,heJ, ;,a1J

u1.1Lh D,n 1J Za::am.

"A bunch of us got to start as

ready to step up, and we've got

orman R. White

freshmen," aid William . "We

ome good freshmen coming in.

n:L,,rJcd 2 2 6 pt11nt (g!l,1 1, anJ

AwarJ for leaJer hip, 1mp1ra

took ourbumps and brui e but we

Each year it keeps growing. We're

.1 1 t,), ,m,1,hing chc ,ch!lol\ I -

t1on anJ >port;man hip.

Lro

'c

L.U<:cr. In ltiur e,1,on> he

ollege\

maJe the playoff all four year ."

the beneficiaries of teams who

W1ll1am graJuateJ with hon

That early success improved

played in the past.Thi year is the

I h,1J I 7 pt11nt ). \X'd

or in American tuJ1e;, having

recruiting, and William unself

product of a long tradition, but it

liam, J1J 1 \\1th 1.?r.1Le .inJ humd-

\\ ritten an honor the;i; on the

ishly adiu red to a team offense

isn't the end of it." +
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Distinction On and Off the Court

sports shorts

This spring Colby women's tennis captain Kim Cheah '99 capped
her career by winning her second Maine State Invitational singles

Softball recorded its first 20-win season this spring as sophomore

title in straight sets. With teammate Kendra Shank '02 she also

Brooke Fitzsimmons went 1 3-5 and claimed NESCAC Pitcher of the

advanced to the finals of the doubles bracket.

Year honors. The White Mules went 20- 1 2 but failed to get an invitation

Last November, when Cheah found herself pinned under a sport

. . The men's rugby team earned a trip to the

for post-season play.

utility vehicle, the final chapter in her outstanding college tennis

national championships in Ci ncinnati in April and beat the University of

career was in doubt. The vehicle had

Dayton in the opening round when captain David Normoyle '00 scored

rol led several times and Cheah went

twice in the closing minutes to

through the sunroof. She was unable
to feel her legs and feared paralysis.

pull off a 25-24 come-from
behind victory. Colby lost to the

Cheah, who graduated with distinc

eventual champs, the University

tion in international studies, has played

of California at San Diego, and

tennis since she was nine years old and
competed in international tournaments
while she was growing up in Malaysia.
While in college she was ranked 1 2th
---)_
1 1_�
�--� in the nation in Division l l l singles and
Kim Cheah '99
1 0th in the nation in Division 1 1 1
doubles. She amassed a record 90 wins in four years as Colby's top singles
player. She won the Maine State Invitational twice in singles and once
in doubles. "I love competing, but not for the glory of winning," Cheah
said. She's not happy winning unless she has given her best.
Cheah escaped from the car accident with only bruises. "She was very
lucky," said her mother, who came from Malaysia to attend graduation.
Cheah arrived at Colby with athletic aptitude and combined maturiry
and insight to put together a distinguished career on and off the courts.
She is Colby's nominee for NCAA Woman of the Year. +

ended up fourth in the nation .
. Following its finest season

E
�
2

§
�
�

Brooke Fitzsimmons '01

ever, the crew team sent its top
men's open four to the national
championships, the 1 999
Intercollegiate Rowing Associa
tion Regatta in Camden, N .J The

boat placed second in the grand final , two seconds behind Wisconsin
and ahead of Brown. Cornel l . Navy and Princeton . At the Champion
I nternational Collegiate Regatta in Worcester, Mass . the men's second
varsity eight claimed the silver medal, and the women's novice eight
won the petite final.

. . Women's lacrosse recovered from a slow start

to finish 9-6 and earn a trip to the ECAC Tournament, where in the
quarterfinals they fell to Tufts University 1 4-8. Colby was led by seniors
Caroline Kasparian and Kristina Stahl. Angela Pappas '0 1 led the team
in scoring.

Men's track and field had a strong season, culminating

with a third-place finish at the NCAA New England Division I l l

Third in the Nation

Championships held a t Colby in May. Three athletes went t o the

Reigning NCAA Division 1 1 l hammer throw champion J amie
Brewster '00 made his best throw of the season at the 1 999 NCAA
Track and Field N ational Championships in May. Brewster's throw,

national NCAA Championships in Ohio-Jamie Brewster '00, Jon
Zarecki ·99 and Nate Laing '00, all in the hammer throw.

. Women's

track and field had a solid outdoor season, including a first-place

his second best ever, earned him

finish at the eight-team Aloha Relays at Bowdoi n . Colby sent two

third place in the meet.
Brewster was seeded fourth go
ing into the national finals, after

athletes to the NCAA Championships in Ohio Karen Hoch '00 in the
hammer throw and Maria Mensching '02 in both the 5,000- and
1 0,000-meter runs . .

.

. Baseball began its season strong, going 1 1 -4

in its first 1 5 games , but the White Mules stumbled down the stretch

WPI's M ike Pockoski had out
thrown him by four to six feet in
two previous meets. " I expected
him to take it. I j ust wanted to get
out there," said Brewster. For the
third year in a row at the nationals,

to end up 1 8- 1 5 . The team had strong showings against post
season-bound teams, including Brandeis, Middlebury and the
University of Southern Maine . Marty Whitmore ·99 had a breakout
year on the mound, leading the Mules with a 4-2 record . Jon Lord '02
was NESCAC Rookie of the Year.

Pockoski finished second.
Jamie Brewster '00
Brewster hurled the 1 6-pound
steel ball 1 94 feet one inch. That was seven inches short of the winner,
Aaron Smith of Gustavus Adolphus-"very c lose," said Colby head
coach J im Wescott, "only the width of the ball."
A sociology major from Providence, R.l., Brewster worked this season
with assistant coach Dan Camann on slowing his spin and accelerating
at the moment of release for maximum thrust. At the national meet, on

After going 5-1 on its spring

break trip to South Carolina, men's tennis finished with an 8-7 record .
Owen Patrick ·01 led the way for the Mules. going 9-4 between the
number one and two positions, while he and Martin Schnermann ·02
combined for a 5-3 record in the number-two doubles slot.

. . Rob

Koh '99. Colby's first three-time All-American men's ice hockey
player, was named to the American Hockey Coaches Association
first team . He was one of two Division I l l players on Team USA for the
North American College Hockey Championships-a two-game series
against Canada.

his best throw he executed exactly what he'd been working on.
"That really came together for me," he said. "I just concentrated. +
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A Running Theme
Wescott Scholars h i p F u nd recogn izes coach's d eft mentoring
By Stephen Collins '74

J

tends even t o race r imes. He

tion ) , who coaches cross coun

recallsTom Pickering '85, whose

ering's confidence and charac

try and track and field, recalls

high school best time in the mile

ter. "He blossomed; it was a

with clarity the names and per-

was 4:24. While at Colby and

tremendous transformation of a

tudents he has

under Wescott's tutelage, Pick

person," he said. "Without J im

coached in 2 1 years at Colby,

ering reduced his time to 4:06, a

Wescott's perseverance it never

particularly those in a remark

Colby record that still stands.

would have happened." Hence,

able group from the mid- l 980s.

Wescott says having a role in

the Wescott Scholarship.

They were close-knit and driven

that kind of improvement is more

"It's quite an honor, that's

to succeed, both on and off the

gratifying than seeing an even

for sure," said Wescott, who

track, he says.There were three

more gifted athlete break the

emphasized the role of athlet

All-Americans and a couple of

four-minute barrier.

onalitie

Jim Wescott

of

h av i n g a ro l e
i n t h at k i n d o f
i m p rove m e n t

Phi Beta Kappa members on the

The donor of the Wescott

team. There was a relay team

scholarship remembers the criti

overall development of stu

that went to the Intercollegiate

cal role that achievement played

dents in college. +

No Apri l Fool

relays at Princeton University.
One of the runners, who

Colby got a surprise on April Fool's Day, but it was no joke.

wishes to remain anonymous,

PresiJent Bill Cotter received a letter that Colby was to receive

hasn't forgotten Wescott either.

a

Trustees learned this spring that

had no obvious ties to the College.
Fairfield native Harry L. Holmes ( 1869- 1960) had apparently

lege to establish the J ames B.

nameJ Colby in his will at the casual request of his attorney,

Wescott Scholarship Fund to

James Boyle of Waten·ille, after Boyle suggested Holmes "might

honor the man who has coached

\\·ell lea\·e the residue of his state to some institutions."
Holmes worked at Keyes Fibre, now Chinet, as general man

Wescott came to Colby af
ter 1 2 years at

grati fy i n g

ager and treasurer until his retirement in 193 1. His wife had

orth Carolina

rassed away in 1930 and they had no children. His only sister died

rate University, most of those

t h a n seeing

at the age of 5. When Holmes died 39 years ago he had no close

years a head coach. There he

sun·i,·ing relati\·es.

elevated the Division 1 program

Holmes left

to the point that

an even

everal

150 per month for life or until marriage to his
faithful housekeeper, M. Ann Callahan, and the remainder of
his as,,ets were left in a trust. When Callahan died recently

C

rate teams ranked a high as
econd in the Atlantic Coa t

m o re gifted

Colby and the Good Will-Hinckley chool became eligible to
spin the balance of Holmes's estate.

onference before he left. Hav
ing attended a small college,

ath lete

Holmes st1rulared in his will that the money "shall he

however, he was eager to re

applied or allocated to snme worthy fund or purpose or to some

turn to rho e roots and to spend

d1st1nct 1mprm· e ment for the general good of the in;titution."

le:. time "on the road, recruit

b reak the

ing all the nme." Divi ion I l l ,

fo u r - m i n ute

h e :,a1J,

"

1

J USt a

For M u seum a nd L i b ra ries

much fun

:-;tephen Tilton ' 4 3 , who already haJ estahli;heJ the Stephen
Tilton Fund at Colhv tor the support of the Museum of Art and

from a coaching ;ranJpoint,
anJ they [Colby athlete J eem

barrier.

the College\ libraries, recently adJeJ a $500,000 gift annuity to

to Jo It for a more pure rea

th.: fund. Tilton, who ;aid he has a long-;ranJing interest in
hoth .irt <md lihrarie;, began lw, career 111 1950 with The J o urna l

on-for the love of the game."
The cla rtty of We:,cott'

"J /3"nc: and Jumr Surger:, where he still worb.

memor. of former tuJent ex-
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1 .4 1 -million bequest from a man who died in 1 960 and who

300,000 was given to the Col

runners at Colby since 197 .

is m o re

ics as a co-curricular compo
nent-a partnersh ip-in the

Amateur Athletic Association

Wescott says

in the development of P i ck

im Wescott (physical educa
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Your class correspondent is looking for news for the next issue of Colby magazine. Please take a moment to respond to the
questions below and on the back to let your classmates in on what you've been doing recently or hope to be doing eventually.
Have you moved ? Changed careers ? Traveled ? Read a great book?
This new questionnaire will be in each issue of the magazine, allowing alumni to contact their class correspondent four times a year.
The past system for collecting news, sending separate letters once a year, was unwieldy and time consuming for the small staff in
the Alumni Relations Office and the postage was expensive. Now we look forward to hearing from you more than once a year!
Please mail or e-mail your news directly to your class correspondent. The correspondents' addresses are listed within the
Alumni

at

Large section of the magazine. Keep the news coming!

Basic Information

Address: ( please indicate if recent change ) :

------

Occupation ( and tit l e, if applicable ):
Spouse's/Partner's Name ( if applicabl e ) :

-------

Spouse's/Partner's Occupation ( if applicable ):
Family Unit: children, friends, pets:

-------

------
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Your recent "milestones" have been ( grad chool, new job, chi ldren/grandchildren, lessons in l ife, etc . ) :

What have you done that you never anticipated when you left Colby ?

Attach an additional sheet if necessary.
Please mail this questionnaire or, if possible , e-mail this information to your class corresponden t .
Correspondent names , addresses and e-mail addresses (if available) are listed i n the Alumni a t Large section of this magazine .
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Alumni Connections® On-l ine Community
A sec u re , i nteractive s ite for C o l by al u m n i w i l l b e launched this fall
By Julie S towe

T

his fall, Colby will launch

occupation or other criteria.

same e-mail address no matter how

ning alumni Web site ( http://

an Alumni Connections®

Alumni also can update their own

many times he or she moves or

www.colby.edu/alumni/). There

On-line Community Web site that

d irectory information on line at

changes I nternet service providers.

anyone may sign up for Out of the

any time.
The site will be accessible only

Registering to use the service
will be easy, using the 1 0-digit I D

Blue , a monthly electronic news

number o n the Colby magazine
mailing label. I mmediate assis
tance will be available on every
page of the site through links to a
service representative.
More details about the Alum
n i Connections® On-line Com
munity will be published in the
fall issue of Colby. In the mean
time, a cornucopia of informa
tion already is on line in The
Blue Light, Colby's award-win-

Colbians. The Career Services
site ( h t tp://www.colby.edu/ca

will include a searchable alumni
d irectory and an e-mail forward
ing service. Additional services
will be added in the future.
Together with Harris Publish
ing Company ( long-standing pub
l ishers of the printed Colby Alumni
Directory ) , the Alumni Relations
Office is crea ting an on- line
alumni directory containing per
sonal and professional data in a
secure environment. Alumni will
be able to search for friends by
name, class year, city of residence,

to known Colby alumni. Anyone
who w ishes not to be included in
the directory may return the re
ply card in this magazine to have
her or his name removed. Other
options to remove some or all
personal d irectory information
will be available on line once the
site is operational.
Using the On-line Commun
ity's e-mail forwarding service, an
alumnus or alumna can keep the

Reunion '99-Good Friends, Good Food

letter with news about Colby and

reer.serv/) also offers information
and services to alumni.
To ensure that d irectory in
formation is accurate and current
when the network goes live in
the fall, Colbians are asked to fill
out and return the enclosed card
or update data on line ( http://
www .colby .edu/alumni/change_
big.html ) .

Alumni Council Awards Committee
The Alumni Council Awards Committee seeks nom inations for
four annual alumni awards. Colby Brick awards are presented each
Reunion Weekend to a few individuals who have served Colby i n
a variety o f volunteer roles, a n d the Marriner Distinguished Service
Award is given to alumni or friends of Colby who have demon
strated exceptional commi tment to the College. The Distinguished
Alumnus/a Award annually recognizes one Colby graduate for
outstanding professional achievement. The Outstanding Educator
Award is presented to an alumnus/a for outstanding teaching i n
t h e classroom, a t a n y level.
I nominate
for the

______

, Class of 1 9

-------

_
_
_
_

A ward.

M y recommendation is based on the nom inee's volunteer activi 
t ies or professional achievements l isted below:

Frank Seebode

'59

came from California to be part of Colby's

biggest-ever reunion June 4-6. Fair skies and cool breezes
welcomed

1 ,551

N o m inated b y

alumni and g uests, who partici pated i n events

that ranged from golf and a triathlon to a preview of the upcom ing
Alumni College ( "The Civil War in Modern Perspective," July

29) and

_______

Date

_
_
_
_

Please clip or copy this form, complete and m a i l to:
Alumni Council A w ards Committee,
c/o Office of A lu m n i Relations, Colby College,
43 1 0 Mayflower H il l , W aterville, M E 0490 1 -8843.

25-

a book signing by Colby authors. A salient theme of the

weekend was food. At c l ass din ners and a lobster bake revelers
enjoyed the best efforts of Colby's dining services, rated n i nth in
the nation for "g reat food" by The Princeton Review.

Thank you !
33
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Fund, as I've been doing for 40 years! Thanks to
those of you who have volunteered info about

N EWS MAKERS

yourselves to this new class correspondent . . . .

Ray Farnham '36 will be inducted into the Maine Baseball Hall of Fame on July 2 5 . The
long-time principal of Morse High School played baseball in the Army and for several
semipro teams after a standout Colby career.

EARLY YEARS M I LESTO N ES
Deaths: Mary Carl Taylor '22, May 5 , 1 999, in Camden, Maine, at 99 .

.

. . Melva Mann

Farnum ' 2 3 , March 1 7, 1 999, in Portland, Maine, at 98 . . . . Ruth Jameson Robinson ' 2 3 ,
April 1, 1 999, in Vernon, Conn., at 98 . . . . Paul W. Gates '24, January 5 , 1 999, in Oakland,
Calif., at 97 . . . . Clarence R. McLaughlin '26, April 1 5 , 1 999, in Augusta, Maine, at

94 . . . . Myrtle Main Sherman '27, March 23, 1 999, in Augusta, Maine, at 95 . . . . Cornelia
Adair Cole '28, February 1 3 , 1 999, in M ilford, N.H., at 92 . . . . Margaret Davis Farnham
'28, April 1 , 1 999, in Bangor, Maine, at 9 1 . . . . Arthur B. Levine '28, January 20, 1 999,
in Palm Beach, Fla., at 92 . . . . Dorothy E. Deeth '29, March 23, 1 999, in Santa Rosa, Calif.,
at 90 . . . . Ruth Plaisted Robinson '29, April 1 3 , 1 999, in Billerica, Mass., at 9 1 . . . . Eliza
beth Bottomley Davis '30, February 1 , 1 999, in ashua, . H . , at 90. . . . Walter B. Lovett
'3 1 , January 29, 1 999, in Port Orange, Fla., at 92 . . . . Marion Morrell Nickels ' 3 2 , March
3 1 , 1 999, in Portland, Maine, at 88 . . . . Hildred Nelson Wentworth '32, March 8, 1 999,
in Millinocket, Maine, at 88 . . . . Dorris Moore Cox ' 3 3 , February 23, 1 999, in Sebring, Fla.,
at 87 . . . . Walter L. Dignam '33, May 6, 1 999, in Winchester, Mass., at 87 . . . John P.
Sherden '33, March 23, 1 999, in Monterey, Calif., at 87 . . . . Laurance E. Dow ' 3 5 ,
February 22, 1 999, i n Willimantic, Conn., a t 85 . . . Charles J . Caddoo ' 3 6 , March 1 2,
1 999, in Florida, at 87 . . . . Barbara Frazee Haynes ' 3 7 , March 1 2, 1 999, in Bath, Maine, at
3 . . . . Paul H. Landry ' 3 7 , April 26, 1 999, in Waterville, Maine, at 86 . . . . Richard W.
Dow '38, April 1 1 , 1 999, in South Portland, Maine, at 82 . . . . Ira Leroy McGown '38,
eptember 26, 1 998, in Bangor, Maine, at 82 . . . . Leo Sparber '38, August 22, 1 998, in
Indiana, at 1. . . . Mary Lillian Healy Orr '39, February 1 5 1 999, in Reston, Va., at
3 . . . . Donald B. Read '39, March 29, 1 999, in Franklin, N .C., at 85 . . . . Mildred Colwell
Stevens '39, February 9, 1 999, in Waterville, Maine, at 8 1 .
.

.

,

good health and participates in antiqueing and

40

As I write this column in March, I am
recovering from j e t lag resu l t i ng from a
three-week Elderhostel program in India. Blame
any incoherence herein on that ailment . . . .
Class agent Bob Bruce reminds me to contrib
ute to the annual Alumni Fund, but his real
me age is to tho e of you who don't donate
regularly. Bob desperately want to beat Jane
Ru ell Abbott, clas agent for 1 94 1 , 7 percent
of who e cla conmbuted last year. Seventy
percent of our classmates were 1 997-98 donor .
Help Bob attam his goal! . . . This summer,
Colby' Alumni College feature "The Ameri
can C1,·il War." A great way to spend the days
from J ul� 25 through 29 . . . . Remember Char
lotte "Berry" oyes Oleson? he recently re
tired a one of the nation's most prominent
Welcome Wagon ladies, wnh 46 years of ervice
m Concord, Mas . Betry married Frederick
le on '3 . . . Ruth Blake Thompson hope
to return for our 6 th reunion next year. Her
hu band, children and grandchildren attended
Bro w n , Tu t , Mc G i l l , M i d d l e b u r y ,
t.
La\Hence, John on rate, Clarkson and Ver
mont, bur Ruth 1 nll loyal ro Colby. he vi it
e\'eral aribbean I lands each winter and occasionally >pend nme at her family's camp m
M i l lbridge, Mame . . . . Margery Lier Reed
wme from Bmgham, Mame, that he enioy
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gardening. Children Thomas and Randi both
have careers in Maine . . . . Fellow Zete Roger
M. Stebbins repons for himself and wife Ruth
(Gould) from Sequim, Wash. Their year's high
light was a Trafalgar Tour of western national
parks and monuments. Most impressive to them
were Yellowstone and Mt. Rushmore. I'll send a
copy of Roger's long, informative letter to any
one who wants it. . . . Lin Workman, basking
with wife Joanna ( MacMurtry '4 1 ) in the Florida
un, asks, "Can one exist without a microwave,
VCR, cable TV, ATM card, computer, etc?"
and answer hi own questions with "Yes, very
easily." Lin and Joanna are faithful participant
in Alumni Weekends . . . . Art Thompson asks
about our 60th in 2000 and raves about his small
boat cruise to Montreal and Quebec City via the
Hudson River and the Erie Canal. . . . Connie

Tilley, a retired D.C. policewoman, who lives
m Asbury Methodi t Village in Gaithersburg,
Md., volunteer to help an incapacitated neigh
bor with errand , movement around the village
(a community of 1 , 500 residents ) , etc. Connie
does a lot of walking and biking.
-Ernest C. Marriner Jr.

42

What a pleasant surprise it must be for

you classmate

to get a letter a king you for

news-instead of a contribution to the Alumni

34

Betty Anne Royal Spiegel has moved to a retire
ment community in Gaithersburg, Md., with the
help of her three daughters and several grandchil
dren and is still taking a crack at freelance
writing. . . . Robbie Burbank, retired from Bell
Telephone Lab in N e w J e rsey, a lternates
"chairbound experiences" at the Metropolitan
Opera and Roundabout Theatre with "70+ Ski
Club activities"; in '97 he both attended our 5 5th
and survived a quadruple by-pass. He looks for
ward to our 60th . . . . Bill Conley and wife Betty
celebrated their 50th anniversary last October
with their three adult children and six grandchil
dren. He says he keeps out ofthe rocking chair "by
sheer grit, mild exercise and being ornery." . . .
Manny Fruman, also retired from AT&T,
planned a trip out to the PacNorwest in May to
visit a niece who lives in a suburb of my Bremerton,
called Seattle. Please visit, Manny . . . . Ruth
Crowell Knight and husband Herb are thinking
about a lifecare retirement home in Baton Rouge.
They're currently into golf, bridge and read
ing . . . . Martha Rogers Beach, who lost husband
George '41 last November, has acquired a Win
dows 98, was shoveling snow and looking forward
to an early spring in Waterville. She enjoys five
children and their spouses, seven grandchildren
and six "great-grands" at family occasions. . . .
Marion Thomas Whipple and photographer hus
band Warren are publishing articles of historical
interest and giv ing i l lustrated lectures in
Middleboro, Mass . . . . Nat Mooers Daggett is in
a nursing home in Scotsdale, Ariz. We all pray for
her improved health. . . . Sunny Smith Fisher is
still busy doing volunteer work for Seniors Help
ing Seniors in Narragansett, R.l., following years
of worldwide travel , both military (with deceased
husband Ed) and civilian trips on her own . . . .
Paul Willey continues to write a monthly Panagra
newsletter to his airline buddies and has pub
l ished a book about his and his associates' expe
riences while flying for that airline from 1 942
until retirement. That includes Tom Elder '39,
who was station dispatcher for Panagra in Santa
Cruz, a Bolivian jungle outpost . . . . Dorris
Heaney Batt, almost an Auslander from Hanalei,
Hawaii, continues with husband George to ar
range flowers for the White House for special
occasions/functions in addition to volunteer work
as library and tour guides. They spend their
summers at Long Lake, Harrison, Maine, and
have received visits from Elizabeth Coles Har
ris, Kay Monaghan Cory and Janice Tappin
Whittemore . . . . Lew Weeks's wife, Betty, con
tinues to minister to him following his severe
stroke in '97. Our collective prayers go out to you,
Lew! . . . "Sted" Howard and wife Anne have
pulled a 360, moving to Massachusetts (Amherst)
from Florida! . . . Can you believe that Dr. Al
Schoenberger keeps out of the rocking chair by
playing tennis? He's also activities director at an
Alzheimer's assisted living facility in Boynton
Beach, Fla . . . . Bunny and Lin Palmer, alternat-
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ing four month- in Florida and eight in Maine, are
actively working on a new condo development in
Damariscotta. . . . Amy Small volunteers with
AAUW work, including editing its Garden City,
N .Y ., monthly bulletin; she also enjoys gardening
and bridge . . . . Well-traveled Teddy Wright
Weston and Don have celebrated their 5 7th
wedding anniversary ( is that a record for our
class, folks ?) in Winterport, Maine, and have
entertained Ruth Crowell Knight and Priscilla
George McNally in addition to being historical
association archivist . . . . And now to throw out
a challenge: Can you top this ? One of our class has
"visited 1 04 Centurian countries" ( as defined by
Travelers Century Club ) . Accept the challenge
( offer open to other Colby classes} , telling us the
number of countries you've visited and letting
the Colby world know some of the interesting
details. You don't even have to hit the hundred
mark; some of your travel experiences may be far
more interesting than just a "stat," like getting
married at Victoria Falls or qualifying for " The
M i le High Club," etc. We await your news with
bated breath.
-Robert S. Rice

45

Got a problem. Can't find my "Colby
Column" file. In fact, can't seem to find most
anything! Have dismantled ( so to speak) my
apartment to have it painted next week, dis
placing many, many things for obvious reasons.
Must of course meet the deadline set for the
summer issue of the Colby magazine. Apologies
to those who've sent me news, most recently
Bill Whittemore, who lives in La Jolla, Calif.,
whose career continues in full swing and with
whom I recently had an entertaining exchange
on the subject of N ew Yorkers ( Gawd bles Noo
Yawk, l say ! } . . . . Edwin '43 and Augusta-Marie
Johnson Alexander, one of the first wartime
marriages of the commencement class of De
cember 1 942, celebrated their 56th anniversary
on December 1 3 , 1 998. Johnny and Ed spend
winters in Florida and summers in Hancock,
Maine, on Frenchman Bay. Ed, who retired in
'86 after 38 years of ministry in Congregational
Christian and United Church ofChrist churches,
says he had to give up tennis last year owing to
stenosis in the fourth and fifth vertebrae but
continues active in the Spring Hill, Fla. , UCC
singing in the choir and serving on the search
committee seeking a new minister. They have
three children and four grandchildren . . . . As I
write, Helen Strauss is in Florida, visiting Anne
Lawrence Bondy '46 . . . . I'm j ust back from a
little cruise to Bermuda in May . . . . That's about
it for this time. More next time.
-Naomi Collett Paganelli

47

I'm ure everyone was sad to learn that
we would lose Tom Burke as our class agent. He
has done a splendid job for several years, and we
w i s h h i m w e l l and better health in h i s
retirement . . . . Beverly Benner Cassara i s
pleased t o report that Syracuse University has
invited her to submit all her papers and books

for the adult education archives special collec
tion. She has already sent along about 30 boxes
from her work at the University of the District
of Columbia, University ofSouthern Maine and
Goddard College in Plainfield, Vt . . . . Now that
Carl Wright is semi-retired as a trial lawyer, he
is enjoying more time with his wife, children
and grandchildren. Over the past three years, he
has built three Little League baseball fields for
the town of Skowhegan, Maine, where over 500
boys and girls play Little League and Farm League
baseball and T-ball. He says that his life at
Colby was greatly influenced by President Bixler,
coaches Ed Roundy and Bill Millett and out
standing professors from whom he secured an
excellent education, which led to graduate
school. . . . Several of our classmates have at
tended Elderhostels recently. At Lake Geneva,
Dick Sampson and his wife have studied the life
and music of Brahms, the life and plays of Neil
Simon and the state and future of public televi
sion. They also got back to Maine for Thanks
giving with relatives. Both continue to be very
active in their churches . . . . David Weber and
his wife, and Bill Atherton '48 and his wife,
Bonny (Howard '44 ), attended an Elderhostel
in Arizona. David sugge ts that joining forces
for Elderhostels is a perfect way for couples to get
together again. He also suggests that we ex
change e-mail addresses, an idea shared by Arline
Kiessling Wills, who would like to hear from old
friends. E-mail addresses I know are David We
ber ( dweber@sulmail.standford.edu ) , Arline
Wills ( akiwills@ix.netcom.com) and "Liz" Hall
Fitch (john_fitch@msn.com) . I would be glad
to act as a clearing house. If you send me your e
mail addresses, I'll provide you a list by e-mail.
-Mary "Liz" Hall Fitch
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1 940

Ernest C. Marriner J r .

R R # 1 , B o x 1 8 1 5-P
North M o n mouth, ME 04265
207-933-2401

1 94 1

Bonnie Roberts Hathaway
1 42 Turnpike Road
New Ipswich, NH 030 7 1 -9635
603-878-454 7

1 942

Bob Rice
1 978 B u c k l i n H i l l Road
Bremerton, WA 983 1 1
360-692-8734

1 943

Ruby Lott Tucker
1 5 Crest Road
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

1 944

Vivian Maxwe l l Brown
1 74 E Second Street
Corn i n g , NY 1 4830
607-962-9907

1 945

Naomi Collett Paganelli
2 Horatio Street #5J
New York, NY 1 00 1 4- 1 608
2 1 2-929-5277

1 946

Anne Lawrence Bondy
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Well, the correspondence from class
mates has not exactly overwhelmed us, but we
will give you what we have got. Hazel Huckins
Merrill and her husband, John, are both retired
and living in Bristol, N . H . They have two chil
dren, John W. Merrill Jr. and Doris Merrill
Albert, and three grandsons, ages 23, 1 8 and 1 6 .
Hazel i s a member o f the Laconia Altrusa Club
International and still does a.m. exercises and in
the summer swims in Newfound Lake. She often
sees Elaine Browning Townsley and Marianna
Nutter Wyer and her husband, Al. She wrote
that an important part of her life started in job
training in the Alumni Office working with Bill
Bryan. We are sad to report that Bill passed
away in December of 1 998. He was a great
classmate, friend and teammate . . . . Phyllis
Lombard Richardson lives in Caribou, Maine,
and is an assistant teacher in HOTS Remedial
Program. Her husband, David, is retired. She
writes that the important parts of her l ife that
started at Colby were that she met her "Townie"
and married him and her lifelong friendship
with her roommate, Carolyn Browne Bolles.
She has received an award for "best of the year"
in her teaching profession. She says her spare
time is used up surfing the Internet. . . . Howell
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771 Soundview Drive
Mamaroneck, NY 1 0543
9 1 4-698- 1 238

1 947

Mary " Liz" H a l l Fitch
4 Canal Park #7 1 2
Cambridge, MA 02 1 4 1
6 1 7-494-4882
fax: 6 1 7-494-4882
John_Fitch@ m s n . com

1 948

David and Dorothy Marson
4 1 Woods End Road
Dedham, MA 02026
781 -329-3970
fax: 6 1 7-329-65 1 8
Bristol_4 1 @msn .com

1 949

Anne Hagar Eustis
P.O. Box 594
Princeton, MA 0 1 541
978-464-55 1 3
A E ustisGS@a o l . co m
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class co the dorm. Alene lives in China, Maine,
and has four children and four grandchildren,
three of whom play hockey at the Colby ice
zine and an interesting commentary on the
arena
a few times a year. Alene plays golf and
Middle East peace process. Howell also said that
keeps busy around the house and garden. She
in mid-January their snowfall had only been 28
plans co attend our 50th . . . . Allen Langhorne
inches (we think he considers that summer) and
also plans co attend. When he left Colby, he
that the snow was almost all gone but that there
says, he never anticipated that he would become
was excellent kiing above 5 ,000 feet. Howell,
a doctor. Now he i retired from practice, lives in
who type on what appears to be an ancient
Rockport, Maine, and spends the winters in
typewriter, says hi grandchildren are trying to
Punta Gorda, Fla. He remembers the carefree
get him into the "PC World, big time," but so far
life of college days, but his life sounds pretty
he ha resisted, remaining happily computer
carefree right now ! . . . Lucien
illiterate . . . . We received a clipVeilleux is also a retired doctor of
ping from the Alumni Office conN EWS MAKE RS
general surgery. He lives in Watercerning Dick Billings, who has
ville co be near his 1 1 children and
started a new busine at age 7 5 . He
The Centennial History of Newington, a book by Elizabeth Sweetser
1 8 grandchildren . . . Henry Poir
calls it Day Mountain Publications
Baxter '4 1 , led co her appointment as the Newington, Conn., cown
ier also is in Waterville, so we'll see
and is ready to produce business
historian in 1977. The town council recently paid homage co her
him at the reunion. He has fond
cards, stationery, pamphlets, labels,
20 years of service, naming her the 1 998 Volunteer of the
memories of Professor Chapman, as
books or j ust about anything that
Year . . . . Dr. Philip J . Boyne '46, internationally known re
so many do. Professor Early is also
can be published. At our 50th re
searcher in bone physiology and its clinical application in the field
frequently mentioned . . . . Charles
union we bought Dick' book, The
of oral and maxillofacial surgery, was honored with the Distin
Lord is in Oakcon, Va., where he
Village and the Hi!!, and thoroughly
guished Service Award by the Southern California Society of Oral
worked as a consultant with the
enjoyed it. He can be reached at
and Maxillofacial Surgeons.
U.S. Government; he also lived
www.billling bookstore.com in case
over eas. He remembers his room
you would like to contact him . . . .
M I LESTO N ES
mates, the old campus and College
We ju t returned from a two-week
Avenue. We'll see him at the
vacation in t. Barts. Although it is
Deaths: Ruth Scribner Rich '4 1 , March 6, 1 999, in Portland,
reunion . . . . J ea n C h i c k e r i n g
only mid-March as we write, we are
Maine, at 80 . . . . Bettina Barter Richardson '42, February 2 1 ,
Nardozzi plans co attend. She spends
preparing the boat and expect co be
1 999, in Florida, at 7 7 . . . Harold C . Paul '43 , March 6 , 1 999, in
summers in N.H. and winters in
in the water in early April. And we
Portland, Maine, at 80.
Hobe Sound, Fla. In between she
have booked a two-week tour in
takes wonderful trips-recently co
l taly in eptember. . . . Please write
Yugoslavia and Rome . . . . Rev. Charles Smith
dent who was selected as che 1 997-98 Peters
as often a possible. The response for this col
scholar, wrote co thank Mr. Windhorst and his
Jr. is only semi-retired as he is an interim pastor
umn wa rather spar e. If you send it, we will
generous associates for the scholarship, which
in Pawtucket, R. l . Last year he and his wife,
print it!
she says helped her co take on the enormous task
June, traveled co Prague co visit their son, Peter,
-Dorothy and David Marson
of double majoring in classical civilizations and
who is a journalist there, then took a side trip co
art and co make the dean's list both semesters.
Sweden co visit a cousin. He al o pent a few
Gloria M. Auger Luttenberger ( 1 925
-Robert M . Tonge Sr.
days in New Orleans, where he serve as chap
Laguna t., anta Barbara, CA 93 1 0 1 ) reports
lain of che USS LSM/LSMR A sociation.
that her children, who all live on the West
Charlie and I just returned from a mar
Charles was on an LSM ( landing ship medium)
Coast, are now married and have given her
velous tour of Australia and Fiji. Since we had
three grandchildren. Gloria continues co do
during World War ll and is currently helping co
been co ew Zealand previously, we left the tour
rescore a 200-foot LSM recenti y towed co Omaha,
volunteer work. And even though she had to
after Australia and relaxed in Fij i. Fortunately
Neb. It's the only landing ship on display any
give up tenni after two hip replacements, he
we missed all the flooding, although we did have
continue playmg golf and ay she feels great.
where. They plan co join us in Waterville next
ome rain and lots of hot weather, especially in
he looks forward co renewmg cla friendships
year. . . Jeanine Fenwick Starrett writes from
the outback. We spent the rest of the winter in
at the reunion . . . Carol Carpenter Bisbee ( 4 7
Phoenix, Ariz., where her husband, Peter, is a
Fahey t., Belfa t, ME 049 1 5 ) , a co-ordinate for Florida. In June we planned co be in Waterville
retired city administrator. He had a quadruple
attending Charlie' 50th reunion, so I should
Elderho tel, 1 a retired educator with 1 4 grand
bypass, but it wa n't interrupting their plans co
children. The oldest is mamed co a Rmglmg get an idea of what lies in core for us next June.
travel co Eastern Europe. Jeanine has retired from
It will be here ooner than we realize. So far,
Brother c1rcu clown, and one grandson 1 a
being a school librarian co be a volunteer for a
most of the people who have written have said
iunior golf champion. Carol, who smgs with the
local history mu eum as well as a mentor in local
they do plan co attend . . . . I'll share with you
urry Opera ompany and two other groups,
schools, but she i active in the League ofWomen
ome of the comments on "what do you remem
tra,•eled co France last fall co mg m an interna
Voter . Jeanine remembers the bus rides up co
ber when you think ofColby?" Margaret Rodgers
u nal fesuval and has ung m opera choru e m
"the hill" and the ongs we all sang. We hope co
Jones of Peterborough, N.H., remember Arbor
ee her at reunion in June.
Ru 1a as well as m France w1thJapane e, French,
German and American choral group . Bue whac'
Day and playmg bridge in the pa. he says one
-Virginia Davis Pearce
of the nicest memorie i of Dr. Bixler walking
rh1 about cl1mbm up che trellis near che mfir
around the campu and talking co u and playing
mary to gee mco Mary Low after hours1 . . .
Shirley Raynor Ingraham, of Clear
the piano at Loui e Coburn. l remember having water, Fla., is retired from teaching and her work
olby'. Annual Report of onmbuc1ons for 1 997dmner with Dr. Johnson, who cold us about his
9 l"c' che cop 1 cla"e m several cacegone .
wich Latchkey ervice for Children, Inc. On
fir t year at olby when h1 father drove him co
Lee'> chmk about two cacegone m which the
her first day at Colby he arrived ac Foss Hall;
Water\'llle m a horse and buggy and aid he'd see
Cla5' of '49 doe noc appear: Alumni Fund
President Bixler was there co greet another cla him m the um mer. . . . Alene ylvester Smiley
donor and h1ghe t Alumni Fund pamc1pauon.
mate and, con equently, her. On her last day at
remember the cold wmd when walking from
If we re e1ve onl) one dollar from each clas
olby she ay , "! aw my parents and in-laws off

Clement wrote co us in January. He had some
constructive criticism concerning Colby maga

member, we'll outperform every other class in
both categories. Think about doing something
and write the check now. . . . Robert Sage was
honored lase October for his 20 years of volunteer
work for the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for
the Aged in Roslindale, Mass., a 725-bed non
profit facility . . . . Charles J . Windhorse '54 sent
me a note about the Joe and Kay Peters Scholar
ship Fund along with a request for donations from
our class. The fund, says Mr. Windhorst, has
grown co $ 1 40,000 and earns $5 ,000 a year.
Elizabeth Richards '01 , a Winslow, Maine, resi-
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for their homes and took my bad cold to my
home and to bed. Some thrill." Her Colby
diploma is framed and on a wall in her bedroom.
Shirley would be proud to have her grandkids
know that she went on a deputation team for a
church service in Bath, Maine. The minister of
the church she v isited is now 98 and in her
present church every Sunday! . . . Russ Gold
smith, of Marblehead, Mass., is now retired
from Whytes Laundry & Cleaners. On his first
day at Colby he had dinner at Shiro's restaurant
at "the J eff." On his last day he packed and
graduated. His most harmless prank was taking
the brass plaque off an academic building on the
Old Campus before it was dismantled. Russ is
proud to have been president of his frater
nity . . . . Dan Hall, of Duxbury, Mass., is a
counselor with the Pine Street Homeless Pro
gram. On his first day at Colby, he says, " I was
going to have to wear a beanie cap as part of
freshman hazing." He does not say whether he
actually did wear it! On his last day, Danny
writes that he did not feel like celebrating. He
would not want his grandkids to know that he
lost a footrace around dorm quad to Dick
Johnson . . . . Maurice Ronayne, of Alexandria,
Va., sent me a picture of his handsome self
preparing to deliver Meals-on-Wheels, j ust one
of his many involvements, which include a
book discussion group, a history discussion group,
ballroom dancing lessons and a bountiful crop
of figs from his garden. Maury recently visited
with Don Leach '49 and Paul Kilmister and
wrote that Bill Thompson is still recovering
from an auto accident. He also included his
"Engineer Newsletter," in which he had a trib
ute to Harry Levin '44, who had recommended
that he go to Colby College . . . . Notice was
received of the death of Robert Brigham in
Venice, Fla . . . . E-mail from Ruth Smart
Thurston brought the message that she had just
read a novel titled Midwives, written by Chris
Bohjalian and dedicated to his mother, Annalee
Nelson Bohjalian. Yes, I think this is our
Annalee! . . . Also via e-mail came news that
Dick Birch, of Hollins, N . H . , has retired from
Edgecomb Steel after 28 years as materials man
ager and from DeWolfe Real Estate after 1 0
years. Dick writes, "I well remember the first day
at Colby, moving my things into my third floor
room in Boardman Hall with its well-oiled floors.
My last day at Colby, my 1 93 9 $90 Oldsmobile
broke down on the steep hill in Gardiner, Maine.
I sold the car to a junk dealer for $ 1 0. I think he
was feeling sorry for me." . . . I received a
newspaper account of Ted Shiro being honored
by the Maine Sports Legends and the Maine
Baseball Hall ofFame at a banquet to raise funds
for local student athletic scholarships-a great
article and handsome photograph! . . . Ernie
Fortin of Sarasota, Fla., has taken a lengthy trip
to Europe, enjoyed the QEll , the ride through
the famou channel to Paris, the high-speed
train and a cruise of the Mediterranean. Ernie
writes that on his first day at Colby he "was in a
daze meeting people and sizing up roommate -

with Walt Russell and Bob Cannell that could
be a proble m ! " On his last day at Colby, Ernie
writes that he was "still in a daze-but I got
through! Plus I carried my j ust-arrived son."
Regarding his most risky harmless prank, he
writes that he was too busy defending his room
property from Russell and Cannell to engage in
pranks and adds, "Ask them, they were good at
it!" He would not want his grandkids to know
that he was carried out of his first Phi Delt dance
on a wooden door-he claims that someone must
have spiked his refreshments. He is proud of
having survived living with Russell and Cannell
and of passing Professor Gullbergh's psych course.
Yes, Ernie, that darn bus was cold, wasn't it? . . .
I just re-read the '5 1 Oracle and noted that
women were mentioned as part of the written
history of the class only four times-each about
the four WinterCarnival queens. No comment
just my observation 48 years later.
-Barbara ]efferson Walker

52

Eddi Miller Mordecai, my able prede
cessor as class correspondent, and her husband,
Mark '5 1, are well ensconced in New London,
N . H . , yet still trying to get rid of junk from
Massachusetts that they just couldn't get along
without. Eddi is retired director of the infant
family clinical fellow program at the Boston
Institute for Psychotherapy. She continues to
be involved in mental health issues concerning
young children and serves on the board of the
New Hampshire Infant Mental Health Associa
tion. Mark is a ski and tennis instructor. Their
youngest child will be married in J uly, "and
that's four for four," says Eddi . . . . Edward and
Ellen Lewis Huff, living in Old Town, Maine,
are semi-retired and retired, respectively. This
past year they went on two hort-term assign
ments helping missionaries in the field. Two
weeks were spent in Montreal doing mainte
nance work at a French-speaking seminary. For
six weeks late in the year they were in Dakar,
Senegal, where Ed did electrical work and Ellen
was a teachers' aide at a mission school. Ellen
also plays viola in the University of Maine
orchestra . . . . Herb Nagle, Bridgewater, Mass.,
one of Art White's corps of Alumni Fund solici
tors, is vice president of the board of directors of
the Crescent Credit Union in Brockton, Mass.
Wife Judy is a Brockton school nurse. Last year's
travels took them to San Diego, San Francisco
and Lake Tahoe. In November Herb attended a
Tau Delt reunion in the Boston area . . . . Dale
Dacier Meagher lives in Vernal, Utah, where,
since the death of her husband, N ick, in 1 997,
she has been riding herd on approximately 1 00
head of Herefords . . . . N an and Jim Mac Lean
are in Toledo, Ohio, where they are engaged in
a number of church activities. They express the
desire to see more Colby friends, so if you're
passing through Toledo . . . ( write your class
correspondent for the address ! ) . . . . Nancy and
Mel Lyon, both with doctorates, are in Little
Rock, Ark., where Mel is on the faculty of the
University of Arkansas Medical School and
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1 950s Correspondents
1 950

Virg i n i a Davis Pearce
P 0. Box 984
Grantham, NH 03753
603-863-6675
VPearce@srnet.com

1 95 1

c/o Meg Bernier
Alumni Office
Colby College
Waterv i l l e , M a i n e 04901
207-872-3 1 85
m_bernie@colby.edu

1 952

Pa u l M . Aldrich
P.O. Box 2 1 7
Bristol, M E 04539
207-563-87 44
mapa@li ncol n . midcoast.com

1 953

Barbara Easterbrooks Ma i ley
80 Lincoln Avenue
South H a m i lton, MA 0 1 982
978-465-5 1 1 0
978-777-5630 x33 1 0

1 954

Helen Cross Stabler
206 Crestwood Drive North
Syracuse, NY 1 32 1 2

1 955

Jane M i llett Dornish
9 Warren Terrace
Winslow, ME 04901
207-873-36 1 6
karldornish@j u n o . com

1 956

Kathleen McConaughy Zambello
1 3 5 l d u n a La ne
Amherst, MA 0 1 002
docz@javanet.com

1 957

Eleanor Shorey H a rris
1 3 Bow Road
Wayland MA 0 1 778
508-460-2359
fax: 508-4850-0937
e l l ie_harris@strat u s . com

1 958

Margaret S m ith H e n ry
1 304 Lake Shore Drive
Massapequa Park, NY 1 1 762
5 1 6-54 1 -0790

1 959

Ann Segrave Lieber
7 Kingsland Court
South Orange, NJ 07079
973-763-67 1 7
m_lieber@compuserve .com
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shared life's milestones together as our husband
to be in touch with them or with the Alumni
include a month in the U.S.A. for Christmas
and then children became good friends. We had
Office at the College. Jean and Richard's son,
with family, a fall meeting in Holland and an
traveled to Sarasota to be with Jean on her 65th
Douglas, and family are moving soon to Lon
anticipated vacation in Florida and 45th Colby
reunion in May and June '99. According to don-a good reason to make plans for a trip to birthday. Janet Nordgren Meryweather and
Sheila Mclaughlin Freckmann were also in the
England ' Jean heard from her former roommate
Diane, The Princewn Review ranks Colby sru
area and we were going to have a mini-reunion,
dents the third happiest in the nation and the Joanne Steams Graaskamp, who has a new
but it was not to be. Jean was not well and the
home in Eau Claire, Wis. While in California,
campus among the top 1 5 mo t beautiful. . . .
after we left underwent emergency surgery
day
Jean
and
Richard
had
dinner
with
Barbara
Res
tall
Classmates are well aware of the successes of
and didn't regain consciousness. Life's last mileHome and had a chance to catch up on mutual
Robert B. Parker, who has earned the reputation
stone to share. My thanks to all who
as one of the be t writer of detective
called and wrote as my heart is heavy
fiction today. He began writing
as l write this column two weeks
N EWS MAKERS
penser novels in 197 1 and has writlater. May we all reflect on our days
ten 23 to date. H e has recently de
San Francisco Business Times recently
on The Hill and rememberour Colby
veloped a younger serial character,
profiled Glenn Isaacson '5 7, CEO of
connections . . . . On our drive south
Jesse tone, and i writing a novel
Conv�rsion Management Associates
we had a quick stop in Wilmington,
about a woman private inve tigator
Inc., a San Francisco-based manager
N .C., to visit Larry and Grace
who will be played by Helen Hunt in
of real estate development. Isaacson
Mainero Andrea, and we spent some
the done-deal movie . . . . Joan Hall
said he aims for value, simplicity, fair
time in Melbourne, Fla. , with John
Parker has earned her own recogni
ness and beauty ( "the end result of
and Joan Williams Marshall for an
tion-in community activism and
what we do is something that is going
other birthday party. Th is is a big
philanthropic circles-as someone
to be around for a long time").
year for a lot of us as we figure out the
who gets thing done. While rai ing
Medicare scene . . . . I've had e-mail
two ons, he earned a master's de
M I LESTO N E S
from
Kit Slavin Reath, who has
gree in education at Tufts. As a pro
Glenn Isaacson '57
added here-mail address to the Colby
fessor, she taught early childhood
Deaths : Robert L. Brigham '5 1 , De
site. Kit is the director of an all
education at Endicott College and
cember 7, 1 998, in North Port, Fla., at 67 . . . . Peter J. Coney '5 1 ,
volunteer organization, The Multi
Tufts and later served as director of
February 20, 1 999, in Arizona, at 69 . . . . Nancy Newman Tibbetts
cultural
Resource Center, at The
curriculum and instruction for the
' 5 2 , in Portland, Maine, at 69 . . . . Paul K. McDermott '54,
Baldwin School in Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Mas achusetts Department of Edu
August 7, 1 998, in Providence, R.l., at 65 . . . William R. Thomp·
She keeps in touch with Dave and
cation. In the Bo ton area, it i her
son '56, Februaty 2 7, 1 999, in Wayland, Mass., at 64 . . . . Malcolm
Rosemary Crouthamel Sortor . . . .
work with Community ervings
Remington ' 5 7 , ovember 1 998, in Massachusetts, at 66.
Lois Weaver Neil writes from La
wh1ch delivers meals to home-bound
Canada, Calif., that she earned her
AID patients-that i becoming
her consuming interest. In addition, she is a friends' news. Sistie writes amusingly in her an doctorate in 1 994. She teaches administrative
nual holiday letter of events in her life that courses at Chapman College and The Univer
tru tee of the American Repertory Theater and
sity of Laverne, having retired from the Glen
include the aforementioned kids, grandkids,
Dance Umbrella, serves on an ad vi ory board for
travel. Si tie promises to make plans to be at our dale Unified School District in 1 996. Lois says
hared Heart and upports numerous other com
she has been corre ponding with Professor
45th-and is encouraging Berry Wellersdieck
munity organizations . . . . Philip K. Reiner
Piper to come along. Remember these two couples
Deutsch 1s actively working as an Amtrak travel
Harold Raymond for 43 years-he was her fa
came on the Red Eye for the 40th! . . . A letter
vorite history prof. Lois lost her husband in
clerk (bu clerk peciahst) m Los Angele , Calif.
1 995, and I am happy to hear that she also stays
He 1 urpnsed to reali:e he has been with the from Tony Leone says he remembers fraternity
ame orgam:at1on for 25 years. During the sumlife at Colby, which reminds him somewhat of in touch with Babs Faltings Kinsman, Sue
mer of '9 , Phil tra,·eled to the Bo ton area to
the group living he now enjoys at Chilton House
Veghte Wilson and Charlotte Wood Scully
in Plymouth, Mass. He ha talked with clas ee fnend and relative . He drove up to the
and plans to be at our 45th . . . . Bruce and
mates Jim McCroary, Donald Martin and Bob
Colby campu , where he v1 1ted with Dave Rob
Carolyn Moore Hutchins have all but one of
McRoy . . . . In his note, Hugh MacDonald says
erts ' 5 5 on a unday morn mg while Dave taffed
their children living near them in Traver e
a food bank m Waten·1lle. Phil' rettrement
retirement forces a loss in camaraderie and socia
City, Mich. They have been active training
t1ps: "make ure you can afford 1t and be ure you
bility that was part of the working world. He has leader dogs and are now working with # J O.
are reaJv for a maior change m life tyle."
memorie of a spaghetti hou e ( the Villager) as a Visiting hospitals, nursing homes, libraries is all
-81U and Penny Thresher Edson
aturday night treat along with movies at the part of this volunteer program . . . . My good
Haines, State or Opera Hou e. (The Villager is wi hes to you all.
A,, I 'poke with Ann Dillingham
till serving pasta, but the movie theaters are
-Kathy McConaughy Zambello
gone now, Hugh. ) . . . The last batch of ques
Ingraham aoout the few re pomes to the que nonna1re, 'he 'umman:eJ the fact that we 'S Sers
tionnaires from the College has been sent out.
In the fall 1998 issue we had some
ha\'e m<Mly retired, do enioy our famil1e and
Beginning m this issue of Colby magazine, a
incorrect information about Bill and Nancy
gra ndc h i ldren, Jo go south ( us northerner ) to quest1onna1re will be included for all alumni to Harmon Clark. Nancy retired in June 1 999 as a
fill out and mail to class corre pondents. Again,
e'cape the 'no" and colJ-and do appreciate the
counselor at Louisville Collegiate chool. Colle
my thanks to those who take time to write.
face char we are ahle to Jo o 1 AnJ we will hope
giate, a college prep school, ha been a part of
-Jane Millett Dornish
chat many of u' will he ahle co attenJ our 45th
their lives for 40 years, but now it is time to move
reunion trom June 2 to 4, 2
. Reunion plan
on to the next phase. Nancy and Bill will relocate
Dear classmates, my sad news LS about
ning '' unden1 ay for thL ,·en 'pec1al event m our
to Columbus, Ohio, bnnging them clo er to their
the los of Jean Pratt Moody on February 2 5 , five grandchildren . . . . Jane Gibbons (JaneGib
ll\·e,, " hen " e c.m celebrate and reminisce aoouc
<>Ur ye.Jr at our alma macer. Jean Hahlbohm
1 999. h e was a loyal fnend t o the College as
bons@juno.com) i in Apple Valley, Calif., work
overseer and trustee, to our clas as president
Hampton anJ Lou Zambello ha\'e had a prel11rn
ing as a hospice chaplin, although in three years
and reunion chair and to me as roommate for
nan· meccmg co hegm the organi:mg. The\ en
he and her hu band, Patrick, hope to retire to
two years and a be t fnenJ ever smce. We
courage any " ho w1,h co pamc1pare m planning
Mame. Jane ha finished the ierra Club' "Hun.
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dred Peak" list, which is a list of 273 peaks in
southern California that are all over 5 ,000 feet, at
least one mile apart and accessible, many without
t r a i l . . . . Sara S t e w a r t J o h n son ( Sara@
coiner.com) is still in Bend, Ore., but now is a
retired secondary teacher. She has four grand
children, who live in Salem and Portland, close
enough to enjoy. Sara was at the 40th reunion,
which she enjoyed and where she found her elf
remembering many forgotten memories . . . .
Beryl Scott Glover ( Gloveboat@aol.co m) is in
Wilmington, N .C. Last October she fulfilled a
lifelong dream by spending two and a half weeks
in China with Judy Garland Bruce. Through
out, they were "captive to the antiquity, the
cultural and political complexity and the great
mystery that is China." At the end of their
journey in Hong Kong they spent a fascinating
afternoon with Dennis Ting '60 and his wife,
Emily, and John Shoemaker '59. Beryl also in
formed us, as you probably know by now, of the
passing of Bob Bates this past January . . . . Joan
Muir Hocking (JMH.5@Psu.edu) credits Colby
with giving her an appreciation for literature and
the arts, which she has carried through in her
professional life. She is an English professor at
Penn State and English division head at Com
monwealth College. Her husband, Ralph, is a
professor at Shippensburg University. Their
daughter, Jennifer, graduated from Penn State
with distinction in art and a major in photogra
phy and will be getting married in Septem
ber. . . . John Edes writes that Colby certainly
instilled in him the habits and discipline neces
sary "to achieve the ultimate goal, which was
graduation, and then to succeed in the real world,
whether in a monetary way or to achieve status in
the business entity and the community." John is
a registered representative for Phoenix Home
Life in Providence, R.l., and his wife, Valerie,
writes poetry, some of which has been published.
They have eight grandchildren! . . . Sally Sobol
Fritz returned to New England ( Falmouth, Mass. )
a little over four years ago from the M idwest and
found a job she never wants to retire from. She is
the social services coordinator of the Falmouth
Housing Authority, and she and her dog, Jude,
think they are living and working in heaven.
Sally's four children have provided her with
three grandchildren. She has had splendid visits
with Ruth Winterbottom Peacock in Mexico
and with Peter and Mary Ellen Chase Bridge at
the Falmouth harbor. Sally had several thought
ful questions she would like to ask our classmates,
but two of them struck a real chord: "What is of
importance that parents and children can say to
each other?" and "What is it that makes you
happy?" . . . Kriss '5 7 and Karen Breen Krasnigor
have begun a new life on Callawassie Island, S.C.
Karen retired as business administrator at a den
tal office in February 1 998, and Kriss retired from
Harvard/Pilgrim Health in June 1 998. They then
moved to South Carolina, where they are having
a home built and are looking forward to as much
golf as possible. Karen also finds time to tutor a
couple days a week. Karen and Kriss have four

children (son Keith '83 is married to Maria Kohler
'85 ) and two grandchildren . . . . Also enjoying
retirement are Harry and Joan Shaw Whitaker.
They have been in Las Vegas for a few years now
and have acclimated well to the high tempera
tures and breathtaking scenery . . . . The Alumni
Office has instituted a change in the method of
contacting alumni. Rather than a questionnaire
mailed to a quarter of the class four times a year,
a general questionnaire will appear in every issue
ofColby magazine. Whenever you are so inspired,
j ust fill out the questionnaire and return to me. I
do hope you are inspired at least once a year.
-Margaret Smith Henry
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record ) . They still keep in touch with Prof. Geib
and are particularly pleased that Colby wa a
school where the professors were quite acce sible. Colby, she says, was a great launching pad
for the rest of her life, both academically and
personally . . . . Recently, Marty and I joined
Bev (John on '60) and Keet Arnett at a concert
in New Bedford, Mass., where our own Bob
Brown sang with the '90s version of the Pied
Pipers and the Fabulous Dorsey Band. The show
was j ust great, and the opportunity to spend a
few minutes with Bob made the trip worth
while . . . . Keep those cards, letters, e-mail, etc.
coming, folks!
-Ann Segrave Lieber
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Greetings, classmates! Hugh Nazor
and Linda Smalley Murnik are ( almost) totally
retired, and they love their new home in New
Mexico. They still spend some summer time at
their Maine coast house and enjoy swimming,
tennis and sailing two boats. Hugh still dabbles
in photography. Linda's son, Peter, can be seen
in movies and TV shows. Hugh asks: if you were
starting again, what college would you choose ?
. . . Condolences to Joan San Angelo Bennett
on the recent ( and sudden) loss of her hus
band . . . . Jim Plunkett still enjoys memories of
the Colby Eight reunion in '97 and continues to
treasure the many friendships that began for
him at Colby. He manages to stay young with
lots of activity-public relations, civic duties,
the Internet, golf-and a positive attitude on
life. He still plays the electronic piano. Our
reunion was definitely in his plans; it's a long
trip from Peru ! . . . Along with teaching, enter
taining, gardening and hosting the entire re
union committee several times at her beautiful
home, Cyndy Crockett Mendelson work on
book reviews for the book club she founded.
Cyndy credits Colby with fostering her interest
in continuing education. She and Aaron hope
to do some Elderhostels when Aaron retires . . . .
Rev. Russ Peppe enjoys grandchildren, writing,
photography/darkroom work, travel, involve
ment in community organizations and surfing
the Internet. Hmm mm-this Internet seems to
be a continuing theme among our fellow alums !
E-mail is certainly a wonderful way to commu
nicate . . . . Realtor Don "Skeeter" Megathlin
believes that everything he has accomplished in
life began on Mayflower Hill. "Ecky with Brecky"
has been the backbone of his professional ca
reer, and he keeps up with lifelong Colby friends
at various reunions, along with playing tennis
regularly. Who knew that a few art classes would
still drive him to galleries and museums; he is, he
says, a real "art j unkie." . . . Sally Phelan Mcin
tosh is dealing with a stressful new job at Lehigh
but feels that she has learned a lot. Between job,
gardening, walking and serving on the vestry of
her church and on the board of a local shelter
that she helped found 1 3 years ago, Sal has little
time for that rocking chair we asked about. Of
our classmates, she asks: how do you handle
stress when your kids screw up ? Sally and Jim
have made it to every reunion ( an enviable
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Thanks to all who send along ques
tionnaires with your news and your thoughts . . . .
Linda Mackey Foehl and Bill '59 are in Dover,
Mass. Linda is still a kindergarten teacher, and
Bill is a "lawyer, broker, band manager, father
and grandfather." Their band, The Centre
Streeters, j ust released a new CD titled A Thou
sand Thursdays. They have been together 20
years, practice every Thursday night ( hence,
the n a m e ) and are r e a l l y proud of the
release . . . . Ralph Galante recent!y retired from
American Airlines and says he misses his work:
"It was the greatest job anyone could have." His
wife, Jane, retired with him. They have three
grandchildren and spend half of the year in
Bonita Springs, Fla., and the other half in New
Durham, N.H. Ralph's answer to the "what do
you collect, and what are you getting rid of?"
question: "Getting rid of old ideas and bringing
in the new." . . . Louise Robb Goldschmidt and
Art '59 are in State College, Pa. They have two
married sons and a grandson. Louise is busy with
genealogy, AAUW used book sales, studying,
church, swimming and trying to improve her
French in anticipation of some more travel. She
had some interesting thoughts on Colby and
p lans for fu ture travels to the Canadian
Maritimes . . . . Judith Ingram Hatfield and
Doug '58 took a wonderful 1 2-day trip to Istanbul
and some of the Greek islands with George ' 5 8
and Wendy McWilliam Denneen. They all
recently got together with Debbie Wilson Albee
and Liz Boccasile Mavis and her husband, Ted.
Judy and Doug are still in Hillsboro, N . H . . . .
Pete Henderson, still a professor of business
management at Faulkner University in Mont
gomery, Ala., is very excited about the prospect
of taking their entire graduate business manage
ment program to the Internet. They should be
completely on line by fall, and interested brows
ers will probably be able to find them some
where around the homepage ( www.faulkner.edu) .
Pete and Jane have two grandsons, and they live
for visits to and from each, one in N ashville and
the other in Orlando. They are presently shop
ping for the "perfect boat" for their retirement
cruise on the Intracoastal Waterway in about
two years. Stay tuned! . . . Bob and Liz Cham
berlain Huss live in North Fayston, Vt. Bob is
a professor at Champlain College, and Liz is a
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ing the completion by their company, Open
sion. However, his "retirement" is keeping him
home tutor. They are getting their sailboat out
Systems Associates, of the development of soft
very busy. He runs the Wes Jordan Sports Medi
fitted and ready for retirement in another year
ware that automates the entire real estate sales
cine Clinic with two area doctors and teaches at
and a half. ( Sound familiar?) Ted and I ran into
Husson College in Bangor . . . . From Carlisle, transaction. . . . Our southernmost response is
Bob and Liz at the Route 93 rest stop in Hooksett,
from Bill Hood, the chairman of the board and
Mass., Susan Detwiler Goodall writes that she
.H., when we pulled into the parking space
is a product manager for documentation and CEO of Bill Hood and Sons Art & Antique
next to them. Small world! . . . There was an e
Auctions in Delray Beach, Fla. , who says he
internationalization and that her husband is a
mail d i connect on my end with news from
loves every minute of his profession. He admits
physicist. They have two sons, two Welch terri
Giogy Clark Heyler, a resident of Missoula,
that a visit to Colby a couple of summers ago left
ers and two 88-year-old mothers. She thinks
Mont., ince last August. She and Pete left their
him feeling nostalgic and a bit teary-eyed . . . .
that the campus has changed quite a bit; even
home of 3 2 years in Bucks County, Pa. She said,
Because of the large drain on hu
"The hardest part was cleaning out
man and financial resources that
the attic' But once we headed west,
quarterly mailings of questionnaires
we didn't look back once. o reN EWS MAKE RS
represents, the Alumni Relations
grets! We love it here and every day
A feature in the local Gloucester, Mass., newspaper applauded
Office will now be including a gen
is a new adventure." Gingy trie to
lawyer Robert Gerrard '-60 for his crucial role in the prosecution
eral questionnaire in each issue of
keep up with her French, and their
of"the Demoulas family case." Gerrard, who represented one of the
Colby rather rhan mailing out indi
travel schedule has been full with
heirs disputing a family inheritance involving stocks, money and
vidual questionnaires once a year.
vi its to family and grandchildren in
other assets and opportunities, called it "a cauldron, a firestorm of
You can now let me know whenever
Denver, Chicago and Germany . . . .
a case." . . . Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Doris Kearns Goodwin
anything new and noteworthy hap
Jock and Pat Walker Knowles still
'64 was awarded an honorary degree by Michigan State University.
pens in your life instead of waiting
live in Rehoboth, Mass., bur have
until you receive a mailing. I will
bought an old farmhouse in Maine,
also include a question o r two in
1 0 minutes from Sugarloaf. ArchiM I LESTO NES
each column that I hope will inspire
tect son Jon renovated it, and they
you to complete the questionnaire
are enjoying great time there with
Deaths: Leon T. Nelson Jr. '60, April 1 4, 1 999, in Boston, Mass.,
and send it to me. However, this
their family, including four grand
at 6 1 . . . . Robert G. Taitt '60, March 22, 1 999, in Alexandria
system will only work if you take the
children . . . . Todd Marchant says
Bay, .Y., at 6 1 . . . . George M. Gross '63, May 1 , 1 999, in
initiative to respond. Here are this
he is slowing down. Instead of still
Mendham, N .J . , at 62 . . . . Alan S. Rhoades '64, April 1 4, 1 999,
i sue's questions: When was the la t
trying to grow his business, he is
in Kittery, Maine, at 5 7 . . . . James E. Lambert '66, March 9, 1 999,
time you looked at your Colby year
concentrating on helping favorite
in V ineyard Haven, Mass., at 54 . . . . Stuart M. Rosenfeld '69,
book? What kinds of memories did it
clients and ay it i a lot more fun
January 2 1 , 1 999, in Madra , India, at 50.
bring back? Did it remind you of
and attsfying. Marilyn is still doing
someone whom you hadn't thought
e tate and financial planning. Their
Johnson Pond looks different to her now . . . .
about in years ? (Ancillary question: Can you
daughter is a enior at Ithaca College, and son
even find your yearbook ?) I look forward to
Dick Gibbs, who lives in Swampscott, Mass., is
J ason 1 graduating from high school, so they are
the vice president for marketing and a partner in
hearing from you!
preparing to be "empry-nesters." "Last year was
Environmental Management Technologies, Inc.
-Judith Hoffman Hakala
a year pent redoing the house and this year is for
In response to the question, "What aren't you
travel mg," Todd said . . . . If any of you ew En
doing but wish you were?" he replies, "Starring
Gary and Peggy Bone Miles are still in
glanders have een big white trucks with the bold
in movies." If any of you have any uncast movie
black OE logo of Office Environments of .E. on
California, where Gary is a professor of history
scripts lying around, here' your man! . . . Regina
and classics and Peggy is an ESL teacher. Their
the 1de, they belong to Ed Marchetti, president.
Foley Hav i lan d (better known as Reggie to
two grown children, Britten and Melanee, have
From a 19 6 "start-up," they now have four
most of us) is still teaching French to seventh
locations m Mas achu etts, Maine and ew
their own homes in Santa Cruz and France
and eighth graders and still living in Farmington,
Hamp hire. Ed was highlighted m a recent edi
respectively. It's been frequent trips to France to
Conn. She has maintained very strong ties to
tion of the ew England Real Estate Journal. He
visit their daughter, surfing in Ireland in Octo
Colby as an alumni interviewer in her area and
and Pat have a daughter who i VP at OE, a son
ber with their son and 14 months in 1 990-92 in
who 1 an orthopedic urgeon and three grand
a attendee at the last two Alumni Colleges.
Hawaii, where Peggy got a second M.A. from
children . . . . We are gearmg up for our 40th
While there, she has gotten together with Jan
the U of Hawaii in ESL. Gary published a second
Dukeshire Halliwell and Mary Jane Ruther
reunion m 2000 . Hope the plans will entice as
book and has chaired the history department at
ford Carroll as well as Claudia Lawrence Rogers
many of you as po 1ble to make the mp to
UC-Santa Cruz . . . . Bob Marr writes from Mon
'60. In addition to a fine education and a wealth
Waterville! If you have any thoughts or sugges
roe, N.Y., where he is a recreational/educa
of friendships, Reggie credits Colby with intro
tions, my e-mail addre 1 lockhart®tds.net.
tional supervisor. He and his wife, Patricia, a
-Carolyn Webster Lockhart
ducing her to her husband, whom he met at a
teacher, have two daughters, one married, one
Colby-Bowdoin football game. ( Do you remem
still in college . . . . Richard Levesque, who lives
ber who won the game, Reggie?) . . . Winthrop
Welcome to Colby Alums East: For
in Lancaster, Ohio, is a manufacturer rep for
Smith r. ent a note from Milford, Conn., ro
ome rea on, all the re ponse I got to the most
Zellerbach/Mead, where he has been named
tell u that h1 son, Winthrop Jr., was re-elected
recent que t1onna1re were from classmate along
one of the top 1 00 employees. Dick and wife
to hi fourth term in the Connecticut senate,
the ea,temmo t tare . o let' travel outh,
Nancy recently celebrated their daughter's mar
the ame eat that he himself held back in the
begmnmg m Bangor, Mame, J U t a few mile
riage. Their travels to the Czech Republ ic,
early '70s . . . . A cleverly rhymed po t-Chri t
from where I'm wntmg m Orono the day after
Austria, witzerland and Germany and a Med
mas letter from Penny Dietz Sullivan in Res ton,
an 1 -mch Mar h now torm, and end up m
iterranean cruise sound great! Dick plans to
Va., explamed why friends had not gotten their
Delray Beach, Fla . . . . We Jordan, who began
reme in four years and hope to be involved
season' greeting on time. For the first time, all
hIS college career '' 1th u and completed 1t at the
more with his hobbies: wine and food . . . . Hank
of her and Paul' children and grandchildren, as
Unl\·er'1ty of Mame, re med from UMame a 1t
Phillips lives in Pottstown, Pa., where he works
well a her 92-year-old mother, were together
mtemat1onally known head tramer after 32
for Kiwi Brands; wife Dedra is a nurse. They
for the holiday. he and Paul were also celebratyear of 'erv1ce to the umver 1ry and the profe were expect mg a second grandchild in February,
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and Hank is looking forward to retirement to
relax, travel to the UK and the Caribbean
explore the Internet and get more involved wit
investing. He also enjoys wind surfing, snorkel
ing and skiing . . . . Tony Mainero lives in
Haverhill, Mass., where he is president and
CEO of McKay Communications and wife Cathy
manage a homeless shelter. They have four
children and two grandchildren who are the
"best and greatest." Despite the demands of
their jobs, the Maineros manage to keep their
priorities straight: "Family, Friends & Faith."
Tony would l ike to be more in touch with
fraternity brothers . . . . Dick Mittleman lives in
Providence, where he is a senior partner in a law
firm. Dick and w ife Linda, a real estate broker,
have been married for 36 years and have two
sons and four grandchildren. Dick is trying to
learn to play golf in order to be ready for retire
ment in eight years . . . . Buck Lawton was re
cently elected to a three-year term as president
of Dublin School, a coeducational college prep
day and boarding school in Dublin, N . H . . . .
Dean Shea retired from teaching English and
has returned to his native Wiscasset, Maine,
where he built a new home . . . . J udy (Thomp
son '63 ) and Garth Chandler recently became
first-time grandparents-of twins, no less. Garth
has made a nice recovery from his bout with
cancer. . . . Brenda Lewison writes from Cleve
land Heights, Ohio, that by now her son, John,
has made her a grandmother. Brenda continues
as editor of a city magazine called Avenues while
she awaits hitting the big time with the lottery.
( Good luck ! ) Brenda and architect hubby Bill
Blunden enjoy traveling . . . . Chris Wood, an
attorney in Peapack, N .J . , and wife J udith have
five children, four grandchildren and two ex
pected grandchildren between them. Chris en
joyed two weeks in Maine last summer and
managed a day trip to Colby. He was very
impressed with the changes to the campus and
with the new field house . . . . Ellie Tomlinson
lives in Marblehead, Mass., where she is a
teacher, an artist and a writer. The artist we
know-the T-shirts for our 3 5th were beautiful.
Thanks again, Ellie, and our condolences to you
on the recent loss of your mother. Ellie enjoys
rollerblading, riding her mountain bike and
traveling-especially to the islands where there
are warm water and palm trees. Ellie enjoyed our
3 5th and is already planning on the 40th . . . .
Paul '59 and Elaine Healey Reichert are enjoy
ing life as retirees in Smyrna Beach, Fla., where
they keep a hectic schedule shaped around their
church, Friendship Force, Power Squadron,
bridge, tennis and travel. They till think they
live in Paradise! They expected to be back at
Colby for Paul's 40th in J une . . . . Nancy and
Gerry Tays live in Olympia, Wash. Gerry re
cently retired after 30 years with the National
Park Service only to change job to a career as
planner for the Washington state parks. They
have two grown children and two grandchildren,
have enjoyed travel to the western Canadian
national parks and have plan to go to Alaska this

h

summer . . . . 1 retired in J une from teaching but
continue to do evaluation on a part-time basis
for the chools. Rollie and I are busy helping care
for our two young grandchildren. Keeping up
with preschoolers keeps me in shape!
-Patricia Farnham Russell
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After so many years, I have contacted

Lillian Waugh's and my sophomore fall term
roommate, Kathy Lee, who was the first ex

change student Colby had with Fiske Univer
sity in Nashville, Tenn. After leaving Fiske,
Kathy received an M .A. and Ph.D. in German
from Stanford University and for many years has
been working for the U.S. Information Agency
at different assignments all over the world. She
now heads the training division in Washington,
D.C., and is preparing for the merger of the
department with the State Department . . . . In a
letter to Ralph Kimball last spring, Nancy
Reynolds Jensen wrote that she was very sorry
to miss the reunion and regrets that she has lost
connections with Colby; she would love to hear
from old friends. She and her husband, Rodger,
had been married for nine years last May and are
"both still surviving the Silicon Valley 'trudge'."
She has worked for the Dionex Corporation in
Sunnyvale, Calif-for about 23 years, "a record
in Silicon Valley ! "-where she is the marketing
communications manager in charge of all ad
vertising and promotion materials. Rodger is an
operations manager for the city of Palo Alto, in
charge of all their water-gas-wastewater opera
tions. Together they have four sons, one of
whom is married, and they are thoroughly en
joying a 5 -year-old grandson and 2 -year-old
granddaughter. . . . Pen Williamson was the
master of ceremonies at a Hurricane Island
Outward Bound School dinner and silent auc
tion fund raiser to benefit the scholarship pro
gram. Testimonials included one by David
Breashears, a filmmaker for IMAX, who after
conquering a ropes course at Hurricane Island
then went off to conquer Mount Everest four
times ! . . . Fred and Pat Dunn Field are enjoy
ing living in Scituate, Mass. Pat writes that as
other classmates are retiring, she has actually
started another business, Strategic Medical Sys
tems, Inc., which helps nursing home and as
sisted living facilities develop their own hospice
and home health programs. (That's wonderful.
I'm sure many of us with the experience of
parents in nursing homes and assisted living
know how such programs are really needed. )
Fred is now working as a therapy aide with the
mentally disabled . . . . News from Cindy Rich
mond Hopper is that she and husband Monte
are still enjoying "the leisurely pace" of retire
ment. Last summer they visited Frank and Betty
Johnson Rayle at their beautiful home on
Whidbey Island in Washington. Their son lives
in Philadelphia, working in insurance, and their
daughter is at Georgetown University doing a
Ph.D. on Eastern German politics . . . . Linda
and Jim McConchie and their two daughters are
planning to restore the Susan B. Anthony birth-
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Solving Handwritten Mysteries

Professional handwriting and document examiner Ruth Elliott

"Everyone should have some knowledge of handwriting. I t

Holmes '67 calls handwriting analysis "the sister of psychology."

gives you o n e more impression o f the person , " said Holmes. More

Personality facets and character traits can be studied through

corporations are using handwriting analysis for team building

slant, pressure, loops, spaces and the size of handwriting;

and conflict resolution. Handwriting analysis helps people to

patterns of thought, emotional discipline, energy and enthusi

understand different styles of thinking, making it easier for them

asm, imagination, h idden aptitudes and natural abilities are all

to work with or persuade others . "You can stand what you can

expressed through handwriting, she says. Used widely in Europe

understand" is one of Holmes's maxims. She also works on

where it originated, graphology only recently has been tapped as

investigations in which handwriting in documents like bomb

a resource by lawyers and corporations i n the States.

th reats or wills is examined to detect forgeries or fraud or to

Holmes returned to the U . S . in

1 979

after living abroad for 1 0

determine authorsh i p .

years and was intrigued by the graphology books i n her mother's

I n today's world o f computer communications Holmes is

library. Professional analysis of her mother's handwriting had

concerned about e-mail replacing handwriting. "The child who

detected writing and research abilities that led her mother to

cannot crawl will have problems overall. Handwriting is part of the

Radcliffe's School of Zoology and a successful career. Holmes

development of the brai n , " she said. For Holmes the analysis of

began taking every available course on the subject, including

handwriti n g , or "brainwriting" as she calls it, is a human

studies with Felix Klein, the father of U.S. graphology.

archaeologist's study of the landscape of the mind.

In

1 983

Holmes founded Pentec, Inc., a forensic and person

Holmes's daughter, Sarah

'97,

a third-generation grapholo

nel consulting firm in Bloomfield Hills, Mich . , where she advises

gist, recently opened a Pentec office in Cambridge, Mass. She is

1ndiv1dual, legal and corporate clients. She has worked as a jury

pursuing her certificate as a handwriting analyst and document

consultant for the defense team on the last five

examiner and is consulting with her mother, whom she calls her

" right to die" trials of Dr. Jack

best friend and mentor. "The more positive relationships [people

Kevorkian most recently this

have] with good graphologists, "

spring Holmes told Kevor

said Sarah, "the more widely

kian s lawyer that 1f she could

accepted it will become. "

see the juror 1nformat1on forms
she could help In the

1 996

-Alicia Nemiccolo

trial , a

MacLeay '97

United Methodist bishop was nearly
challenged by the defense on religious
grounds. but Holmes argued to leave him in
the jury poo1 based on his handwriting She said
his writing revealed that he would look at the facts of
he case to make his dec1s1on. The bishop became the jury
oreman and a key figure in Kevorkian's acquittal
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place house in Adams, Mass . , "to its original
1 8 1 7 condition and tum it into both a museum
to celebrate Anthony's life and a center to
explore modem-day women's issues." Linda is
the executive director of the Freedom Trail
Foundation in Boston, where she oversees pro
gramming and fund raising. J im owns fitness
clubs and family entertainment centers in the
Burlington area. Their older daughter, Lindsay
' 9 8 , graduated w i t h a major in women's
studies . . J u d i Magalhaes Garcia recently re
tired from her job as a public school social
worker in Houston, Texas, and is now doing
some research on the connection between learn
ing disabilities and the immune system. She also
volunteers, screening patients for Irlen Syn
drome and helping families find the resources to
get necessary treatment. She says that in her
spare time she has had the fun of overseeing the
total renovation of 74 townhouses, becoming
quite knowledgeable about all facets of the build
ing trade . . . . Both Midge Walton Holmes and
her husband, Chris, are in the transition of
retirement from federal service. M idge retired
in the fall of 1 99 7 after 20 years, and Chris is
about to retire after 3 5 years. M idge is currently
working at a local community center teaching
"Tots on Stage" to 4 and 5 year olds and loves it.
Their daughter, Johanna, was married in Sep
tember 1 998. Midge sees Mary Lee Grant Mcin
tosh and Silvia Caillet-Bois Banta on a regular
basis . . . . A note from Sandra Moulton Burridge
says that she is still teaching music and is look
ing forward to "stopping work" but "not retiring
from life." Last summer she sold her large house
to move into an apartment more centrally lo
cated in Montreal, and now she's enjoying some
relaxation after the big move.

day week. He says, "High Tech has been excit
ing, and it is great to be able to work this
tran ition for a while." Randy and Deb toured
Europe in May '98, renewing friendships from
2 5 years ago when he worked in Germany . . .
Patti Raymond Thomas is finishing her last
year as chair of the board of Planned Parent
hood Association of Bucks County, Pa. Patti
says, "there are many challenges in this era of
changing health care and threats from the radi
cal political extremists." . . . I received a clip
ping about Bill Oates. Yes, he lives! H is smiling
face appeared in the November 1 , 1 998, New
York Times. For the past 26 years Bill has picked
stocks from his Boston office. He has managed
the $ 1 58-million Northeast Investors Growth
Fund since October 1 980 . . . . The equally smil
ing face of Rod Gould appears in a reprint of the
Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly of August 3 1 ,
1 998. Rod specializes in travel agency defense
cases. The article recounts his story of travels to
Tunisia and Gaza to depose Palestine Libera
tion Organization officials in connection with
the highjacking of the Achille Lauro cruise ship
in 1 985. And you thought you had a tough
assignment! Rod is also active on the board of
the Massachusetts Audubon Society and enjoys
sailing, hiking, and, of course, travel. . . . Eliot
Terborgh reports a visit with Ralph Bunche in
London, Randy Antik in Dallas and, of course,
Sunny Coady in San Francisco. Tom and Nancy
Ryen Morrione also dropped by casa Terborgh.
Eliot and Cris enjoyed a summer '98 trip to the
Cotswolds and Stratford-on-Avon and "man
aged to hike through 50 miles of British country
side without getting seriously lost." . . . Your
reunion planning committee met in Boston in
January and again in Waltham, Mass., in March.

-Karen Forslund Falb

Bud Marvin, Ginger Goddard Barnes, Jan Woods
Parsons, Marcia Harding Anderson and, of

No news for future columns? . . . The
College has decided that "the pre ent system is
unwieldy and very time consuming" and will
print a questionnaire in each issue of Colby . I
hope you remember to send it in! . . . A postcard
from Sunny Coady from Thailand reports that
she and Rick and Nancy Winslow Harwood
were there for a holiday and visit with George
Hooker. They rode elephants again while visit
ing the hill tribes in northeastern Thailand near
Myanmar ( aka Burma) . . . . Bucky and Anna
Owens Smith rented a villa in Tuscany last
summer with-who else-Sunny Coady. Their
report: "Fabulous food, views and plenty of hills
for the four bikers in the group." . . . Lew Krinsky
and Ellen attended the recent Waterville wed
ding of Liz Cotter. Lew is active with recruiting
and interviewing prospective Colby students
from the Houston area . . . . Tom Boulette, pro
fessor and director of Worcester Polytechnic
Institute's nuclear reactor facility, is one of 30
members who will serve on a new nuclear advi
sory panel announced by the Department of
Energy. . . . Randy Roady sent a letter from
Bedford, N . H . , where he is winding down his
career at Teradyne Inc. by converting to a three-

course, Sunny Coady and I had our own mini
reunion and hope to see youJune 2-4, 2000. Mark
your calendars and tell your children not to get
married that weekend since you will be in
Waterville . . . . Hail, Colby, Hail!

.
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-Richard W. Bankart
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Tom Bogohosian reports from Mays
Landing, N J A professor of English at the local
community college, Tom feels that hi Colby
experience led him into his career in teaching
English and developed his ability to be a spokes
person for the liberal arts. He has also pushed
experimental changes in curriculum in local
public schools as well as at his college. A single
man, Tom is enjoying local hiking and canoeing
clubs and getting into the Philadelphia art and
museum scene. He enjoyed exploring the Bro
ken Group Islands in British Columbia by kayak
last summer and was looking forward to possibly
taking on the Queen Charlotte islands this
summer. His son Mike is working and living in
Manhattan while son Jeff is working on his
dissertation at William and Mary in physics
( ultra-sound) . . . . Beth Peo Armstrong writes
that Colby gave her independence, intere t in
.

.
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politics, lifelong friendships and the opportu
nity to appreciate her parents! Beth's youngest
daughter, Emily, is at Amherst ( '0 1 ) and on the
swimming team. Beth says that she loved The
Campaign for Colby NW mini-reunions . .
Charlie Birlem writes from Boothbay, Maine,
that he and Ellen are pleased to be returning
permanently to Maine, leaving the world of
GTE and the moving that required. He looked
forward to six months of retirement before the
post-retirement interests take over. Charlie re
ports that they enjoy hiking every couple of
years in Austria and Italy in April. . . . Connie
Day continues as a f. eelance editor (for 25 years
now) of college text materials. Husband Barney
Hamby '64 is retired from IBM, is a gourmet
cook, performs pasture maintenance and is a
compostmeister extraordinaire. Connie takes
dressage lessons in the sand ring, and last winter
she and Barney built a barn where she can have
her horse, along with several boarders to help
pay off the investment. She says that the Colby
years for her were a time to nourish her taste for
literature and hone her skills to make a good
living working at home . . . . Bruce Barker was
recently named area manager in the Stamford,
Conn., region with People's Bank. He will over
ee the performance of the bank's 1 2 offices in
the bank's eastern region . . . Peter Swartz
writes that with kids at 1 5 , 1 4, and 1 2 he is not
there yet for a mid-life crisis . . . . Sue Turner
also asks, "What mid-life crisis?" as she reports
enjoying her favorite new activity. sea kayaking.
She spent some time kayaking most days while
in Maine for six weeks last summer and is trying
to get out on the water as often as possible in
Charleston. Important parts of her life begun at
Colby are: never to be forgotten Geology 1 0 1
and economics 1 0 1 ; her fascination with South
America; 30+-year friendships with Linda Hall
Lord, Ted Houghton and others. Colby, she
says, opened up her thinking to new ideas, new
ways of considering things, new topics to think
about. Alissa is 14 and keeping Sue young . . . .
Keith Robbins has been appointed resident
counsel in the Simsbury office of the Hartford
based law firm of Sorokin, Gross & Hyde PC.
Keith, who earned his law degree from the
University of Connecticut School of Law, pre
viously provided legal and related services to
the in-house corporate law department of Phoe
nix Home Life Mutual Insurance Company. . . .
Betty Ann Hernberg Went writes that she
thoroughly enjoyed son David's graduation
and applauded as he went right on to getting a
job with benefits! He is a field geologist for an
environmental company in Connecticut. Betty
Ann says that one of the most important bless
ings that started for her at Colby was that she
always has a standing date for New Year's Eve
with Jay Fell. They have a special meal at the
same place year after year! . . . Ann Ruggles
Gere and husband Budge have moved, Ann to
Ann Arbor, where she continues to teach at
University of Michigan, and Budge to the First
Presbyterian Church of Kirkwood, Mo., where
.

.

.
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he accepted a call. They now have two resi
dences and are doing the flying commute. UM
awarded Ann a Distingui hed Faculty Achieve
ment Award in October, she was recently elected

WWW!

incoming pre ident of the ational Council of
Teachers of English, and her book lnrimare Prac

rices: Liceracy andCulrural Workin U . S . Women's
Clubs I 0- 1 920 came out recently. Last spring
Ann wa elected a Colby trustee.
- ar:alie Bowerman Zaremba
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Our sympathy goes out to Phyllis

Jalbert. Her husband, Michael Klahr, fought
oft tissue arcoma aggresm �ly but passed away
on December 1 5, 1 99 , at home with Phyllis at
his side. Mme. President, the entire class appre
ciates all your hard work and buoyant enthusi
asm.
ow it's time for us to support you! . . .
Michel and Pam Cooper Picher are the parents
of a real Colby family. Jean Michel '96 worked
for a Democratic speech writer in Washington
and drafted part of a speech Bill Clinton gave to
the Gay Alliance in Washington, for which he
got a thank-you note from the President.
Gregoire '9 is enrolled in the classical anima
non school at heridan College, near Toronto.
Andre '01 did a visiting term at McGill to
concentrate on Canadian history and govern
ment. Both Pam and Mike, who also have a 14year-old daughter, Marielle, are labor arbitrators
in Toronto. Mike, who play hockey a couple of
nmes a week, does salary arbitration between

Translations now also available on the
Web at www.colby.edu/planned.giving
A carefully planned charitable gift provides you and your loved ones with
immediate benefits: it can increase your income, protect your assets and reduce
your tax burden, now and in the future. Such a gift also can create a legacy for
generations of students who will benefit from a Colby experience.
To help you translate this language of CGAs, CRATs and CRUTs into

the
ational Hockey League and the NHL
Player Association and has been named to the
board of governors of the ational Academy of

easily understood, usable ideas, request a copy of "Foresight: Colby's Guide

Arbitrator for a three-year term . . . . J im and
Pam Wheeler Atwood's daughter Becky was
mamed last August and i finishing up her
en10r year at George Wa hington University

' 7 5 at the Office of Planned Giving at 207-87 2 - 3 2 1 0.

while her husband, who i a Marine lieutenant,

to Planned Giving. " Or look up the Colby Planned Giving Web site
(www.colby.edu/planned.giving). Or call Steven Greaves or Susan Cook

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

goe through fl1ght training at Pensacola, Fla.
Pam and J 1m live in Eliot, Maine, and J im won
re-elecnon a York Counry trea urer. Jim and

Return to: Office of Planned Giving
Colby College
4373 Mayflower Hill

h1 brother run Arwood TV m orth Reading,
fas .; Pam nil teache seventh grade in Eliot
and al o teache adult ed classes that prepare
tudents for getting a GED. he erved as a chief
reader for scoring the Grade wntmg section of
the MCA , the controver 1al Ma sachusetrs
education te t . . . . Mark and

ue Barden

John on returned to Hastmg , M mn., m J uly for
the marriage of their on, Chn . It was rhe1r fir t
mp back mce they moved to Parad1 e Valley,
Am., where both Sue and Mark pracnce med1c me. They were delighted when Chn and h1
"' 1fe , Kelly, mo,•eJ to the Phoenix area. Their
olan, 1 m Den\'er con ultmg with

other on,

U . . We t To celebrate Mark' parent ' 0th
birrhJays, the rented a hou eboat on Lake
Powell for a week of togerherne for the three
generanons.

. A wonderful amcle by Jean

Ridington Goldfine appeared m a Mame new -

Waterville, ME 04901

Please send me a copy of "Fores ight: Colby's Guide to Planned Giving."

I would like to discuss a planned gift for Colby. Plea e call me.

Name. _______ Class.____
Add re.._________________________
City ______________

tate/Zi p.__________

Phone __E-mail
_
___
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

paper Jean, a runner who li\'e m Belfa t, wrote
about her retlecnons on pa kmg her bag for the
asco Bai Half Marathon. Each item gomg mto
the bag held pec1al memone of her mother,

C O L B Y
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who also wa a runner, and of her family. The
last thing Jean packed was the "inner landscape"
she carried in her mind to visualize victory. I t's
an inspiring piece and beautifully written. . . .
Connie Hill, a writer of travel books, maintains
her Boston home while traveling throughout
the world on assignments. Currently she is writ
ing and illustrating children's books. Like many
of us, she finds herself spending increased time
caring for her parents but finds time to sing with
the choir at Trinity Church and volunteer for
the Boston Symphony. Connie also passed on to
me that Margaret "Peggy" Cook died this past
year after many years of battling cancer. Peggy
and her former husband, M ichael Tucker, had
two daughters, Alexandra and Amy . . . . R.
Bruce MacAdam, a long-time teacher in south
ern Maine, has returned to one of his passions,
instructing a sea cour e for Outward Bound . . . .
Bruce Logan writes from South Orange, N.J.,
that he is chief of medicine at New York Uni
versity Downtown Hospital. Bruce's wife, Ann
Marie, is an administrative assistant, and they
have two teen-aged daughters, Jennifer and Amy
Leah . . . . Ross Kolhonen lives in Salem, Mass.,
where he runs his record exchange business. He
says he's looking forward to our next reunion . . . .
This past winter I took in a couple of Boston
area Colby men's hockey games. At the Bowdoin
game at B.U. I bumped into Fred Hopengarten,
who continues to practice law with a speciality
in high-tech electronic communication. A few
weeks later Linda ( Mitchell '66) and Lee Potter
joined me for the UMass-Boston game. Lee
continues to work for Mass. Mutual Life Insur
ance, and Linda is director of college counseling
at Thayer Academy in Braintree, Mass . . . .
Please send back the general questionnaire in
this issue of Colby. Let us know how you're
preparing for the new millenium!
-Robert Gracia and Judy Gerrie Heine

68

Al Gray and his wife, Donna, have
been married for 2 1 years and have lived in
Concord, Mass., since 1 978. In 1 988 he founded
Alan H. Gray & Associates, I nc., which pro
vides consulting services to the insurance and
reinsurance industries. The job involves a great
deal of travel, mostly in the U.S. but also to
London, Mexico, Canada and Australia. Their
three children-Erin, a sophomore at Stonehill
College, Chris, a sophomore in high school, and
J ulie, a fifth grader-all are soccer players, and
Al has been actively involved in coaching youth
soccer. He would love to hear from classmates
(agray@alangray.com) . He occasionally runs into
Clarke Keenan and J ack Desmond '67 . . . .
Shawn Onat Kendrick writes from Rehoboth,
Mass. She and her husband, David, a graphic
designer, have three daughters: Celia, who is
married and an animator for Disney TV, Anna,
who is pursuing acting in N . Y .C., and Eva, a
composer and singer. For five years Shawn was
general manager, treasurer and PR director of
the Ocean State Lyric Opera in Providence,
R.l., but she resigned last fall to focus on freelance

work as a copy editor, typesetter and proof
reader, for Houghton M ifflin among others . . . .
Linda Reynolds Gill is assistant administrator
of special education for Silver Lake Regional
Schools and lives in Marshfield, Mass., with her
husband, T. David Gill, a pediatrician. Their
oldest son, Sean, is a second-year student at
U Pittsburgh Dental School and will be married
in August. Twins M ike and Brian '98 are 2 3 ;
M ike i s in a civil engineering program at Tufts,
and Brian is a research assistant at Boston Medi
cal Center and looking at grad school options.
Son Dan is a freshman at Muhlenberg College.
Linda writes that some family crises made her
evaluate and readjust priorities and that she is
accepting happiness in small things, redefining
personal goals and looking to the positive each
day. She is getting a new teaching certification
as a result of a teacher's exam she took in
J anuary . . . . Ken Hoadley is professor of man
agement and director of international programs
at the Kenan-Flagler Business School at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
He and his wife, Leana, have two daughters,
Leana and Elizabeth, and a son, Kenny, and they
j ust sent their oldest daughter off to the School
of the Muse um of Fine Arts in Boston . . . . Bob
Hayden retired in December to become a self
employed editorial and publishing consultant
to the hobby industry, especially model rail
roading. He still builds model trains, one of
which was the cover feature of the September
'98 i sue of Model Railroader. He wants to know
who else has thrown in the towel (I think he
means retired ) . He is currently in Milwaukee
but plans to move to the Southwest soon with
his wife, Gloria, two cats and a Rhodesian
ridgeback dog. . . . Nancy Short Hall and her
husband, Wayne, a programmer with I BM , will
celebrate their 30th anniversary this year. Nancy
is a technology specialist at Colchester ( Vt. )
Middle School. They are board members of the
Green Mountain Steppers Square Dance Club
and co-presidents of the Vermont Association
of Western Style Square Dance Clubs. Son
David is a graduate student in business adminis
tration at UMaine-Orono, and daughter Kristin
is a biology major at Hartwick College
. Jane
Pfeffer Jerry, her husband, George, and two
dogs live in a cozy log home on three acres in
Franklin, Tenn. I asked in my letter, "What do
you collect and what are you getting rid of?" Jane
writes that they're "collecting" dogs-their two
dogs adopted them soon after Jane had surgery
for a ( thankfully) benign brain tumor-and
they don't seem to be getting rid of anything.
When they down-sized from their four-bedroom
home in Houston to their two-bedroom home
they kept all their extra stuff and put it in their
garage ( their cars stay outside ) . Jane is the
museum director and president of Cheekwood
Museum of Art and Botanical Garden in Nash
ville, where they are currently finishing an $ 1 8million capital campaign. She invites everyone
to visit Cheekwood-says it's absolutely beauti
ful. She had a great reunion with her Colby
.
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roommate Randy Redington McPhail, her hu band, Donald, and daughter Amy last January
when she attended a museum meeting in
Charleston. She wants me to ask if any of us
have added our names to any lists at retirement
"villages," and if yes, where? . . . Thanks to those
who gave me news for this column. Please fill
out your questionnaires or e-mail your news
(nbryan95@aol.com ) .
-Nancy Dodge Bryan

70

Was there a winter this year? It's mid
February in Baltimore and the temperature was
close to 50 again today. I hate to say this, but I
miss a real winter-even the snow we used to
have in Maine. Remember sliding down the
chapel hill on dining hall trays? How about ice
sculptures at Winter Carniva l ? And ice skating
on Johnson Pond? I wonder if current Colby
students still do those things. Ah, nostalgia! . . .
Seems like I get a nice note from Steve Saporito
every year. After six years in Asia, Steve, his
wife, Lynne, and I 0-year-old daughter Stephanie
now live in Surrey, England, where Steve is
managing director of Richard Oliver Interna
tional. Steve made it from Hong Kong for our
last reunion. We're counting on seeing you in
Waterville in May 2000, Steve . . . . Joani Katz
writes that there is life after 50, and she is taking
advantage of those senior citizen discounts at
the movies! She continues to enjoy her work as
an administrator with the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, serving persons with mental re
tardation. Joani reports that in the past year she
has visited with Ben Kravitz, Debbie Anderson
( in Seattle ) , Bill Aldrich, Phil Wysor, Donna
Webber Burkart, Andy Starkis and Charles
Terrell. (That's the most classmates mentioned
in one sentence in my tenure writing these
columns! Thanks, Joan i . ) Charles reported run
ning into RELS in a Brookline bank. Joani lives
with Arthur Aframe in Newton and encourages
us to help with planning our 30th reunion next
year. . . . Skip Wood writes that he's taken a
new job. Skip is the sales director for the mid
Atlantic Region for LOIS, Inc., a company that
sells legal databases on CD-ROM and on the
Web. Hey, Skip, people here tell me that Balti
more is still in the M id-Atlantic. Give me a call
the next time you're in town! Skip's son Brett,
1 4 , and his twins, Ryan and Ashley, 1 3, are all
hockey and tennis players. Hmm, something
about the apples not fal ling far from the
tree ? . . Sarah Owen Tabor writes from
Corinth, Maine, where she lives with her hu band, Jerry Cunningham, a social studies teacher
at Central H igh in Corinth. Sarah's in her 1 6th
year of teaching art, the last 1 1 at Bangor H igh
School. A terminal underachiever, Sarah is
working towards her second master's-this one
in liberal studies, the earlier one in textile de
sign-at the University of Maine, and her hand
made book, The Fonnal Garden, won a j uror's
choice award in the student show at Orono last
year. Sarah's kids are doing OK, too. Son Philip
'90 i a masrer carpenter working for the Hart.
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ford tage in Connecticut, and daughter Jenni
fer is completing year number two of a rhree

took her god-daughter to Austria, Germany and

year master' program in physical therapy at the

tion as a high chool health science teacher in

Univer iry of Puget

Swiuerland . . . . Molly Jennings has a new posi

ound in Tacoma, Wash.

Yarmouth, Maine . . . . Leslie Anderson is in

Wow, I'm getting tired j ust writing about this

Somerville, Mass. Her husband, Dan Nyggard, is a

family! . .

commercial flower farmer, and she is director of

.

Dave Schumacher is raking a year's

leave of absence from his job as media speciali t

corporate communications for Wildfire. She had

at Maranacook Community School in Readfield,

her first exhibit of her paintings in the Somerville

Maine, ro volunteer at the Habitat for Human

"Art Beat" Show last July . . . . James Markos was
elected to the board ofdirectors of Union Trust in

ity office in Americus, Ga. In March Dave
joined the J immy Carter Project in the Philip
pines, where he helped build 250 houses in

Ellswonh. He was a partner in the law firm of

seven days1 My hat's off to you, Dave. I really
admire people who put them elves on the line

managerof the Maine Shellfish Company. He also

for causes they support. . . . We all trive for bal

Foundation and is on the finance committee of the
Bay School in Blue Hill, where he lives with his

ance in our live , and I strive for balance in these

Markos and Roy in Ellswonh before becoming
is a director of the board at the Blue Hill Hospital

column . To maintain that balance, I need to

wife, El izabeth, daughter Melina and son

hear from more of you--especially female mem

Jake . . . . Janet Beals is back working at the Grouse

bers of the class. It doesn't take very long to write,
and e-mail i even quicker. If I don't hear from

skiing after her hip replacement operation. Dave is

you, you guys will have to hear even more pontifi

still managerof the Comfon Inn in Avon . . . . Gail

Mountain Grille, hiking, mountain biking and

a.m.

Fisk moved permanendy to Lakeside, Mich., where

aturday class1 I'll bet they don't have those at

she enjoys her two huskies and endures a daily 200mile commute to Chicago . . . . Jon Stone is in

cating from me-a fare worse than an

Colby anymore! Ann Arbor, phone home!
-Steven Cline
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Kevin Jagla, a marketing manager in

South Florida, where he staned his own company
manufacruringprefabricared, engineered concrete
wall for residential and commercial buildings. He

Ponland, Ore., writes about Pam ( Fallon '72) and

has rwo sons at Cornell, and his youngest is a high

their rwo sons, Patrick and Jack. He collects Ameri
can sterling and Chinese jade . . . . David Free

school sophomore playing basketball and foorball.

man is in Dorchester, Mass., and is head of the an
depanment for outh Boston ( inner city) schools.
His wtfe, Goldie, also works for the Boston School
ystem, and their son, Andrew, is an eighth grader
at Boston Larin. Dave recently took a field trip to
the Isabella Carpenter Museum and was remem
bermg a favorite trip from Colby with Professor
James Carpenter. . . . Rich Abramson and his
wife, Paula, live in Arundel, Maine, where he is
upenntendent of chools. His daughter is a senior
at Hamilton College . . . . Charles Altholz is in
Highland Park, lll., with Linda Prak. He is CEO of
CKA Amst Management and VP of Lifelock
Corp. He recently saw Jim Peterson and Dave
elson . . . . Bert Brew ter has a doctorate in pas
toral p ychology and a career m family therapy. He
also ha:. a ummer home on wan's Island and
remm1sce> about the mp from Colby with Don
Allen' geology class. A Waterville-area resident,
he report> le d 1\'LS1on between the town and the
College after local residents rayed m the field
hou.>e Junng the big ice torm last year. . . . Frank
Apantaku, a urgeon m Chicago, lives with his
wife, Lec ia, also a urgeon, three daughter and a
tunie name Yun le . . . . Charlie Ritch was recently
named honorary chairman of the Pop concen by
the An.' Foundatton of Cape Cod . He and Pam
haYe 1i,·ed m andwich for 20 years and have five
children, two m college. He LS regional pre identof
Bank&)>ton on ape Cod . . . . Macy DeLong 1
m Lexmgcon, Mass. Her bu.me ,
luttons at
\Y.'ork, a nonprofit organi:anon for the homele ,
1, m it'. ninth year. he 'ee Pat Montgomery and
NanC) Hammar Austin, who I> a -enior technical
\\Titer for Pall F1lrron m 1 onhboro, Mass., and
1:-u.v workmgon herfamily\ ,ummercamp. anq
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Jon still works out regularly. . . . Bill Johnson is a
doctor in Hampton, Conn., with his wife, Patricia,
children Todd and Lynne, and Aussie sheepdog
Shadow . . . . Bonnie Belanger Gauthier was re
cently named president and CEO of the Hebrew
Home and Hospital in West Hartford, Conn. She
had been executive directorof the Jewish Home in
Providence, R.l. . . . Charles Colgan, a professor at
the Muskie Institute at the University of Southern
Maine, recently spoke co the Maine State Legisla
ture on the slow growth of the Maine economy . . . .
Jon Ray is still working half time as a teacher at the
Lake Region High School in Bridgton, Maine. He
is busy with his new online business, Paper Chase,
and enjoys Civil War re-enactments . . . . Martha

Mickles, a photographer for Maine Times, was
selected for a five-week residency program for
anists at Monhegan Island . . . . I'm still in Attleboro
with a rottweiler named Ruth and, among others,
Judy the cocker spaniel, who goes to work with me
every day. ancy and I are both training for the
l ronman thi year at Lake Placid. Mark and Linda

Ruggles Hiler, Ann and Harry Tamule, Sue and
Dan Blake, Danny and Jeannie Miller Ouellette
and Pat Montgomery all came to our annual
lob rer bake.
-James Hawkins
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Fred Valone is now a pa tor-at t.
Anne Catholic Church in Tomball, Texa , out1de Hou ton. The pari h ha about 1 ,000 fami
lie , a large day

chool and many building

proiects. He' bu y . . . . Peter and Pam Mause

Vose wrote from Portland, Mame. Peter teaches
Engh h at Falmouth High chool and teaches
an ad,·anced placement English cour e for which
cudenc receive college credit from yracuse

4

University. Pam is a school social worker in
Cape Elizabeth. She recently had an article
published in the Journal of Maine Education
regarding students with disabilities . . . . Judy
Moreland Spitz, currently a first grade reacher,
writes from Waterford, Conn.: "Everything is
still the same-house decorating and repairs
and gardens are a little further along; we have
more computer ( three ), but still we fight over
who gets to use them when. And my husband
keeps adding bicycles co his collection-still
hasn't been able co pass that bug along to me ! "
Her boys are now 1 9 , 1 6 and 1 3 . . . . Matthew
and Shannon Elliott Zweig wrote from the
Boston area. Matt is a dentist. Shannon is a
speech and language pathologist at Children's
Hospital. . . . Jandy ( Anderson '70) and Randy
Strickland write of the holidays in "colonial"
Virginia. Their son was married at Christ
mastime, which brought 1 2 guests to the house
hold. The Williamsburg Christmas Eve ice storm
arrived, knocking out power ( heat, lights, wa
ter) for four days. "A cold but memorable Christ
mas," he says . . . . Joe Walker is a grandad:
Maggie was born to his son Whit in December.
Joe and his wife, Margot, between them have six
grown children. He says, "We continue to spend
our summers in Maine, although it's hard to
leave our beautiful place on the Essex River, and
we are really looking forward to enjoying the
cottage we are building on Antigua, where we
seem to be spending more and more time in the
winter, time on the slopes notwithstanding!
L ife is good." . . . Erik Mellen 'O 1, son of Frank
'73 and Nancy Capers Mellen, started as a
freshman at Colby in London. (Nancy wrote,
"He's having the time of his life! After a jump
ing city like London, wait till he hits Waterville
in January ! " ) Nancy is an eighth grade English
teacher, and Frank is a vice president at Boston
Financial. . . . Always a fascinating update from
April Nelson McKay. I'll let her tell it herself:
"I'm manager of trategic planning at a giant
financially troubled public transportation agency
in L.A. While it's a demotion in terms of ride
and pay, I have flex time, so I've been able to
pursue my pas ion, screenwriting. l just com
pleted my second screenplay, and l chink it has
good potential to be sold. Cross your fingers! In
any event, it' nice to be able to have time for a
life. I still love living near the beach and in
California." . . . All four children of Ann and
Doug McMillan play organized hockey in Min
nesota. Doug's company continues to manufac
ture motors, recently introducing motors for
treadmills. Tough Chinese competition, he says.
He recently spoke to Mitch Fox, who had just
gotten a new job in an Francisco with Kai er
Corp. ( HMO). He and his wife, Martha, are
well. Doug also reports that Martha ( Hamilton
'74) and Joe Benson j ust started their own real
estate appraisal company in Minnesota. Enjoy
your golf trip to Ireland in J uly, Doug and
Ann . . . . Carolyn Dewey, mother ofthree sons,
ages 1 8, 1 6 and 1 3 , recently completed ad
vanced training in polarity therapy. . . . I en-
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joyed an article from the Waterville Sentinel
titled "Fall on the Apple Farm." I t tells how l ife
for an apple grower has become more compli
cated and includes insight from Marilyn Mc

Dougal Meyerhans, who with husband Steve
owns The Apple Farm in Fairfield. She said, "It's

ing w i th news, comments, observations-I

-Jackie Nienaber Appeldorn
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It's mid-March and snowing like crazy as

I write this-we had March in January, so it
seems fair to have January in March . . . . News

Maine sees a trend for fewer orchards and the
larger ones getting larger. Certainly we all see
that " life ain't what it used to be." I hope you all
feel blessed by what passing time has given you.

Natural Resources Council of Maine, and Kathy

Tim is on the school board. Daughters Emma, 1 3 ,

Keep sharing your stories.

and Sophie, 1 1 , are learning to sail and camp,
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comes from Tim Glidden and Kathy Lyon in
Topsham, Maine. Tim is deputy director of the
is a licensed clinical social worker in private
practice. They are active in local politics, and

making dad proud. Tim ays the environmental
studies program at Colby launched him in his

Thanks to those classmates who re

career. His tries for elective office at Colby (home

sponded to the most recent class question

coming queen, chair of social life) taught him to

naire . . . . Janet Gillies Foley and husband John

have fun while challenging the status quo. I do

live in Massachusetts, where Janet works as a

remember casting my vote for you as homecom

product marketing manager. During a Novem

ing queen, Tim ! Thanks for writing . . . . S. Ann

ber trip to Chicago, she visited with Janice

Internet, and she thanks all those who sent news

Earon lives in killman, N .) . , where she is a
management consultant. Husband Robert Meli
is an engineer. They have a daughter, Sally, and
a Cairn terrier, Colby. Ann says her appreciation
of music began while at Colby, but she never
anticipated owning her own business, traveling
as much as she has or having a baby in her40s! . . .
Farther west, George ' 7 2 and Robin Sweeney
Peabody are in Littleton, Colo., where, after 1 0
years home with the kids, Robin has rejoined the
work force as a merchandiser trainer. She also has
taken up knitting again, a hobby she developed at

about the 2 5 th reunion. She sends special re

Colby ( me too ! ) . She says Colby set the founda

gards to the "Roberts Community" folks . . . .

tion for her life as she met her husband there and

Johnson Peterson and in December saw Chris
Hannon. J anet reports that the topic of conver
sation was retirement. With her six stepchil
dren and 1 7 step-grandchildren, Janet wasn't
entirely clear on what kind of retirement. . . .
Joan Emery and Eddy Rubin live in Berkeley,
Calif., where she works a a genetic counselor.
Her children are Rachel, 1 2 , and Benjamin, 9.
Eddy is a molecular geneticist. Joan claims brag
ging rights to surfing the Pacific rather than the

After spending 20 years in shoe manufacturing,

learned to live in America after spending most of

Robert James changed careers: he is now a
photographer and camera salesman. He reports
that daughter Sheila, 1 1 , and stepson Bob, 1 6,
are both artistic-and if he were to brag about
something, it would that he is j ust glad to be
alive. Robert views Colby as a running theme in
his family: Kevin Higgins is married to Eileen
Burns, sister to Robert's wife, graphic designer
Lorraine Bums . . . . ( Martha) Sue Fleming is
an Ob-Gyn registered nurse, now liv ing in
Camden, Maine. Her family unit includes 1 0-

her childhood abroad. She never guessed she'd
wind up in Colorado, but she loves living there.
Robin is thrilled to have Linda Krohn Kildow
living nearby, in Vail. . . . John Ladky writes

1 97 1

James Hawkins
485 Locust Street
Attleboro, MA 02703
508-226- 1 436

1 972

Janet H o l m Gerber
409 Reading Avenue
Rockvi l le, MD 20850
3 0 1 -424-9 1 60
janethg@j u n o . com

1 973

Jacquelyn N ie n a ber Appeldorn
1 437 Old Ford Road
New Paltz, NY 1 2 561
9 1 4-255-4875
jappeldorn@aol.com

1 974

Robin Sweeney Peabody
46 E l k Lane
Littleton, CO 80 1 2 7
303-978- 1 1 29
RS Peabody@ao l . com

1 975

Nan Weidman Anderson
806 Partridge C i rcle
Golden, C O 80403
303-278-4378
dcaaia@aol .com

1 976

38 H u nts Point Road
Cape E l izabeth, ME 04 1 07

competing at meets-something he never an
ticipated doing while at Colby. John recom
mends reading My German Question by Peter Gay
because the author falls in love with a Colby grad
after he emigrates to the U.S . . . . From Virginia

left full-time work in 1 997 to be home with the

out and return t o m e . So, p l ease b e forthcom-

Baltimore, M D 2 1 239-1 644
sdc@connext.net

is part owner of an antiques shop. John is having
fun swimming on a co-ed master's swim team and

November that Jonathan Le Veen sold the
classical WA VE radio company he founded six
years ago to WBACH . Jonathan is staying on as

you w i l l be sol i c i ted for c lass news. Rather
than the current quest ionna ire m a i led to
your home once a year, Colby magazine w i l l
i nc l ude a general questionnaire for y o u to fi l l

6 6 0 2 Loch H i l l R o a d

Valerie Jones Roy

writes Carol Smart Buxton. She and Dick have

gory Smith and Steven H a ifeh' Pul itizer Prize
w in n i n g 1 989 b iography , Jackson Pollock: An
American S aga . . . . Beginning t h is issue, the
A l u m n i Offic e i n i t i ates a change i n the way

1 970

Steven C l i n e

from Atlanta, where he is in real estate. He also

year-old daughter Samantha and one dog, one
rabbit and two cats . . . . Two classmates recently
were cited in the press. Maine Times reported in

the weather forecaster and substitute host for
the statewide classical network . . . . In a De
cember lengthy article about the artist Jackson
Pollock, The New York Times quoted from Gre

L A R G E

1 9 70s Correspondents

e n j oy hearing from you.

not farming the old way where you just hung on
and grew stuff for your e lf. It's a business and
you're competing internationally ." Apparently

-Janet Holm Gerber

A T

two sons, Eben, 1 7, and Will, 1 5 . After many
years in information systems development, Carol
boys and to run a home-based business. She's
thrilled with her choice and enjoys the new
lifestyle . . . . The Colby clipping service sends
news that Reginald Blaxton, an Episcopal priest,
was recently named vice president for programs
of the Greater Washington Urban League . . . .

Ronda Luce, M.D., and her search dog, Dyna,
were honored in Poulsbo, Wash., for rescuing a
65 -year-old woman with A lzheimer's disease who
had wandered away from her community living
center. . . . Mark Pestana, associate profes or of
philosophy at Grand Valley Srate U niversity in
western Michigan, has published a new book,

Moral Virtue

or

207-767-0663
sroy l @ m a i n e . rr.com

1 977

Ellen D . O ' Brien
205 Fernwood Avenue
Davenport, IA 52803-3606
3 1 9-359-4665
neileyobrien@revea led. net

1 978

Robert S . Woodbury
484 Bridge Street
South Ham ilton, MA 0 1 982
978-468-3805
6 1 7-357-1 1 73
rcwoodb u ry@aol.com

1 979

c/o Meg Bernier
Alumni Office
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 0490 1
207-872-3 1 85
m_bernie@colby.edu

Mental Health . . . . My next col-
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still creating wonderful art works, now

umn will be my last-just after our
reunion-when I will be replaced by
Robin

weeney Peabody.

tay well,

all of you.

-Shelley Bieringer Rau

N EWS MAKERS

with a mystical twist. She's also en
couraging the development of nascent

Terry A . Halbert ' 7 0 , a n associate

talents at the city's leading college of

professor of legal and real estate stud

art. And her observations on life are as

wry as ever. . . . Susie Gearhart Wuest
ies in the Fox School of Business and
has expanded her exercise regimen to
Management at Temple University,
Andrea Ward Antone wishes
include cycling and swimming-and
was honored in April w i t h the
she had gone out for hockey at Colby.
with her marathoning skills, you get
university's Great Teacher Award. The
It would have better prepared her for
triathlons. After warming up on some
award, which carries a 1 5,000 cash
the multiple sporrs that her children
shorter courses ( l K swim, 30K bike,
prize, cited her vision, integrity, origi
venture into in their new home in
SK run), she's setting her sights on an
nality and willingness ro tackle rough
Tennessee. Andrea's finding Tennes
Olympic distance tri next summer.
issues . . . . After working in both the
ee much larger than Rhode Island as
Slow down, Susie-you're killin' the
ater and commercial art in New York
she travels through mid-state to pro
competition! . . . Buck Drew, D.D.S.,
City, Lawrence Cappiello '7 4 brought
vide physical therapy as a home care
a broad artistic vision to his position as
is still drilling in Idaho. His priorities
service. It was physical therapy ( not
Terry A. Halbert '70
executive directorof the newly formed
have changed little since Colby. "Last
Russian lit or art) that really took hold
Arts Guild of Rahway, .J. The local newspaper praised his work in
Saturday morning, I had a well-known
during her Colby years and a volunteer
promoting arts education as well as all aspects of the visual and
movie actor in my office for an emer
stint at Thayer Hospital that launched
performing arts and music . . . . The Women's Transportation Semi
gency visit," he writes. "The Nat'! In
her career. This year Andrea and her
nar of Greater ew York honored Deborah Wathen Finn '74 at
quirer would have paid dearly to feed
hu band, Al, revi it the college experi
The 1 999 Women of the Year Reception in Manhattan. Finn is
me some juicy questions in return for
ence as they started the "hunt" with
director of surface transportation for The N iagara Frontier Trans
the answers [but] what wa primarily
their oldest, Becky, a senior in high
portation Authority . . . . Andrea Sato '74 has been promoted from
on my mind was finishing up the treat
school. . . . You may remember that
national accounts marketing manager to the position of director,
ment so I could make my 10 a.m.
when Anita Baldwin and her husband,
national retail sales by Heineken USA. . . . Deborah Palman ' 7 5 ,
hockey game. I was not late for the
Rick, last checked in, they were start
Maine's first female game warden and current head o f the Warden
face-off." . . . Phnom Penh, Cambo
ing a family on a wing and a prayer. We
Service's forensics team, was honored as the 1 998 Warden of the
dia, wins the most exotic address award
are pleased to announce that both are
Year. . . . Jane Brox '78 was the subject of a feature story in the
this quarter. That's where Jim Cousins
now gainfully employed, Anita as a
Boswn Sunday Globe following the publication of her new book, Five
is prac t ic i ng medicine. J i m and
music teacher and Rick as an estate
Thousand Days Like This One. . . . The Southbridge, Mass., Evening
Catherine have three kiddos, the old
manager, and that Thomas, 4, is enjoy
ews touted Courtney Grimes '78 as "an enthusiastic metallur
est of whom, Tim, is in Colby's Class of
ing life in Los Altos Hills, Calif. Anita
gist." Grimes, president of Sturbridge Metallurgical Services, knows
2002.
reporrs that he hassome painful memo
all about strength, composition, corrosibility and culpability of a
-Nan Weidman Anderson
ries ofColby-which I find ironic, since
piece of metal, said the article, and his workshop is "a metallurgic
he always had me rolling on the
magic kingdom . . . a cross between Mr. Wizard's workshop and Dr.
Plenty of news has arrived.
floor. . . . "Go Aggies!" is the cheer that
Quincy's forensics lab."
In December, Rob Gregory was
Vincent Cassone has adopted at Texas
elected chairman of the board of The
A&M, where he practices biology and
M I LESTO N ES
First National Bank of Damariscotta
teaches. Even his pets reflect his adopted
(Maine) and its parent company, First
state: Bumto, the dog, an iguana, a
Births: A daughter, Ana-Maria Michaela Chapuk, to Sandra Del
National Lincoln Corporation. Rob,
corp1on, a turtle and 25 pigeons. All
Cueto and Joseph M. Chapuk J r. '74 . . . . A daughter, Jennifer
a lawyer specializing in real estate
these make his two children, Ariel, 1 8 ,
Blair Lowell, to Nathan ' 7 7 and Kay Lavoie Lowell '79 . . . . Twins,
law, trusts and estates as well as busi
and Michael, 1 0 , sound positively nor
Forrest and Zoe Cobble, ro Dane Cobble and Karen Nicholson
ness planning, has been on the board
mal m comparison. V 1nn1e claims that
'78 . . . . A daughter, Ingrid Sant, to Michael and Kristin West
he' gaming wrinkles, grad students
since 1 987. With his wife, Sim (Chan
Sant '79.
' 7 5 ), and four kids, Rob lives in nearby
and grey hatr while lo mg wives, grad
tudenr> and brown hair. One wonders
Newcastle, where he volunteers for
Deaths: Robert G. Campbell '76, March 1 2 , 1 999, in Cornelius,
which ofh1 tuden Vmrne is inspir
myriad community groups and finds
N.C., at 4 5 .
ing as Prof. Mmam Bennett 1nsp1red
the time to keep fit, having com
him . . . . WLSdom and apprec1at1on for
pleted the 1 998 Chicago Mara
petitioning Jes e-they can be reached in
values 1nst1lled by her parents are what Joan De
thon . . . . Peter Ashton e-mailed a correction
Larchmont, .Y. Li a say "hi" to Laurie ("Max")
alvo 1.> gaming. he ILSt.> patience and contact
and update of last column' information. He is
White and Libby Fay. Speaking of Libby, you can
"1th old friends m the "losing" category. (All the
president of Innovation & Information Con
fmd her at the helm of the respected Denver firm
m re reason to put our 2 5 th on your calendar. )
sultants, Inc . , an economic consulting firm with
FAY, CPA. With a staff of more than LO, she is in
Joan and her hu band, Bob Mansour, live m Ply
offices in Concord, Mass., and Falls Church,
her 1 2th year on her own. Libby and her husband,
mouth, Mass., where 'he 1 the director of the
Va., that specializes in applied microeconomic
Dave, share a passion for cycling so that's their
Phoenix
hool. Bob works for the fire depart
con ulting, litigation support and analysis of the
preferred mode of transportation after tax season.
ment m Bo:.con. . The 1rrepres.>1ble Lisa Turtz LS
energy industries. He has four children, not
With nifty fold-up bicycles, they've toured Italy,
'till domg ever;thmg 'he was domg before: prac
three as reported-a son, Daniel, from his first
pam, France and pans unknown to experience
t1cmg p ych1atry, pamt1ng and raLSmg her two girls
marriage and three daughter , Amanda, Maggie
life at a milder tempo. If you ever contemplate a
and Bridget, from his second . His wife, Mary
with hu-band Je -e, but now 'he' addmg to her
bike mp, call Libby and Dave. They're teeming
reperroire: actmg <l!> the general contractor on her
Ann, work with him and is a member of the
with great tip . . . . Our family surprised Laurie aka
Acton, Ma s., school committee. And yes, he
hou-e remodel, organt:mg crafts for the PTA
Max White m an Francisco after a romantic ride
did win election to the Acton board of select
h l carnival and de»ert.> for their international
on a leepercar from Denver (a perfect time to read
men . . . . Leslie Reap Schmidt wrote from
dmner, and learning piano. If anvone 1 so m
Murder on the Onent Express, out loud ). Laurie LS
clmed, plea>e help LL>a\crusade fora family dog by
Placerville, Cal if. Currently a nurse practition-
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er at UC-Davis MediCente r emergency depart
ment in Sacrament o, she also works as a sexual
assault forensic examiner, while husband Fred is

a state agent for the State of California. In 1 993
they built a log house; Les is currently trying to
finish a 1 2x20 outbuilding on her own! Also a
runner, she's planning on several l Ok + races
this year. And she wants to retire at 5 0 ! . . . Julie
Stewart just started a new job at First Consult
ing Group in Wayne, Pa. She's a communica
tions consultant and hopes for an overseas
assignment in either London or Dublin . . . . Joy
Sawyer-Mulligan reports that she, husband

cially his family and his motorcycle! . . . Keep
that news coming. It is great to hear from you all!
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business to a major media company three years
ago to become more involved in community

-Valerie ]ones Roy

affairs as a volunteer. She is a trustee of the Maine
Medical Center and the Portland Museum of Art

Qaiser Khan ( Qkhan@worldbank.org)

and a board member of Maine Handicapped

is living in Yemen with his wife, Habeeba, and

Skiing and PCA Great Performances. They cruise
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their twochildren,J ibran (born 1 99 1 ) and Zainab

their 3 8-foot Alden ketch "Oesa" ( Stoney Indian

(born 1 994). He is the team leader and senior

for "icy water") up and down the Maine coast and

economi t for the human development sector of

see Steve White every year when they cruise to

the World Bank and manages a $200-million

his boatyard in Brooklin. Heidi has become friends

program to support education, health care and

with his "great wife, Laurie, who is fun and very

direct poverty education in Yemen. He joined

much into land-based activities such as raising

The World Bank in 1 989 and covered Madagas

and riding horses. " Heidi also wrote about Kent

M ichael and daughter Annie, 9, spend the school

car, Mauritius, Seychelles and Rwanda, where he

Wommack, the executive director of the Maine

year in the "rural paradise of Ojai, Calif.," and
summer on the western slopes of the Tetons in

was evacuated by the French Foreign Legion after

Nature Conservancy and a major force in secur

being under fire for several days at the beginning

ing thousands of acres of Maine woodland to

Alta, Wyo. Joy recently retired as director of
admissions and financ ial aid at the Thacher

of the tragic civil war there. When his three-year

protect it from development and to ensure public

tour in Yemen expires in January 2000, he and his

access . . . . I recently heard from Pricilla ( CilJa)

School to concentrate on teaching English for

family plan to return to Washington. Qaiser says

Bondy Dube, who is busy and happy practicing

grades 9- 1 2 . I n her spare time, she sings in a

that he really enjoys his work because he "gets to

law in Burlington, Vt. She and husband Joel, a

select chamber group . . . . Barry Rabin e-mailed

see the smile on the faces of the kids we help

banker, are immersed in soccer, homework and

that he is medical director and president of the

through schools, health care and poverty reduc

myriad kid activities with children Carey, 7, and

medical stafffor a 7 5 - physician, multi-specialty

tion activities." . . . Theresa Torrent-Ellis and

Simeon, 6 . . . . Andrea Lie Farmer, one of my

group; he is an ophthalmologist, specializing in

William Ellis live in Bowdoinham, Maine, with
their two children, Andrew, 8, and Courtney, 2 ,
cats Penny, 1 8, and Rose, 2 , and dog Sophie (age
undisclosed ). He teaches seventh grade behav
iorally impaired children, and Theresa has her
own business selling herbs and educating people
about them . . . . Alix Levintow Howell is associ
ate professor of medicine and microbiology at
Dartmouth Medical School; research biologist at
the Veterans Affairs Hospital in White River
Junction, Vt.; wife of Scott Howell, also a medi
cal researcher; and mom of Cameron, 1 5 , Nathan,
1 3 , and Caroline, 3. She is also busy mentoring
undergraduates-hosting a Colby Jan Plan stu
dent who worked in the lab a well as three
Dartmouth freshmen in the women-in-science
program . . . . Nick Jans, a teacher/writer/pho
tographer in Ambler, Alaska, married Sherrie
Jans in June 1 998. A contributing editor of
Alaska Magazine and a regular on the USA Today
"Forum" page, he's working on his third book,
another collection of Alaska essays . . . . Stuart
Georgitis live in St. Joseph, Mich., where snow
fell every day for a solid month, and when it
ended it was only mid-January! Recently he
changed both position and company and is now
the "Time-of-Flight-Inductively-Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometer product manager" (blink ) .
H e writes that "due t o one o f those turns i n life I
am suddenly single in Michigan with the chil
dren in South Carolina, looking forward to spend
ing time with them during holidays and summers."
Stuart is painting and writing again, and shovel
ing snow, and says he would love to hear from
anyone and would love a visit from anyone pack
ing a snow shovel. . . . Heidi Neumann Hansen
is president of HN Hansen & Co., a marketing
and business development consulting firm in
Portland, Maine. She is married to Bruce Hansen,

freshman roommates, and her husband, Terry,

anterior segment disorders, including corneal
transplant surgery. After studying for an M . B . A .
in 1 994 a n d working toward an M . P . H . degree,
he still finds time for wife Susan, an editor and
communications specialist, as well as daughter
Stephanie, 1 5 , and son Michael, 10 . . . . Me

lissa Day Vokey wrote a newsy letter from
Newburyport, Mass . , where she works for the
ewburyport Maritime Society and spends lots
of time with daughter Caroline, a high school
senior, son N ick, a j unior, and 1 1 -year-old Cam.
She spoke of meeting Pam Carne at the Colby
Club's outing to Madame Butterfly at Symphony
Hall. What fun! . . . Peter Labombarde sent
along a clipping that described his current hobby
as president of the Franco-American Centre in
Manchester, N . H . , an organization dedicated to
rekindling an enthusiasm for French culture . . . .

David Wilson, a political writer for the Journal
News in Westchester County, reported on his
coverage of the U.S. Senate race in New York,
on the 2 7 5 - mile Boston to New York A I DS ride
and on wife Lili and two boys, Luke, 2, and
Thomas, 1 . . . . Diane Lockwood Wendorf,
currently the interim minister of Christian edu
cation at the United Church of Oak Park ( I ll. ) ,
works closely with 85 j unior and senior high
students ( wow ! ) in the church youth group. She
accompanied 50 high school students to Harlan,
Ky., last summer, where they built three homes
for low-income families. One member of her
youth group is a new Colby freshman! . . . Hank

Osborne e-mailed some interesting facts. After
working for Sanyo in J apan ( where he survived
the great Kobe earthquake in 1 99 5 ! ) , he earned
a master's in music communication at the Uni
versity of Florida and together with w ife Tracey
had sons J ames, 4, and Jonathan, 2. Since last
October he's been the director of communica
tions for Sabine, Inc., which makes professional
audio equipment and music accessories. Sounds
like Hank loves everything about his life, espe-

who five years ago at age 45 embarked on a career
change from commercial art to medicine and was
to become a physician's assistant in May. Heidi
also has been busy, having sold her direct mail
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have a son Jacob, 1 0, and a daughter Heather, 1 7 .
Andrea is busy with her home-based business,
Creative Memories, and would love to hear from
or about Ann Lyons, Martha Gillette and our
other freshman roommate, Barbara Russell.

-Ellen D. O ' Brien
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I hope this column finds everyone happy

and healthy . . . . Karen Nicholson wrote right
after the N ew Year, from world-renowned
Gloucester, that she and her husband, Dane
Coble, had twins, Forrest and Zoe, on J une 4 ,
1 998-the first day o f t h e reunion festivities.
Karen noted that she spent her summer raising
babies and that her l ife has changed since her
family size doubled overnight. Karen and Dane's
part-time jobs ( at least relative to the raising
babies thing) are staffing consultant and busi
ness partner programs director for Lotus, respec
tively. She passed on the news that Chris Hughes
is alive and well in Medfield, Mass., with two
beautiful children of his own, Jonathan and
Claire . . . . Doug Light is an associate professor
of biology at Ripon College in Wisconsin. He's
been there for 10 years and is currently conduct
ing research-concerning cell volume regula
t i on-s u p p o r t e d b y a N a t i o n a l S c i e n c e
Foundation grant. Doug remarried last summer
in Colorado. His new wife , Carrie, is an elemen
tary school teacher. He has three daughters
Erin, 1 6, J essica, 1 3 , and Rachel, 1 0-from a
previous marriage . . . . Dian Weisman Miller
and her husband, Mark, are both realtors in
Panama City, Fla. , with Dian focusing on train
ing and Mark on property management. Sum
mer is the bu y season in the real estate world so
they spent last summer working. Also last sum
mer, Dian traveled to Tucson, where her dad
received a lifetime achievement award from his
company at their annual convention. In March
they cruised the Panama Canal, which was a
"real thrill," and in May they planned to go to
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h e will b e building a new house for his growing

Europe to visir rwo of rheir now grown foreign

1 997 -98 academic year. She and husband Nate

exchange srudenrs and their families. The rrip

'77, a masrer's degree candidate at UNCO in

family, which includes wife Sue (a real estate

will rake rhem to Germany, Ausrria and lraly.
Every Chrisrmas, Dian says, she hears from

educational technology, also welcomed Jennifer

broker) and twin 8-year-old boys . . . . Closer to

Blair Lowell on May 29, 1 998. Big sister Elizabeth

Linda Sullivan Olien and Cyndy Ford Davison.
In spire of all rhis news, Dian claims rhar abso
lurely norhing is new in her l ife. Same cars (Gus
and Bert), same house, same car, same job. ( Is
Casey rhe dog new?) . . . Ir was good to hearrhar
Jeff Potter continues his "music gig" in rhe Big
Apple. He has been a musician/drummer for rhe
Broadway show Rem for rhe pasr rwo and a half
years. He al o plays seasonally wirh rhe Radio
Ciry Orchesrra for rheir "Chrisrmas Specracu
lar" srarring rhe Rockerres. Talent arrracrs ral
ent: Jeffs friend Anita Flanagan is an acrress. He
mentions rhar his big fun lasr year was a diving
rrip ro M i c ronesia in Ocrober. . . . Chris
" oodles"
oonan dropped a line and in
cluded a news release he asked me to forward to
Colby ( I did, Noodles ) . The release describes
how R. Christopher Noonan, president of Pres
ervarion Services, Inc., is working wirh the
arional Park ervice and Gold Coasr Railroad
Museum of Miami, Fla., to resrore four rrain cars
and one early-20rh-century sream locomorive
over rhe nexr rhree year . He invires any Colby
alums to visir the museum oon for rhe before
viewing and again in a few years to see rhe
finished producr. Prerry impressive sruff! And I
remember when rhe only rrain in oodles's life
was rhe toboggan rrain he entered in rhe Winter
Carnival race on Runnals Hill wirh Geis, Dopey
and Larry Hill . . . . Francie Prosser-Riessen
ound like she's loving life in Hanover, N.H.
he is a former pediarric physical therapisr who
1s now working in rhe family book business. She
and her hu band, Bob, are owners of Magellan
Travel Books, a pecialry mail order booksrore.
he found her way to rhis after raking a break
from her physical rherapy career rhree years ago
and only wi he he'd done ir sooner. Francie
and Bob have rhree kids-Dylan, 8, Sarah, 6,
and Emma, l . he saw Ronda Faloon, Rob
Chandler ' 7 7 and Perer Woodhou e ' 7 7 ar a
murual fnend' parry in Vermont and also cor
re pond wnh
uzanne de Grouchy via e
mail . . . . Anorher
orrhern
ew Englander,
Frirz Martin wrore from Richmond, Vt. Fritz is
a ofrware consulrant. He and hi wife, Bersy,
have rwo kid , Manah, 1 2 , and Jonathan, . The
oftware con ulrmg thmg 1 really workmg for
him. A producr he wrore, Acnoneer for PalmO ,
won Be r Producr and Be r PIM award for 1 99
from ZD et. Ir 1 an application for rhe Palm
Pilor PDA, and Fm: mv1re anyone to check 1r
out (www.acnoneer.com ) . Fmz al o mentioned
rhat Ben Ford '79 ho r banio work hop m ht
home w1rh Tony Tn chka . . . . Thanks for all
rhe lener and card . Keep rhe new commg!
-Roben
Woodbury

is rhrilled ro have a sibling . . . . In November, Dr.

my current home in greater D.C., Sonia Turcotte
Fois has also had a new son, her second, Tommy,
who is also now a yearold. Tommy's older brother,
Andrew, is 4. Sonia and husband Andy, also an
attorney, recently moved from cozy Capitol Hill
to the comfortable neighborhoods of Upper NW
D.C. Sonia continues her pracrice as a partner in
rhe venerable Washington firm of Arnold &
Porter. . . . Betsy Morrell has lors of news, hav
ing married Chris Osgood ( an artist/painter) lasr
year and given birth to a baby girl this spring.
Daughter Isadora Morrell Osgood joins her step
brorher, Elliot Osgood, 1 0, in the family's new
Lincolnv ille, Maine, home. Betsy sold her
Brunswick home and is j ust returning ro work,
commuting to Brunswick, where she is vice presi
dent of markering at Downeast Energy. She's
talked ro Peter Buzzini '8 1 , who's getting married
rhis summer, and sees Brenda Bowen and her
husband, Richard, and daughrer Becky each sum
mer for two weeks when they each rent conages
on rhe Isle of Springs, Maine . . . . After stints in
rhe executive search and corporate (Gartner
Group, Inc.) sides of rhe human resources busi
ness, Lisa McDonough O'Neill has set up her own
human resources consultancy ( including recruit
ing} our of her new home/office in Kennelon,
N.]. Together wi rh husband Sean (a senior project
manager at Ernst & Young) and 7-year-old son
Richard, the family recently moved from Old
Greenwich, Conn., and loves their new home. In
particular, Lisa loves the flexibility and opportu
nity to spend more time wirh her son. Last sum
mer she was at Colby, where her mother, Caroline
Wilkins McDonough '5 2, was presented a Colby
Brick and son Richard was "recruired" for early
admis ion to Colby. While she was rhere, she aw
Kelley Keefe and hu band Mike Slavin '78, who
have two boys. She's kept in c lose touch wirh
Suze Connolly Levere, who is living in W.
Hartford wirh her husband, Larry, and children
Julia and James and who reporrs thar Sarah Stiles
is living in Maine with her family. Kitty Weyl
Dove, her husband, Robert, and their children,
Caroline (Lisa is her godmorher) and William,
are living in San Francisco, Lisa adds . . . . From
his "occupation" description-"Ski Patrol-Moun
tain Bike Trail Builder-Carpenter"-l'm guessing
Warren Pratt is spending more time out of doors
than most of us. Home for Warren, his wife, Holly
(a civil engineer), and daughter Kali Johanna, 2, is
rhe Lazy P Ranch in Wil on, Wyo., where Warren
is putting a econd story on rhe ranch's main house
and developing a mountain bike trail system at rhe
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. This spring the
family took a surf/bike vacation in San Pancho,
Mexico. . . . end your news, newsworthy or not,
to my waiting mailboxes addresse ( 7 104 Sonnett
Court, Derwood, MD 208 5 5 and johnveil
leux@compuserve.com). Really.
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Kay Lavoie Lowell was promored iasr

'prmg to assoc1are profes,or (and renured) at the
Um,·er>1ry of 1 orthern Colorado-and was al o
>ele ted D1 nngut hed Library
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Anne Hebert was named president of the South
Coumy Hospital staff in Wakefield, R.J. Anne,
rhe firsr woman ro hold rhis position, has been
practicing pulmonary medicine in Rhode Island
since receiving her M.D. from Dartmouth Medi
cal School. . . . The RocklandCourier-Gazene pub
l ished a splendid article on Janet McMahon,
who in December won the Maine Narural Re
ources Council's Environmental Activisr Award
for 1 998. The award recognized J anet's years of
work toward establishing an ecological reserve
sysrem for rhe state of Maine . . . . Kristin West
Sant and husband Michael welcomed their sec
ond child, Ingrid, on Augusr 30, 1 998. Ingrid
joins brother John, 6, in a busy household . . . . Sue
Viger Randall continues her work as benefits
director for UNUM in Portland. Her family did
"the Disney rhing" last year with her 6-year-old
twins, Timorhy and Thomas, which she described
as being "more fun as a parent." . . . Amy Burdan
Schissler writes from her new home in Houston,
Texas, where she, husband Phillip, and children
Phillip, 1 0, Hope, 9, and Kelly, 2, recently relo
cared. Amy is an elementary school nurse in
Sugar Land, Texas, and is intere red in hearing
from Colbyites in the Houston area . . . . Con
gratulations to David Lemoine, who was elecred
to Maine's 20rh House Disrricr (Old Orchard
Beach) in November 1 998. Dave, a Democrat,
practices law in Old Orchard Beach with his
brorher, John '80. Dave and wife Karen have two
children . . . . Afrer 1 2 years in New York work
ing for a small Japan-focused public relarions
firm, Bob Pomeroy, wife Holly Thompson and
kids Dexter, 8, and Isabel, 3, have relocared to
Tokyo, where Bob works in global public rela
rions for Fujitsu Lrd., a large information tech
nology company. Dexter started J apanese
elementary school in Seprember, and Isabel be
gins pre-school in April.
-Robert Kinney
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It was grear to hear from Dan
O'Halloran, and not ju t because we were Purple
Panthers togerher before becoming White Mules
( i llustrating how long animorph have been
around ). The big new i a first son ro the
O'Halloran clan, who e male members domi
nated local sports when I was a lad: Charles
umner O'Halloran i now a year old. Dan's
insurance empire is al o expanding, with his
recent promotion to pre ident of Boothby &
Barden-fac il itared by John Carpenter. Dan
and wife Jane (a vice pre idem ar wardlick
Markenng Group) are nll living the good life in
Waterville. Dan has pent a lot of time recendy
with Len aulter '77 and Jo h Burns '8 1 golfing
and huntmg pheasant, and over the wmter played
hockey w1rh Peter Bi h p ' I , Jay Moody and
Dan Bolduc. Jay, perhap my most loyal corre
spondent, wrote from Falmouth, Mame, where
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-John Veilleux
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Joe Ciota received a lot of publicity last

A L U M N I

year upon the release of a film called The North

ago and are enjoying a house where everything

End. Joe wrote the screenplay, and his brother,

works! . . . Jennifer Phillips Strode had a show

Frank, directed the independent film. The movie

in Cambridge, N.Y. The show, "Alignments,"

borhood between the new population of yuppies

was a collect ion of monotypes inspired by a trip to

replacing native Italians. In the movie Harvard

Brittany, France, where she saw the Neolithic

graduate Mark "Mac" McCain, an investment

archaeological sites. Jennifer lives in Waterville.

banker, and his friend, Freddie Fabucci, an aspir

. . . 1 haven't heard from many of you lately.

ing filmmaker, move into the neighborhood and

Please send me an e-mail (beth.wilson@west

fall for the same woman. The film was shot in the

group.com) with your news and whereabouts as

North End using Frank's apartment and several

well as news of our other classmates.

neighborhood residents. Joe is already working
about a young college graduate who travels to

1 980s Correspondents
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John Vei l leux
7 1 04 Sennett C o u rt
Derwood, MD 20855
johnveille ux@Compuserve.com

1 98 1

Beth Pniewski Wilson

-Beth Pniewski Wilson

P . O . Box 602

Sarah Perry wrote that she became a

978-456-8801

H a rvard, MA 0 1 45 1

lraly to explore his heritage . . . . Mark and Katie

certified rescue scuba diver in May '98. Since

Critchlow Luther welcomed their third child,
Samuel John Luther, on August 8, 1 998. Samuel

Nassau and Bimini. She is currently taking her

joins Megan, 1 4 , and Jed, 9. Katie wrote that Sam

divemaster scuba certification. It's the first of

is very good natured and that she is enjoying

the professional designations, and passing it will

staying home ful l time to be with him . . . . Glenn

allow her to be paid for diving. Trips planned for

Herdeg was part of a computer engineering team
that received the Digital Equipment Corporation's
1 998 Engineering Team Award. The award is the
highest award any group of individuals can re

then she has dived in Cozumel, Grand Cayman,

'99 include Iceland, Bimini and Puerto Rico.
Apparently her appendectomy last August did
not slow her down at all! . . . Paul Maier's son,
Kai, l - 1 /2 , has his first pair of hockey skates,

beth.wilson@westgrou p . com
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M i m i H. Rasmussen
63 Reservoir Street
Cambridge, MA 02 1 38
6 1 7-492- 1 002
m h ras@ M IT. E D U

1 983

Sally Lovegren Merchant

ceive at Digital, which was purchased by Compaq

although dad is hoping to steer him away from

last year. Glenn resides in Acton, Mass., and

goalie! Paul and family live in Chicago, and he

Mt. Desert, ME 04660

received a master's in computer cience from

keeps in touch with Marc Jeton, Jon Schwartz

207-244-0441

RPI. . . . Jonathan Kaufman is a pediatrician liv

and Tom Dougherty-who all are reportedly

fax: 207-244-9445

ing in Barrington Hill , I ll . He and his wife, Julie,
have three children, ages 8, 6 and 3 , and three

doing fine . . . . Roxanne Fullerton Niemann is

dogs and one cat . . . . Karen Pfeiffer Jones is

a home health care nurse, and husband Barry is

Cynthia M. M u l l i ken-Lazzara

living in Peekskill, N . Y . , and is a librarian for
Mc Kinsey & Co., doing mostly business research.

a paramedic/communications supervisor. I t
sounds like a very ful l house-son Barry Jr., 6 ,

Sausalito, CA 94965

Karen wrote that she is working part time and

stepdaughters J i l l , 1 4, and Amanda, 1 2 , dog

very busy with children and family. Roxanne i

enjoying time with her two sons, Andrew, 6, and

Bingo, cats Patches and Batman, rabbit Pepper,

Alexander, 4. She spends her spare time helping

raraTat the rat and "fish ." . . . Wes Martin and

at her sons'

chools, gardening and shopping!

his wife, Martha ( Merrifield '85 ), and sons Luke,

Karen recommends Anne Tyler's new book, A

almost 7, and Matthew, 3, have moved from

Patchwork Planet; she thinks it's one of her best
novels . . . . Dani Nemec Micsan has moved yet
again, but this time back to the U.S. She and her
husband, J im , and three children have relocated
to Williamsburg, Va., at least for the time being.
Dani hasn't lived in the States for a number of
years and wrote that she had forgotten how many
things we have in our stores to choose from . Dani,
1 hope this means you will be able to come to our

Connec ticut to Cape Cod. Wes is raking a
and to teach at a local junior college. Martha is

Hardcastle is living in Vienna, Va., and has been
working for 1 0 years as an education evaluation
speciali t at the U.S. Department of Education.
She and her husband, Tom, have three children,
Melanie, 10, Julia, 8, and Natalie, 4. They moved
to a newly constructed place in Vienna two years

1 986

Newark, D E 1 97 1 1
302-738-6261

"retired" from the marketing business after 1 7
years with NCR, AT&T and Hewlett Packard

of education. They have two children, Caroline,
9, and Catherine, 6 . A gathering on Cape Cod

. Daphne Kaplan

San Francisco, CA 94 1 1 8
4 1 5-379-35 1 9

friends . . . . Ron Miolla writes in that he has

convention of the Society for Technical Com

.

573 7th Avenue

206 Che ltenham Road

Josephine (Venti '8 1 ) is also pursuing her master's

third child and had recently bought a house in

1 985

Barbara Knox Autran

house in East Sandwich and are enjoying the

and dog. Mark was a presenter at the 44th annual

southern New Hampshire . .

cynthia . m . m . lazzara@eudora m a i l .com

space, the location and the many visits from

Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton. Ron

muter rail into Boston. She was expecting her

1 8 Sunshire Avenue

Wendy Lapham R uss

Bloom and his wife, Deborah, are planning on
being in New Zealand for New Year's Eve 1 999 to
bring in the new millennium. Mark and Deborah
are living in southern California with their cat

Kathy Beane Rockstrom last fall on the com

1 984

a high school English teacher. They built a

and is currently a professor of marketing at

also wrote that he enjoys rai chi . . . . I ran into

24 Easy Street

sabbatical from law practice to do some writing

20th reunion in 200 1 ! . . . Mark "Bloomer"

munication in Toronto back in May 1 997. He

L A R G E

ing of her art work at the Valley Artisans Market

tells the story of the ten ion in the Boston neigh

on a second screenplay called Pigskin Primavera,

A T

is also getting his master's of education to go
with the M . B. A . he received from the Univer
sity of Southern Maine in '90. Ron's wife,

russ@dca.net

1 987

Jane N icol M a n u e l
8 Wentworth Drive
Beverly, MA 0 1 9 1 5
978-927-6084
j m a n u e l 1 @aol.com
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Lauren Frazza

last Columbus Day weekend included Bob
McCurdy ' 8 1 and Ginny McCourt-McCurdy,

200 East 78th Street, Apt. 1 9A

Steve and D i a n a R i l e y Y o u n g , Midori
Yanagihara and Jonathan Beckett, Lynn Ploof
Davis and Steve Davis, and their respective
families. They ate, talked, biked, ate, talked,

2 1 2-71 7-7020

walked the beach, slept, ate, etc. Now that her
younge t, Annie, is in kindergarten ful l time,
Ginny is re-entering the job market gradually

New York, NY 1 00 2 1
lfrazza@solutionson l i n e . com

1 989

Anita L. Terry

501 Warwick Street

St. Paul, MN 5 5 1 1 6

and is substitute teaching. . . . Ryan David Fisher
was born in May '98 to Paul and Becca Badger
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Favoring Curry

"Even when somebody seems to make it overnight, they've

Variously described as "wistful" and "liquid silver," Currie's

been out there working hard , putting in a lot of practice time," said

ethereal, haunting vocals, amid penny whistles, hand d rums,

Seattle-based singer-songwriter Carolyn Altshuler Currie '85.

keyboard, fretless bass, bass guitar, cello and intricate guitar

Last December, on the heels of contest victories and awards at

rhythms and chords, recall Scottish and Celtic singers and

the Napa Valley Music Festival and Rocky Mountain Folks Festi

sounds. Images of the sea, sun, moon, wind and stone turn into

val, Currie released Standing Stones, her second album of "urban

metaphors for the heart's affairs, from deep sadness to transcen

folk" music.

dent joy. She aims, she says, for the same "thoughtfulness about

Her Colby English major helped hone her songwriting skills,

the writing" as Emerson, Thoreau and Hawthorne, her hometown

and a few talent contests during college paid some bills, says

Concord , Mass . , heroes. "So far , " she said,

Currie, who has been playing guitar and writing songs since she

"nobody's thrown anything at me."

was 1 3. But while she attended graduate school at Cambridge

After promoting her new CD in performances

University she performed only at the colleges in Cambridge. " I 've

around Seattle, Currie landed a spot in June at the

been backstage at big festivals. It's a lot of schmoozing. It's a

Telluride Bluegrass Festival, a showcase for singer

bizzaro kind of life. I felt I wasn't ready to approach the music

songwriters with its enormous audience of 25,000

industry," Currie said recently.

people. She also snapped up a main-stage booking

I n the early '90s, fresh off a master's degree in art history and

at the High Sierra Music Festival in Bear Valley, Calif.

a move to Seattle with her husband, Douglas, Currie pitched into

That 4th of July gig i n the mountains a couple of

the business, playing her acoustic 1 2-string guitar and singing at

hours from San Francisco "starts a buzz

coffeehouses, open-mike nights and occa-

about your work and amounts to a lot of

sional small festivals. During the days she

CD sales," she said. She'd booked

was "writing like mad , " feeling more and

almost every week this summer.

more confident 1n pursuit of her passion.

Nevertheless, it's hard to juggle

The awards and radio play given to

being a wife and "touring mother" of

her 1 994 CD, No Heroes, got her foot

two young children. To go on the road and

1n the door "Suddenly maga

hang around in hotels for seven months of

zines cover you

You open

the year, she says, would detract from

shows. Your name starts getting

their childhood. " I 'm living a normal life so

out there. said Currie, who per

that I can write about a normal life," she

forms in the Seattle-Tacoma area

said. " It's an adventure and a lot of fun.

and the Puget Sound islands. "Lo

If somebody told me I had to do

cally I have a nice following . " she

something else, it'd be crushing . It's

said 1ok1ng about Currie heads."

a real passion."

She also has a Web page (www.inter

-Robert Gillespie

scapes com/cume) where she posts
sound clips and upcoming shows
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Fisher . . . . Scott Sophos sends an update on his

Bryce, 5. Cindy says Eric has taken a job with

acting career. Scott portrayed a D.C. homicide

John Hancock in Boston; she is volunteering at a

detective in an episode of America's Most Wanted

private school in Connecticut and hopes eventu

that aired last year, and he has been in various

a l l y to s w i t c h to a job as an education

stage roles non-stop for the past year. He has

administrator. . . . In Cambridge, Mass., Abby
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Highland's free class takes a look at fatherhood
and its sometimes overwhelming responsibil
ities . . . . I n J une 1 998 Scott '84 and Elaine

M c C l e l l a n N i e m a n n 's fa m i l y m o v e d t o
Frenchtown, N .] . Scott i s a controller for a ven
ture capital company, and Elaine is an insurance

understudied for Pantomime and played Orsino

Sapers was named chiefexecutive officer at Sapers

in 1 2th Night and DeGuich in Cyrano De Bergerac.

& Wallack, a financial services firm specializing

underwriter. The kids, Tom, 6, and Alex, 4, are

Scott has also been with the Maryland Renais

in benefit and compensation programs. Abby has

settling in nicely, and the whole family is enjoy

sance Festival for four years. Check http ://

been with the firm since 1 987 and has been a

ing a more rural lifestyle . . . . Keep writing.

members.aol.com/scootmaroo/page/index.htm

partner since 1 994 . . . . Craig and Heidi Larson

Thanks, and my best to you all.

for a complete update on his career. . . . Robin

Bystrynski are settled into their home in Davis,

Meisner Lindquist is taking a break from her

Calif. Heidi is a Web page designer, and Craig is

career as a law librarian to stay at home with her

a magazine editor. Heidi's already attended her

children, Anna, 3 - 1 / 2 , and Robert, 1 . Robin

20th high school reunion and reports that we

you all for writing so that I never had to stoop to

and her fam i ly have relocated to New J ersey

may, indeed, feel a bit middle-aged upon attend

making things up for the last umpteen years! I'm

because her husband, Eric, has taken a job as an

ing those events. But Heidi also ran the Califor

passing the baton to one of my freshman-year

international lawyer in N .Y.C. They miss Mount

nia International Marathon, so she must be

roommates-and I've promised not to publish

Desert Island, where they lived since 1 99 3 , but

holding her own . . . . Teresa and Jim DeZazzo e

the tell-alls about her if she won't about me-so

they do enjoy their new location as well. . . . At

mailed about the birth of their first child, I rena

here's to a new correspondent, Cindy Mulliken

Lazzara! May your mailbox overflow with good
info and updates from our c l ass. . . . A n n
Brachman Meltzer and husband Paul a r e living
in Norwood, Mass. Ann is a paralegal, and Paul
is a computer support spec ialist. They have two
children, George, 3, and Sarah, 6 months. Ann
writes that she loves being a mother even more
than she thought she ever would and wishes she
had started earlier so she could have more! Ann
wonders what has happened to Karen Melino
Cruickshank and Jenni Dorr Dolbashian . . . .
The Alumni Office sent recent newsclippings,
including one on David Rosenberg. He and his
father were honored by the Anti-Defamation
League with the Community Leadership Award.
The award recognizes them for aiding the AOL's
mission to foster peace and harmony among the
diverse populations of the world . . . . Reference
librarian Kathleen McLaughlin recently mar
ried David Hibbert in Warwick, R . I . Their hon
eymoon was an Alaskan cruise. . . . Sally Ludwig
White writes from Dudley, Mass., where she and
husband John live. Sally is a stay-at-home mom,
and John is a pastor for the Dudley United
Church of Christ. They have five children
Emily, 8, Timmy, 6, Peter, 4, Benjamin, 2 , and
M ichaela, 1 . Sally is serving on the executive
board and board of trustees of the local Boys and
Girls Club and is also chairing the programs
committee of the club. he writes, "It's fulfilling
to know I'm involved in something that posi
tively affects boys and girls." Sally also runs
about 1 5 -20 miles a week-all that running
serves as her mental and emotional therapy, too.
She would love to hear from Jill Lord, Sarah
Jordan, Susan Palmer Stone, Pam Littlefield
Gasner, Sally Lee and Susan Hamano Ahem.

the Denver Art Museum's Art & Architecture

Lily, in September 1 998. J im is working as a

series, E.J .Meade wa recently invited to present

neurobiologist at Cold Spring Harbor Lab on

four houses he designed. He was also made a

Long Island, N.Y. He is enrolled in law school

senior instructor at the University of Colorado,

part time and is considering biotechnology patent

College of Architecture and

law as his next career move . . . . Jenny Knoll
Bouchard sent e-mail about her trip to Cali,
Colombia, to adopt baby daughter Tatiana, 1 .
Jenny and husband Page stayed in Colombia for
a month while the adoption was finalized. Tatiana
joins brother Shane, 7. J enny sees Diane Therrien
Lamper, Jan McDonnell Trafecanty and Chris
Marshall Gaudette often for breakfast and runs
into DebbieFanton and Rick Manley as well. . . .
News from Fairfield, Conn., is that Adam Weiss
has won the 1 998 Outstanding Biology Teacher
award, which is given by the National Associa
tion of Biology Teachers in conjunction with the
Prentice-Hall Corp. Adam teaches biology at
Essex High School in Essex, Vt., and lives in
W i l l i s t o n , V t . , w i t h h i s w i fe and three
daughters . . . . In Morristown, N .J .,Jamie Verrilli
was named Delbarton School's 1 998 Distin
gui hed Educator.Jamie, who teaches sixth grade
history and English full time, designed, created
and co-directs North Star School, an innovative
urban public middle school with an I I - month
school year and a strong sense of community,
which has been praised by the New Jersey De
partment of Educat ion and by Governor

Planning. E.J . 's

firm, Arch Eleven Inc., has recently published
several projects, and they are currently design
ing several residences and commercial buildings
in Colorado, Washington and Maine . . . . Si
enna Bradley McMahon was born January 3 ,
1 999, i n Stanford, Calif., t o Beth Ross and
Bryan McMahon . . . . Helen Dooley Jursek is
involved in many activities. She is a lawyer,
town meeting member and mother of three. She
also is co-chairwoman of Needham's Commu
nity Center Study Committee and is working
with friends to create a community foundation,
The Fund for N eedham. And she is president of
the School Street Civic Association. After hav
ing taken time off with her chi ldren, Helen
opened a law firm i n N eedham this past
J anuary . . . . Karen Zuffante Pabon is an immi
gration advisor, and her husband, Jahir Pabon,
is an engineer. Last fal l they relocated from
Tokyo, J apan, to rural Brookfield, Conn., with
their children, Elisa, 4, and N ico, 8.
-Mimi H. Rasmussen
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Pete Ruggles has a new job as vice

president at Clancy Moving Systems in Patterson,
N . Y . . . . Deb Bombaci Pappas sent news from
Littleton, Mass., with a beautiful photo of Mat
thew Alexander, who was born in J une 1 998. Deb
is director of marketing at L ightbridge, which
provides software, services and consulting to the
telecom industry. Her husband, George, is a
product manager at Compaq. She enjoyed read
ing about L i n d a G re e n l a w in A Perfect
S torm . . . . Joyce and Paul Lezberg have an
nounced a job change for Joyce. She is the asso

ciate director of student aid at Bowdoin College.
Paul is looking for a job change to relocate to in
Maine and hopes to complete his move by the

end of summer. . . . Cindy Milton Mehnert wrote
from Pomfret Center, Conn., where she and
hubby Eric '82 are attorneys. They moved last
year from Augusta, Maine, with Kirsten, 7 , and

Whitman. Prior to his current focus, Jamie was
teacher, director of curriculum and principal at
the Link Community School in Newark . . . .
Baltimore, Md., is home to Kimberly and Dan
Parrott. Kim is an instructor at Catonsville Cen
ter for Alternative Studies, a county high school
for troubled youth. Dan accepted a full-time
position as captain of the Pride of Baltimore 11, the
state of Maryland's ambassador ship. Dan re
cently returned from a tour of Asia promoting
economic and cultural links with the East Asia
nations of China, Taiwan, South Korea and
Japan . . . . The "Birth of a Father" program was
designed by Rob Highland to focus on the re
sponsibilities ofchild rearing, family adjustments
and other "guy stuff." Dr. Highland, obstetrician/
gynecologist in Hickory, N .C., practices with

Catawba Women's Center, P.A., in Hickory.
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-Sally Lovegren Merchant
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This will be my last column-I thank

-Maura Cassidy
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Thomas Donahue is very proud of his
daughter, Katherine Lee, born June 1 2 , 1 998.
Tom has a new job with Washington Metropoli
tan Area Transit Authority ( Metro). He and his
family, which includes son M ike, 3, and wife
Sharon Lee, will be moving into their new home
in Potomac, Md . . . . Jamie Goetz is planning to
be married in the summer of '99 to Jennifer
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Giffen. He is a wilderne s program coordinaror/
counselor at the Family Life Center School and
resides in northern California . . . . Tracy Gowen
has a gray cat named Bagheera (named after a
character in The Jungle Book) . She became a
member of the First Bapti t Church in Portland,
Maine, and has just completed the M.B.A. pro
gram at the University of Southern Maine.
. . . John Robinson graduated cum laude from
Suffolk Law chool after four years of night
school and i looking ro change careers after 1 0
years of teaching. John writes, " I have, on everal
occasions, been mi taken for (former) Governor
William Weld of Massachusetts. Now that he is
out of the political spotlight, I can resume my
mild-mannered life ! " . . . Karen Kirkman's
daughter, Erin Simone, was born May 2 7 ,
1 99 . . . . Stuart Krusell has been the executive
direcror at the World Affairs Council in the year
since he graduated from the Kennedy School.
After five years in state government, Stuart has
been enjoying the nonprofit world, in particular
a meeting with Shimon Peres this past
year. . . . Elliot Kolodny, Chris Lebherz, Keith
Turley, Rich Mac eille, Brad Whitaker, Duff
McDermott, Jim Ffrench and John Prorok

planned ro get together for their annual Rotis
erie Baseball draft. . . . M.J. James-Pirri is currently working for the ational Marine Fisheries
Service's restoration center as a research biolo
gist. he works on environmental projects that
repair damage caused by oil spills, etc . . . . Drew
Worthington and pou e Kathleen traveled to
China in ovember and spent two wonderful
weeks adopting Mason. The only downside, writes
Drew, was the 30 hour of straight traveling from
the East Coast to get there, with one flight (L.A.
to Ghangzhou) taking 1 4 hours. (My husband
and I can certainly sympathize as we rook our two
children to France last ummer to meet hi fam
ily. Travelmg with an acnve 4 year old and an
mfant does complicate things. We definitely
needed the mmivan we rented just ro get us and
our cargo to our destmanon! ) Drew mennoned
that this i thelT econd adoption from China,
and 1fanyone 1 mterested m his experience, you
hould e-mail him ( aworrhmgton@home.com).
. . . u e James and Lou Geremia are bu y with
their two daughters, Eliza, 5, and Carhenne, 21/2. ue works part time m human resources, and
Lou u. employed by First U A Partners. . . . Chris
topher Homer is e ratic about the arrival of son
am, who 1oms Lily, now 3. Chnstopher1Sd1rector
of 1mtrumental mu 1c at Germantown Acad
emy . . . . Mark Howard had a wonderful cast of
ll:>y characters at hl5 recent mamage to Manon
touffer, mcludmg tephen Reed as hl5 best man.
-Barbara Knox Aucran
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Well, I sank ro a new low a few ues
ago, and you responded to ID\ cry for help. I
apokl1!1:e that I w as forced tL wme about uch
rawdn suhiect a felme toiler trammg, bur
lemme tell ya, 1t paid off' After my hamele
l:>eggmg for news, man1 o f you actually took pity
on me and I can now proudly w me al:>out mem-
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bers of our class who are involved in such so
cially acceptable endeavors as acupuncture, auto
dealership warranty sales, motorcycle touring
and ultimate Frisbee . . . . Julie Smith now lives
in Lyons, Colo., where she is an acupuncturist
and Chinese herbalist. After Colby, Julie and
her hu band, Tim Oakes '87, traveled and lived
in China a total of three years and lived in
Seattle for nine years. Their newest adventure is
parenthood-<laughter Eva was born in Sep
tember 1 998 . . . . Heather Reay Rocheford e
mailed in from "the frozen tundra known as
Minnesota" that she has also been experiencing
Parenthood: The Adventure. She and her hus
band, Paul, had a son, Samuel, in May 1 998.
Sam was born on Heather's birthday, which she
said was "the best present anyone could wish for,
although my birthday dinner left a bit to be
desired." Heather works in outside sales selling
warranties and other products to auto dealer
ships . . . . Mike Savage writes that parenthood
has been a great experience for him and his wife,
Christine { Palmer '87 ) . Their son, CJ, was nine
months old when Mike e-mailed me in early
January, so they're in full toddler tilt by now.
Mike is an investment officer for Sun Life of
Canada in Wellesley Hills, Mass. The Savage
family lives in the North End of Boston. . . .
Molly Couch Ward wrote in January that she
and her husband, Sean, were expecting their
first child in March. The now-expanded Ward
family lives in Deerfield, Mass., where Molly is
a teacher. . . . Andrea Sarris writes that she is
teaching video production to the "male techie
population" at Southern Maine Technical Col
lege and is wrapping up post-production on a
three-year documentary project on the life of
Helen earing. She bumps into lot ofColbyites
in Portland and is looking forward to being a
bridesmaid in Norma Delaney's wedding in
eprember ( orma, write and fill us in! ) . . . . Bill
Zuehlke is also teaching, when he's not playing
ultimate Frisbee on the grounds of Taft School
in Watertown, Conn. , where he is head of the
science department. He and his wife, Elizabeth
Kerney '87, have a daughter, Emily, 7, and a son,
Andrew, 4. Bill and Liz purchased an old camp
five miles from Killington, Vt., a few years ago
and have been spending their summers fixing it
up. Hmmm, does that mean it' empty during ski
season, Bill ? . . . Lisa Rydin admits that her
parents were "horrified" when he took up mo
torcycle riding as a hobby a few years ago. She
wrote that after two years on her well-worn
uzuki G 500 she was looking to upgrade to a
V 650 this spnng (you go, girl ! ) . When the
open road isn't calling, Li a works for Scudder
Kemper Retirement ervice a an ER! A spe
cialist. he live m Hingham, Mas . . . . Amy
cott wme that he and her husband, Andrew
Vanecek, know all the clerks at Home Depot
now that they have been homeowners for a year.
They live m tamford, Conn., where Amy 1 a
middle chool m trucnonal aide m pecial
education . . . . Ricardo ieveking nil keeps m
touch with Dan Hurley, who he reports has
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relocated to Buffalo, N.Y. Ricardo and his wife
and three sons live in Guatemala, and he hopes
he can visit Colby again someday . . . . Well, I'll
really be begging for news in the future, since
Colby will no longer be sending out individual
questionnaires to you. It is now your responsibil
iry to fill out and return to me the "general"
questionnaire inserted into the magazine. I shud
der to think about what this will mean, since I
barely get any news out of you slackers now. So,
the only real answer is e-mail. Please just take a
moment to drop me an e-line right now, while
you're thinking ofir. l r only takes a second. Please
don't make me beg. I can't write that tawdry stuff
anymore, it's wrong. So write.
-Wendy Lapham Russ
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Allyson Siwik lives in New Mexico
with her husband, Dennis O'Keefe. She loves
her work as a border outreach coordinator at the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and
enjoys hiking in the Gila Wilderness and learn
ing about the history of the region . . . . Mitch
and Jeanne Morrison Cook are back from a
wonderful trip to South Africa with Jeanne's
family. They went to two different game re
serves and saw many different animals at very
close range. Luckily their rangers kept the charg
ing lions and spitting cobras at bay and they had
a great rime . . . . Chris Van Horn reports that
the rumors are true that one must "go freestyle"
when wearing a kilt, and he says he "never
appreciated a cool breeze so much!" He experi
enced this while in the Scottish wedding of an
Edinburgh University classmate he met while
on his junior year abroad . . . . Sarah Graves
Stelfox's occupation is "chief bottle washer and
j uvenile conflict management officer" with her
direct reports being Will, J O , Kate, 8, Nathan, 3 ,
and Noah, the hound. Her husband, Brad, i a
forest ecologist, and they live in "beautiful Bragg
Creek, Alberta-home to many pine trees, bears,
Rocky Mountains and a really great coffee
shop! " . . . Clifford and Laura Brown Watkin
live in Marblehead, Mass., with Halle, 5, Bramm,
2, and Remy, 1 . Laura says she's amazed at where
he is now (home with three kids) but loves it.
They spent New Year's w i th M ike and
Charmaine Twigg Hartnett and their three
kids . . . . Tom and Liz Sedor Nordlie were mar
ried last June with their golden retriever, Calvin,
a their ring bearer. They live outside Minne
apolis, where Liz i a marketing manager at
General Mills and Tom is a pilot. Angu and
Cindy Marrazzo Garfield attended the Nord lies'
wedding. . . . Jennifer Carroll Schildge and her
husband, Dan, spent three years in London
while Dan wa in the Navy, and they now live in
Westfield, N.J . Jennifer is a full-rime mom to
J ac k , 2 , and baby #2 , who was due in
May . . . . Tom Tompkins e-mailed me during a
January now storm and was psyched that ski
season was m full wing. Tommy, wife ally and
Chel ea the dog are learning about life with a 1 year-old-Buck, born 1 2/97 . . . . John and
Marianne MacDonald We s sma n , Michelle, 3 ,
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and William, 1 , are enjoying life
Colby pals are doing well. . . . Allyn
and the weather in Tampa, Fla.
Emery ( Allyn, write in ! ) is in Cali
N EWS M A K E RS
Marianne is home full time but is
fornia . . . . Rich Hussey '89 is mar
going back to school ( she has an
Peter A. Thomas '82 is the newly appointed senior vice presi
ried with three children and j ust
M . B . A . ) as she's leaning towards
dent and chief professional officer of United Ways of New
bought a house in Kennebunk,
teaching elementary school kids . . . .
England. He has 16 years of experience working with local
Maine . . . . Great to hear from Peter
Patrick and Nancy Simarano Carey
U nited Way organizations . . . . M i l lennium Pharmaceuticals,
Quill after 10 years MIA. Peter and
are busy out in Seattle. N ancy's go
wife Chandos ( married four years)
Inc., a leading drug d iscovery and development company in
ing from full- to part-time work with
Cambridge, Mass., appointed Kevin Starr '84 to the position of
reside i n the h i l ls of San J uan
Anderson Consulting so she can
chief financial officer.
Capistrano, Calif., just two miles
focus more time and energy on their
from the harbor; they spend a lot of
1 9 1 6 Craftsman-style fixer-upper.
time sailing, skiing and golfing. Cur
M I LESTO N ES
. . . Dave Watson is married to
rently, Peter is the director of strate
Marriages: Wendy Birbrower '86 to Christoper L. Amstrong in
Adrianna, who is an ecologist and
gic marketing at Western Digital
Pittsburgh, Pa . . . . Julie F. Abele '89 to Kurt R. Wetzell in
homemaker-mom. They have a son,
and during free time independently
Shelburne, Vt . . . . Kristen L. Kurtz '89 to Adam E. Kornfeld in
Dylan, and another, who was due
consults on such projects as a new
Gloucester, Mass . . . . Linda Rensink '89 to Kenneth Keefer in
last March. Dave has been working
golf brand launch, a swimwear com
Wilmington, Vt. . . . Laura A. Wood '89 to Thomas M . McKeever
for Best Foods since '9 1 and has
pany and a new youth footwear
in London, England.
lived in Brazil, M iami and Mexico
company . . . . David and Leslie
and is now in Westwood, N .) . . . .
Migliaccio Mitchell joyfully an
Births: A daughter, Sienna Bradley McMahon, to Bryan McMahon
Anyone heading to G loucester,
nounce their third daughter's birth
and Elizabeth Ross '82 . . . . A daughter, Tatiana Marie Bouchard,
Mass., be sure to take one of Melissa
Samantha ( Samie) Kate joins Eliza,
to Page and Jennifer Knoll Bouchard '83 . . . . A daughter, Mason
Hruby Bach's walking tours. She
6, and Isabel, 4- 1/2. Leslie reports
Wenshu Worthington, to Kathleen and Andrew Worthington
started Gloucester Guided Tours,
that Dave is "an awesome Dad" j ug
'85 . . . . A daughter, Emma Kate Dangel, to Evan '86 and Susan
and their most popular tour is based
gling his job as a VP/senior leader at
Roberts Dangel '86 . . . . A daughter, Julia Eleanor Pfau, to Robert
Fleet Capital. Leslie is full-time mom,
on the book The Perfect Storm.
and
Annette Hanzer Pfau '86 . . . . A daughter, Abigail Marie
runs her own hand-painted-furni
Melissa's still a working artist, and
Camey, to Joe and Gretchen Weiser Carney '87 . . . . Twins,
ture business, manages school auc
she and husband Gregg have a year
Katherine Ruth Squires and Jessica Helen Squires, to William and
tions and comptrolls at her Dad's
old son, O'Malley . . . . News from
Priscilla Phinney Squires '87 . . . . A son, Hayden Richard Foote,
walk-in medical clinics. Leslie, I'm
newspapers: Deborah and Michael
to M ichele and Jonathan Foote '88 . . . . A son, Caleb Adam
tired j ust thinking about your life!
Ashley were married last October
Getto, to Steven '87 and Beth Kellogg Getto '88 . . . . Twins,
They love Barrington, R.I., but "have
and l ive in W i l mington, where
Henry Goldman and Nathaniel Goldman, to Heidi Klein and
come to appreciate Maine tremen
Michael works for the Corporation
Stephen Goldman '88 . . . . A daughter, Gabriela Maria Languet,
dously"-they spend summers with
Service Company . . . . Leslie and
to Sara and Albert Languet '88 . . . . A daughter, Catherine Leigh
friends in Kennebunkport . . . . Wed
Andy Hoag were married last Sep
Nester, to John and Susan Jacobson Nester '88 . . . . A son, Eric
ding Bells: Heidi Senkler, owner of
tember in Ipswich, Mass., and live
Steven
Pagnano, to Mark '87 and Linda Roberts Pagnano
the North Bridge Inn in Concord,
in San Francisco, where Andy works
'88 . . . . Twins, Isabel Adele Porter and Tate Victor Porter, to
Mass., was married to Stephen
for A n de rson Consu l t i n g . . . .
J effrey and Mary Federle Porter '88 . . . . A son, Benjamin Josiah
Godbout in October. . . . Edward
Whitney and Giordano Caponigro
Smith, to Scott '88 and Kristen Foss Smith '88 . . . . A son, Jesse
Warren, a student of graphic design
were married in M i l lcreek Canyon,
Freeman Young, to Ann and Robert Young '88 . . . . A son, Peter
at the University of the Arts in
Utah, and now live in Salt Lake
James Koenigsbauer, to Anita and Kirk Koenigsbauer '89 . . . . A
Philadelphia while employed as an
City. Giordano earned his Ph.D. in
son, Henry Camack Muse, to James and Jennifer Johnson Muse
a d m i nistrative assistant at the
molecular biology at the University
'89 . . . . A daughter, Olivia N icole Venezia, to Rosanna and
American College of Physicians, reof Arizona and now works for
Michael Venezia '89.
cently wed Carla Castillo . . . . A
Ventana Genetics . . . . A big wel
January wedding was planned for
come to the newest members of the
you . . . . Julie Karas, a physical therapist/clini
Charlotte Clarke and Greg Lawless, managerof
Class of 202 1 : Cole Kinsella, son of Tim and
cal supervisor for Olympus Healthcare in War
industrial relations at Philip Morris U.S.A. in
Teri Scally Kinsella, born in January; Dylan
ren, R.I., is working on her M.B.A., j ust bought
Louisville, Ky . . . . Jen Massengill, a neurolo
Quirk, son of Vincent and Tammy Wolfe Quirk,
a house with an ocean view and still plays
gist Ph.D, of Spencer, Mass., j ust finished a busy
born in December; twins Jessica and Katherine
softball with Ellen Meigs and Mary McHugh.
triathlon season and is glad to be back in the
Squires, born to Bill and Priscilla Phinney Squires
Northeast after many years in California for
in October; and Molly Carter, fourth child of Mary, an adjunct professor of political science
since 1993, was appointed director of Merri
grad school. . . . Bert Languet, a financial con
Dierdre Boothby Carter. The most timely birth
sultant and w ife Sarah welcomed daughter
mack's Stevens Leaming Center to incorporate
goes to Abigail, daughter of Joe and Gretchen
Gabriela in December. She joins son Jose . . . .
student volunteerism into the curriculum and
Weiser Carney, who was born on December 28,
Richard Lanzi, who j ust finished a two-year
create relationships among the area's nonprofit
1 998, which pleased her C.P.A. dad! She joins
stint as a general intern in rural ew Mexico,
organizations, students and faculty of the col
her big brother, Robbie, 5. The most original
moved back to Albuquerque to begin another
lege . . . . After completing his residency in oto
arrival goes to Lily Webb, daughter of Tim and
program
laryngology
(ear,
nose
and
throat)
,
Dr.
William
to sub-specialize in infectious diseases
front
the
in
born
was
who
Webb,
Karen Lawes
Kinney is an assistant profes or at the Univer
" bu gs and drugs." . . . Bill Reed loves his job at
seat of the car on the way to the hospital! Both
sity of M issouri. He seems happy and busy with
Berwick Academy ( Maine)-he teaches eighth
Karen and Tim are "family doctors" and live in
grade history ( 20th century U . S . ) and a senior
wife Birgit, kids William J r. and Sarah and dog
medically underserved Ticonderoga, N.Y.
Colby . . . . I t was great to hear from Matt
elective class ( American foreign relations) and
-Jane Nicol Manuel
Kennedy, a full-time student at Babson. Matt
also coaches girls' varsity soccer and boys' var
tells me that he and Rob Travis were to receive
sity baseball. He is "not kidding" when he men
Many of you crawled out from under
their
M.B.A.'s in May and that our mutual
tions that Steve Webb is a blackjack dealer in
from
hear
rocks this round-it was great to
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Las Vegas ! Cool job ! . . . Jon and J ud y
Macdonald Wehe! o f Falmouth, Maine, have a
handful of wonderful kids (Stephen, 7, Tommy,
5 , J . P., 3 , and Daniel, 3 months) . John, VP of
sales at PrintGraphics, and J udy, a full-time
mom, are busy with soccer parties, piano les
sons, karate and swimming lessons.
-Lauren Frazza
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Congratulations to Andrew Ayers,
M.D., who graduated from Georgetown Medical
School in 1 998 and is now a resident in ortho
paedic surgery at Georgetown. He married one of
his classmates, Kate Dawson, M.D., who is also a
resident at Georgetown in medicine. They were
married inApri\ 1 99 in ewCanaan,Conn. Mike
Ayers ' was the best man, and Kevin Pl ummer
and Steve Coan '90 were in the wedding as well.
Other Colby grads there to celebrate were Jennifer
Erlandson Ayers '87, Eric Whiteford, Drew
Sirrunons, Rob Erdman and Dan Brandeis . . . .
Rocco David Genovese was due to be married in
June to Julia Ryan lx of Greenwich, Conn. Rocky
is currently a principal in the investment banking
division of BT Alex Brown, a subsidiary of Bankers
Trust ew York Corporation. He is also pursuing a
master's in business adminisrration at the Wharton
hoot of the UniversiryofPennsylvania. . . . Mark
Cosdon has been teaching at Colby in the Perform
ing Arts Department this past year and remarked
that it feels "wierd, almo t like when you're a kid
at Thanksgiving and get invited to sit with the
adults." He has been teaching courses in theater
history and acting as well as directing Susan
Glaspell's play Alison's House. When I last heard
from Mark, he and his wife, Hannah, were expect
ing their first child . . . . Kirk Koenigsbauer left
M icro oft after even years. He is now at
Amazon.com where all you Web urfers know you
can purchase "books, CDs and more" over the
Internet. Kirk is now in charge of the "and more"
department . . . . I am not a military type of per
son, so I'm not sure what all thi means and have
no idea how dangerous 1t was, but I received new
that 1 t Lt. Ross L. Muir participated in Exercise
Dynamic Re ponse while on a ix-month deploy
ment m the Mediterranean ea and Arabian
Gulf with the 26th Manne Expeditionary Unit;
he embarked aboard ships of the U.S. . Wasp
Amph1b1ous Ready Group . . . . Mark Daniel Wil
son accepted the call to serve as the chaplain of
Popham hapel at Popham Beach, Maine. After
graduanng from Colby, Mark received h1 master'
degree m rheological rud1e from Bangor Theo
logical mmary. He and h1S wife, Erm, and their
cwo daughter live on Wmnegance Lake m
Mame . . . . Brian Moore cycled cro -country lase
ummer to help ra1>e m1ll1on for the American
Lung As,,oc 1anon. Brian raised over ,000 him
self and JU't may find himself nommaced for a 1ob
\nth the Colby Alumni Fund nexc year 1f he's nor
careful! Brian has only l:>een cycling for a few years
and apparencly rrained so hard for th1S "Big Ride"
that he IS al;,o planning on cycling back to che East
Coast when he 1 through! . . . Tom Abbatiello IS
a ne"' accounc:, manager for pee Tran Communi-
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cation Fiber Technologies, Inc., in Sturbridge,
Mass. SpecTran develops, manufactures and mar
kets glas optical fibers. . . . Guy Prescott is che
assiscant athletic director at Malden Catholic High
School as well as beinga physical education teacher
and coach for three spons. He is the wrescling
ream's head coach and the defensive coordinator
for the football and lacrosse teams . . . . Julia Dodge
has been working on a rem restoration project on
the coast of Maine for the past three years. The
ro eate tern has been on the endangered species
list since 1 987, but last year the population in
Maine rose 4 7 percent with Julia's help. She super
vises four to six people who band all the birds and
weigh each chick every three days and try to keep
visitors to the islands away from the nests. If you
are wondering why you haven't heard from Julia
lately, ic is probably because her only contact with
the mainland is once a week to gee groceries. She
was even caught on the island two years ago during
a hurricane! . . . Daniel Rudick is in the family
business--dentistry! They buy dental practices in
.Y.C. from reciring dentists and then modernize
the facilities for 2 l st cenrury medicine. In celebra
tion of his success, Daniel is offering a complimen
tary dental cleaning to all Colby students and staff
and their families. So all you N .Y.C. aluITIS looking
for a new dentist, e-mail Daniel (daniel.rudick@
earthlink.nec) or call 2 1 2-678-2203. Daniel al o
wrote that David Silverstein and his wife, Laura,
had a beautiful baby girl, Chloe Alexandra, on
October 16, 1 998. Congrats!
-Deborah A. Greene
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Anne Louise Lamontagne Simon, who
is living in France, still works as director of adult
language programs, and her husband, Domin
ique, is a purchaser for Chanel perfumes. They
have a son, Alex, 4, and a baby girl who was a
year old in May. Life since graduation has been
full of surprises (such as being mother to bilin
gual children), bur she hopes all her classmates
"are as happy about cheir destinies as I am about
mine." . . . Tanya Gross Chevalier sent a pic
tureofher new daughter. Sophie Natalie Cheva
lier was born in November and, according to
Tanja, "is che sweece t liccle baby---our hearts
are overflowing with joy every day with each
new development and discovery of hers." Tanja
has changed jobs ac France Telecom and is now
an international marketing manager. Her hus
band, Paul-Henri, is a bu iness manager ac
Yoplaic, developing markers in China, South
Korea and the Middle Ease. The family hopes to
return to the Stares in 2000 . . . . Elizabeth LeRoy
received her ma ter's in natural resource man
agement-environmental conservation at UNH
and 1 now living in Oakland, Calif., and work
ing for Pacific Gas and Electric. She became
engaged to George Coch ier Jr., and the cwo were
plannmg a ummer weddmg. Elizabeth writes, "I
mer my fiance, Jamey, in grad chool. He's a
chem1 t ac Clorox and proposed a year ago in the
middle of che Golden Gare Bridge! I had che
experience of 'it' a small Colby world' when I
told Emilie Davis che tory of our engagement;

5

she cells me that her sister was driving over the
bridge that night and saw a couple she thought
looked like they had j ust gotten engaged ! " . . .
Jen Milsop-Millard and Jon Millard, who have
a baby girl, Megan, born lase September, relo
cated from Chicago to New Jersey this spring.
After working for Sears for more than 10 years,
Jen took a job as manager of store operations
for Bed, Bath, and Beyond, a specialty retailer.
The chain has 200 srores around the country
and under Jen's direction will open 300 more
over che next five years. She will also help
chem integrate new technologies . . . . Brad
Olson, a vice president a c Solomon Smith
Barney in New York, is living in Stamford,
Conn. He and his wife, M ichelle ( Horton '89 ) ,
have a baby boy, Zachary, born last Ocrober.
Michelle work in portfolio management for
GE Investments . . . . Anne Pollock is living in
New York with her husband, John Waldron,
and working for Chase . . . . Lisa Livens is liv
ing on Beacon Hill in Boston and since May of
1 997 has been working as an account manager
ac Morgan Walker Associates, an investor rela
tions agency. Although it's a big switch from
her previous career in public health, she's en
joying it very much. In October 1 998 she spent
a week carousing at Club Med with Nicole
Theriault, Heidi Greenman '89 and Margaret
Hartnett '89 . . . . Kristen Pettersen, an attor
ney at Dillon Findley in Alaska, has become a
winter sports aficionado and enjoys, among
ocher things, an event similar co dogsled rac
ing, except chat she is on cross-country skis
instead of a sled. This past fall she ran the New
York Cicy Marathon . . . . Graham Powis and
his wife, Diane, a psychologist, are living in
New York Cicy wich cheir English bulldog,
Maggie. Graham changed jobs la t summer to
join the firm of SG Cowen as a director of
investment banking . . . . Gary Doherty spent
two years coaching football at Bishop Feehan
High School in Attleboro, Mass., bur this pasc
fall accepted a reaching-coaching position at
Framingham High School. He was to teach
ocial studies and coach che Framingham Fly
ers . . . . After working in advertising for some
rime after graduation, Steve Nahley is now
assistant corporation counsel for New York
City. He graduated from law school in
1 997 . . . . James Clifford recently joined the
law firm of Shur, Sawyer and Nelson in Port
land, Maine, where he will practice civil and
criminal litigation. Prior to this, he worked as
an assistant district attorney in Springfield,
Mass., where he conducted " creet law" clinics
in public chools through the D.A.'s "Adopt-a
School" program . . . . Elisabeth Poole is still
with Christie's auction house in New York and
wa recently appointed head of the rugs and
carper department. Her responsibilities include
client development, appraisal of property for
ale and coordinanon of sales for her depart
ment. he planned a series of lectures and edu
cation programs "to provide new and seasoned
collectors with an appreciation for chis fine art
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those cards and letters coming!
-Laura Senier
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Christine Goulding Manteghi writes

that she finished her Ph.D. in German from
Penn State in August 1 998 and now holds a
tenure-track position as assistant professor of
German at California State University. She is
enjoying l ife in Chico, Calif., and truly enjoys
her job . . . . Sally Hewitt got her master of arts
from Emerson College in '97. She now works for
Simon & Schuster Audio's Pimsleur Language
Programs in Concord, Mass., as an audio pro
ducer making tapes that teach people ro speak
foreign languages. She recently attended Eliza
beth Ackerman's wedding to Francisco I aza in
Keene, N . H . Also in attendance were Hilary
Greene ( maid of honor) and Linda Rossignol
Ramsden . . . . Audrey Wittemann moved to
Chicago in May 1 997 after spending five years
in Washingron, D.C. She is a senior account
supervisor at a Chicago-based PR agency,
Dragonette, Inc., working on health care ac
counts. She has been playing soccer and volley
ball on local teams, and she reports that the
Chicago Colby Club i very active . . . . Patricia
Shepard Quinn is living in Glastonbury, Conn.,
and married Robert Quinn in J uly 1 998. Colby
alumni in attendance were Laura Hartrick
Sullivan, Jen Hale, George Hallenbeck , Vicki
Baldwin Rininger, Tish Thorpe Tweedy '93
and Rob Weiner. . . . Todd O'Connor is an

attorney in Scottsdale, Ariz., and is married to
Lisa M iller O'Connor '92, a nurse practitioner.
Their son, Kyle, was born on September 3,
1 998. Todd reports that his golf game is improv
ing now that he is living in warm weather! . . .
N. Todd Pritsky is living in Cambridge, Vt.,
and working as a technical instructor. He is
writing a lot and is currently working on a book
for CRC Press about the fu t ur e of the
I nternet . . . . Christine Tuccille Merry was
married in J une 1 998 to J i m Merry, a software
engineer. She is currently working on a master's
degree in graphic design . . . . Linnea Oliver
O'Neil had a baby last November. His name is
Brendan Robert O'Neil, and he weighed 7 lbs.
8 ozs. at birth. She is currently working as a
developmental educator in Lexington, Mass . . . .
Last but definitely not least, I got a brief e-mail
from John Lovett '96 a few weeks ago. John,
who started with our class before enlisting with
the Marine Corps, is a programmer/analyst for
IS/Web . . . . 1 would love ro hear more news!
Keep the letters coming, everyone.
-Jennifer Wood Jencks
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Nicole Vadeboncoeur Dresser married
Derek Dresser in Las Vegas this past year. They
actually eloped on a Harley Davidson in the
Drive-up "Tunnel of Love" wedding chapel. Can
anyone top that as the most unique wedding story
reported here? They now live in South Portland,
Maine, with their two black Labs. . . . Greg and
Jane DeStefano Becker are living in Fairfield,

Conn., where they just bought a house. Jane is at
Hewitt Associates in Corporate Communications,
and Greg is with Johnson & Johnson. Greg still
plays basketball at least twice a week and ran the
N.Y. Marathon in 1 996 . . . . Katie Martin re
ceived her M .B.A. from the University of Colo
rado-Boulder and is now working as a financial
analyst at Sun Microsystems in California. She
spent time in Nantucket last summer with Rachel
Klein and Megan Sweeny '95 and traveled to
London and Portugal with her sister. . . . Peter
Andrews is working as a law clerk in Allentown,
Pa. He and his wife, Heather, have a daughter,
Abigail, who turned 1 this past August . . . . John
Cook is living in an Francisco and working as a
community development assistant for the city of
Albany, Calif. John writes that he saw Tobias
Perse's name listed in the credits for a show on
VH 1 . . . . Anne Bowie is living in Cambridge,
Mass. Last summer she passed her final license
exam for social work and started a new job as an
adoption specialist at the New England Home for
Little Wanderers . . . . Philip Chase is now an
attorney at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom in N.Y.C. Since graduation he's traveled to
45 countries and gotten his law degree from
Columbia . . . . Lisa Churchill Dickson is living
in Augusta, Maine, with her husband, Stephen.
Lisa is now a Maine certified geologist and Stephen
is a marine biologist . . . . Meredith Corbett
Doherty writes that Todd '91 and Lisa Miller
O'Connor had a baby boy, Kyle Edward, back in
September '98 and all are doing well. . . . Suzanne
Regnier is the director of development for the
Russian Ballet Theater and completing a master's
degreefor the University ofDelaware's Winterthur
Program . . . . David Levy is still in Washington
and now a White House spokesperson. He was
recently named in an article discussing the few
remaining individuals who came to the White
House with Bill Clinton back in '92 . . . . Tom
Powers is engaged to Moira Monteith and plan
ning a September wedding. Tom currently works
in Manhattan as an analyst at the law firm of
Shearman and Sterling . . . Keith Fortier mar
ried Annelise Bunger '93. Keith is with Watson
Wyatt in Wellesley, Mass., and Annelise is a
benefit and compensation manager at Forum Corp.
in Boston . . . Kyle Barnard married Laura Swan
on September 1 2 . The wedding party included
Peter Andrews and Curt Stevenson. Kyle and
Laura are l iving outside of Boston, where Kyle
is the CFO for Classic Restorations and Laura
is a c linician for Fallon/Boston Road Clinic.
. . . Nat Fenollosa married Amy Elliman this
past November and attends Tufts School of
Veterinary Medicine.
.

.

-Michelle Forcier Biscotci
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Hi, everyone! I hope you are all well
and busily stocking up on batteries and bottled
water! Just six short months until total chaos! If
you are wondering what I am babbling about or
think I am talking crazy, then track down Chris
Chamberlain, who is dedicating himself to the
Y2K crisis until he heads off to busine s chool in
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the fall. . . . Somebody else who is up to some
thing neat is Jon Zack, who is still gainfully
employed in L.A. writing movies-namely The
Perfect Score for Paramount and The Errand Boy
for Disney . . . . Also in L.A. is Jamie Perlman,
who i in a Spanish rock band called Satel
lite . . . . Brigid Jordan recently moved to L.A. as
well, says Tasha Worster, who is a doctor in S.
Portland, Maine. Tasha also writes of Lisa
ewman, who is in re idency in Pennsylvania,
Simone Cella, who is working and in school in
ew )er ey, and Laurie Girard Eidt, who is
married and working in t. Louis, Mo . . . . Also
in school is Emily Slater, who is attending law
school at YU and living in Manhattan. She
writes that Sue Furlong is her neighbor and
works at an education software company called
Creative Arts. They recently drove from Colo
rado to ew York and almost gm swept away in
a tornado somewhere in the Midwest! . . . Chuck
Martin could have rushed to their aid had he
been in the area: word has it that he is finishing
up hi bu iness degree at Georgetown this spring
and pending the summer interning as a storm
chaser for the Fox etwork. Chuck can be seen
in the coming year in Fox specials like "When
Good Storms Go Bad" and "When Tomados
Attack." . . . Elizabeth Rogers is studying at the
Harvard Divinity chool in preparation for the
mini try at the United Church of Christ . . . .
Brandy Shafter Chapman graduated from the
Boston College School of Management in
May . . . . And now, for everyone's favorite fun
ttme topic: weddings! Laura Fogarty got en
gaged to Matt emey '92, who whisked her away
to the Bahamas the next day to celebrate! . . .
Andy Ritch will marry Wendy Sutphin this
ummer m Cincinnati, and Kathleen Bartlett
marned Chri topher chneider in March
1 999 . . . . Michael Eash got married to Donna
Kubt!ius this past winter and is living in Bangor,
Mame, where he i a jeweler at Quality
Jeweler . . . . Chris Benecchi and his wife, Mar
garet Hemze Beneccht, are living in San Fran
cisco, where he works at Johnson & Johnson in
their ortho-b1otech d1vi ion . . . . Bill Charron is
to be marned m October 1999 to Deborah Cassidy.
B1ll 1Sa lawyeratOrrick, Hernngton and utcliffe
LLP and end news of Rachel Kriteman, who is
fm1,hmg up her master' degree at BU, and of
Andrew emiccolo, who ts ltvmg m Kansas City
anJ applymg ro bu me
chool for next
fall . . . . Kri tin Winkler 1 m educanon research
at EOC m Bo ron, and ally Zimmerli and Tim
e ron are m eJucanon at Verrnont Academy.
Tim 1 the asst rant dean of tudents, anJ ally is
a h1 rory teacher. ally wrtte that ancy
Richards Cavanaugh and hu band Net! had
rhe1r fiN cht!J ( arah) m May '9 . Congrats,
• ancv! . . . Ken Wilcox live w1thh1s w1fe, Alt a,
m AlexanJna, Va., where he 1s a avy p y
chologt t. Ken will begm h1 doctoral re idency
m the fall. . . . And Jeff Ko c was marned iast
July ro Rebecca tembom m Indianapolis. He
\rntes, "The wedding was well attended by Colby
folks. It's ama:mg how far people will travel
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when you say 'open bar ! "' He also writes that
Rick Wallace pulled a disappearing act with his
date, Gordon Bunting, and a very short long
shoreman. It sounds fishy to me, roo, but then
again, Rick Wallace is always up to no good-at
least that is what Chris Chin rold me at re
union . . . . That's all, folks! Hope you're well!
-Beth Curran
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Erin Crossland attends Columbia Busi
ness School and wrote that Chuck Thompson is
in her graduating class. Erin and Greg Christo
pher, who completed his graduate work at Co
lumbia and works at Robert Stem Architects, are
engaged and will be married in September. While
traveling last summer, they saw John Grady in
L.A. and Erinne Clark in Seattle. They also
skied with Ross Nussbaum in Telluride over
Christmas break . . . . Dan Demeritt, state office
representative for U.S. Senator Susan Collins
(R-ME}, was awaiting the impeachment trial in
the Senate and the flood of calls, letters and e
mail that would result. Dan sailed off the coast of
Maine last fall with Colby friends, including
Bruce and Susan Benson Panilaitis and Lorin
Knell . . . . Emily Chapman, recently cast in the
Acron Community Chorus production of Fiddler
on the Roof, started a new job in the alumni
relations office at Simmons College last August.
She wrote that she sees Jenn Wolfe and Donna
Bacchiocchi, who have moved ro Bosron. Donna
lives in Chestnut Hill and hopes to finish her
master's in library and inforrnation science at
Simmons this fall. . . . Karlene Burrell married
Michael K. McRae, a physical therapist assistant,
last September in Jamaica. Back at the U of Penn
for a second master's ( in social work) , Karlene
along with a few of her colleagues won the Harper
Award (Hillel International Award) for creating
a program dealing with Black/Jewish issues . . . .
Megan Campbell is in the Kellogg business school
at Northwestern U in Evansron, Ill. . . . Jennifer
Chasin expected to graduate in May with a
master's in ocial work from USC and planned to
continue counseling families of children with
d isruptive behavior d isorders . . . . Betsy
Campbell, living in Somerville, Mass., and work
ing in the tru t department for Pell Rudman, a
financial management firm, is engaged to Adam
Leamer '93, a consultant at Winter Wyman &
Co. in Boston. . . . After a four-year hiatus, Zach
Brewster-Geisz tarted acting again, and last
December he was in two children's shows run
ning in repertory. In January he planned to stage
manage a national tour of The Nightingale for the
Kennedy Center's Youth and Family Programs.
. . . Eric Burger finished his M.F.A. in creative
writing and teaches in the composition depart
ment of the U of Arizona. Other still in Tucson
are Darren Demonsi, pur uing a master's in
anve American studies at U of A, Kristin King,
working for Habitat for Humanity, and Susan
Belknap, teachmg in unnyside District Middle
chool. . . . J ason Bologna graduated from
Temple Law chool last year and love his work
at the Ph1ladelph1a D1 trict Attorney's Office.
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J ason wrote that many Colby friends, including
Matt Trainor and Brian Carlson, attended his
wedding ro Myra Wise in Alabama last
J anuary . . . . Living in Haleiwa, Hawaii, Gavin
Stewart Davis works as an outdoor gear sales
manager. . . . Congratulations to Chris and An
drea Bowman Rogers, whose son was born last
February! . . . 1 am now the HR generalist for the
Wilmington office of Houghton M ifflin and ex
pect to complete my M.A. in human resources
management from Emmanuel College this year.
-Alicia Hidalgo
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Susie Rankin (Susiehrank@aol.com)
spent a year in Ecuador teaching teenage girls in
an open-air classroom. In addition to her adven
tures in a country where she didn't speak the
language ( at first) she did many crazy multi-day
rides on her mountain bike and some amazing
mountaineering. She's now in Colorado work
ing for an international environmental organiz
ation. . . . Kathy Christy ( katherine_christy
@harvard.edu} recently graduated from a
master's program in early childhood education
at Lesley College. She taught at the Belmont
Day School last year and is currently employed
at Harvard University. Kathy sent along a num
ber ofupdates on other classmates. Sandra J ewers
is Kathy's neighbor in the North End, and to
gether they coach a second grade girls' basket
ball team. Sandra works at the law firm Hale and
Dorr and is planning her wedding to Damian
Dow for July 2000. Alisa Masson is still working
at the Harvard School of Public Health and is in
the process of applying to business schools,
while Michelle Wyemura is applying to physi
cal therapy programs. Drew Snow was recently
accepted to Tuck Business School at Dartmouth.
Marissa Shaw Glowac was married to Todd
Glowac in the summer of 1 998. Marissa works
for Cahner's Publishing in the Boston area. . . .
Outside of Boston, Jen Benwood is attending
podiatry school in Philadelphia, and Kelly
Spooner is enrolled in a physical therapy pro
gram in Michigan, part of which she did as an
internship in Idaho . . . . Michelle Grdina is
teaching part time in Vail, Colo . . . . Ariana
Talbot Vance (atvance@juno.com) wrote that
she and her husband, Kevin, celebrated their
third anniversary in January and recently wel
comed their second daughter, Hailey Ai line.
Ariana is a stay-at-home mom to Hailey and
Paige in Laramie, Wyo., where Kevin is a gradu
ate tudent at the University of Wyoming . . . .
J ustin D'Ercole (jsder cole@earthlink.net) mar
ried Sarah Whitely '94 in August 1 998 at her
family's farm in Maine. Justin reported that Josh
Smith started Officer Candidate School in the
Marine Corp and that Jon Bowden '94 and
El izabeth Labov itz '94 are l i v ing in an
Francisco . . . . Karen Floyd (kfloyd@jhpiego.org}
recently moved to Baltimore to work as a pro
gram coordinator for a nonprofit international
public health organization. Since graduation,
he'd been stationed in Guinea, West Africa, in
the Peace Corps, which allowed her to travel
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throughout Africa, Europe and the
was a bridesmaid in her wedding,
M iddle East. . . . Cristina Harris
and classmates who attended were
N EWS MAKE RS
( charris65 8@aol.com) graduated
Sarah Robinson, Betsy Eisen,
from the University of Maryland
An article in Science Activities by Heidi Meehan Grant '9 1 and a
Karen Blaisdell, A m y Letizia,
law school in December 1 998. She
colleague at John Jay Middle School in Cross River, N.Y., detailed
Heide Girardin Hassing, Chad
said that Kristin Eisenhardt was
their innovative "mystery unit." Grant, an English teacher, and her
Card, Tony Moulton and Andrew
l iving in Beacon Hill and teaching
science colleague introduce criminology, law and forensics in the
Morse. . . . Hyun Jung is a corpo
first grade in Weymouth, Mass . . . .
curriculum as the students learn to write mysteries and to use
rate legal analyst for Skadden, Arps,
Chris Haigh moved to Boston from
laboratory techniques to solve crimes . . . . John Brockleman '92 is
Slate, Meagher and Flom and lives
Providence in February. She had
the new executive director of the Massachusetts Republican
in New Jersey . . . . Sue Hesselbach
been coaching softball at Rhode Is
Party . . Brett Wilfrid '96 was featured in the Lawrenceville,
is a public relations/PR coordinator
land College but changed careers
N .J . Ledger following his two-year stint as a teacher with the Peace
in San Francisco. She writes that
into the computer field. Chris spent
Corps in Nepal. . . . The spring 1 999 Sports Illustrated for Women
one of the highlights of her life,
the summer of 1 998 traveling alone
ran a photo piece on Colby hockey great Meaghan Sittler '98, who
other than exploring the Bay Area,
for five weeks in Oregon and north
appeared with her father, Darryl Sittler, former standout with the
has been seeing Charlie Salinger
ern California . . . . Scott and Kerry
Toronto Maple Leafs.
from Party of Five . . . . Sarah
K n u d s e n G a l s o n ( g a lson.s@k
Holmes is developing a friendship
o.org) are teachers in Connecticut
with the Dr. J ack Kevorkian. She is
M I LESTO N ES
but hope to teach internationally or
now living and working in Cam
Marriages : James A. Clifford '90 to Gwen C. Allen in Portland,
join the Peace Corps in the next few
bridge, Mass., studying handwrit
Maine . . . . Thomas G. Powers '90 to Heather H. Davis in Newyears. They wrote that Barbara Buse
ing and document examination and
port,
R.I. . . . Heather Hartshorn '91 to William Sweeney in
is teaching environmental educa
had begun working with her mother,
Lowell, Mass . . . Shelly A . MacConnell '9 1 to David J . Kunath
tion on Cape Cod. . . . Alison Fields
who was on Kevorkian's defense
in North Parish, Maine . . . . Brian J. Quinn '9 1 to Lisa A. Fox in
( afields@bancroft.pvt.k l 2 .ma.us ) , a
team, to choose his jury . . . . Linc
M ilton, Mass . . . . Patricia A . Shepard '91 to Robert Quinn in
middle school teacher in central
Farr continues to work for film
North
Granby, Mass . . . . Melissa L. Biron '92 to Martin J . Sytek
Massachusetts, moved near Worces
maker Ken Bums in Walpole, N . H .
in Canaan, Vt. . . . James M. Burke '92 to Erin M. Lenehan in
ter to a 200-plus-year-old farmhouse,
Recently he w a s m a d e Dayton
Manchester, Conn. . . . Warren I . Claytor '92 to Caroline H.
where she's raising a puppy named
Duncan's assistant while Duncan
Davis in Fort Washington, Pa . . . . Mark T. Flaherty '92 to
Puck. She reports that she still loves
writes the script for Bums's two
Angela L. Doyle, in Sarasota, Fla . . . . Kathryn M. Lyford '92 to
teaching and is considering doing it
part biography of Mark Twain . . . .
Stephen
A . Bloomberg in Portland, Maine . . . . Lori A. Moran '92
abroad. Ali wrote that Michelle Liu
Zoe Kaplan has applied to master's
to John S. Gunn in Yarmouth, Maine . . . . Karen N. Beauchesne
is teaching at Deerfield Academy,
programs for ethnomusicology in
'93 to Scott A. Charette in Portland, Maine . . . . Amy E. O'Mara
Ireland and New Zealand and was
Sara Palmer Perfetti is back from
'93 to Roger S. Moore in Brewster, Mass . . . . Brooke E. Porteous
an adventure travel guide for
M ichigan in Maine, Adam Rubin is
'94 to Patrick W. Skulley in Westford, Mass . . . . Anika E. Smith
Backroads in Canada. She also
teaching and running a service learn
'94 to Torin A. Taylor '92 in Westport, Conn . . . . Stephanie J .
worked for an agriculture company
ing project in Cape Town, South
Brewster ' 9 5 t o J ason R. Haen in Cranston, R.l . . . . Heather E .
in Phoenix . . . . Rebecca Hoogs is
Africa, and Laura Schmisskiss is
Goulet ' 9 6 t o Toby M . lssacks in Boylston, Mass . . . . Amy A .
an assistant editor for Rowman and
still l iving in San Francisco . . . .
Lyons ' 9 8 to Stephen J . Higgs ' 9 8 in Cape Cod, Mass.
Littlefield Publishers in Boulder,
Laura Moore ( laura.moore@dixie
Colo. . . Jenny Higgins is getting
box. com) is a graphic design man
Births: A son, Thomas Michael Ginolfi, to Peter '9 1 and Heather
married in August and plans on
ager in a printing company in the
Glynn Ginolfi '92 . . . A son, Joshua James Bell, to Stephen Bell
having a Colby wedding. Congrats!
Annapolis area. . . . Cheryl Johnson
and Melissa Small '92 . . . . A daughter, Sarah Cavanaugh, to Neil
She's transferred to a Ph.D. pro(cherylOl @sprynet.com) is a world
Cavanaugh and Nancy Richards-Cavanaugh '93 .
gram at Emory University in At
language teacher at Douglas M iddle/
lanta and is working on a combined
High School in Douglas, Mass. She's
Deaths: Sarah K. Bean '90, February 9, 1 999, in Amman, Jordan,
degree in women's studies and pub
been doing a lot of hiking, plays in
at 30.
lic health . . . . Danielle Herget
several volleyball leagues and is
passed her M.A. comp exams and
training for a marathon. She'd love
happened to her recently and completely made
has the green light to get out of graduate school.
to hear from Dave Merriam . . . . Congratula
her day . . . . Hillary Kane hopes to climb Mt.
She's been hanging out with Doug Lyons, Bryan
tions to Maureen Finn on her engagement to
Kilimanjaro in the fall and is currently a Peace
Carr and Kelly Hagan . . . . Matt Kuchar is
Eric Schwartz '96 . . . . Regina Wlodarski Kruger
Corp volunteer in Cameroon . . . . Tay Evans is
moving out to Colorado over the summer after
( rkrugerO l @sprynet.com) is an analyst at Mas
still working as a natural resource specialist for
finishing up his second year at Colby as the
terCard Internat ional. She and her husband,
Epsilon Associates in Massachusetts . . . Andy
assistant director of the Writers' Center. He'll
Keith, live in Stamford, Conn., where Regina's
Zuffoletti lives in Waltham, Mass., and is writ
work as a rock climbing guide in the Rocky
been playing on a women's ice hockey team that
ing his own comic book. . . . Ben Russell is
Mountain N ational Park . . . . Jamie Harris is a
travels throughout the metro New York area.
doing mutual fund research for a company called
model and after doing a runway show for a local
-Alyssa Falwell
Dalbar in Boston . . . . Abby Eskin has a new job
Boston designer is trying to find work with a few
working with low-income/homeless people who
catalogues. He writes that his roommate, Doug
I received a wonderful suggestion from
have HIV and AIDS. She helps them find
Ellinger, started a small Internet start-up
Marnie Eckelman, who is taking classes at NYU
housing and receive benefits. She still lives with
company . . . . Mary Hofmann is at UCLA pur
for medical and legal translation that will ulti
suing her master's in public health. . . . Andy
mately enable her to be a medical interprete r for Kelly Winchester in Boston and lives near Rich
Morrisey, Matt Nelson, Tim Sullivan and John
Kruppa has a year of law school remaining at
Hispanics who speak little to no English. She
Baptiste . . . . Nicole Labrecque Gil is enjoying
Ohio State . . . . That's about it. Hope all is well
wants everyone to take some time out of their
married life and is teaching Spanish and coach
with everyone. Have a great summer!
busy lives and call up a random old Colby friend
ing lacrosse in Pennsylvania. Mamie Eckelman
-Kimberly N. Parker
or two every now and then to say hello. It
.
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Eleatha Beane Littlefield ' 2 5 , December 20,

1 998, in Portsmouth, .H., at 94. She was an
English teacher and librarian at high schools in
Well , Rockland, Oxford Hills and Mechanic
Falls, Maine. urvivors include two daughters,
Norma Miller and Linda Coburn, 10 grandchil
dren, including Shane Wright '94, 1 2 great
grandchildren and many nieces and nephews.

Hazel Berry Pettengi l l ' 2 5 , December 2 5 , 1 998,

in Island Fall , Maine, at 94. he managed
Fashion, a store in Island Falls, from 1 950 until
1 994. She is survived by a son, Herbert Pettengill,
a daughter, Jean Hamlin, even grandchildren,
eight great-grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.

Flora Harriman Small ' 2 5 , October 28, 1 998,

in Winslow, Maine, at 95. She was a dietitian at
Thayer Hospital and at isters Hospital in
Waterville, Maine, and the first president of the
Maine Dietitians Association. Survivors include
a stepson, Weston MacRae '42, his wife, Jean
Cannell MacRae '42, and nieces and nephews.
Albert W. Wassell '26, November 29, 1 998, in
Ormand Beach, Fla., at 95. He earned degrees
from Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria, and from
Tufts University and was the music director for
the Trenton, N .J . , public school system. He is
urvived by his wife of 63 years, Elizabeth Alden
Wa ell '27.
Helen Brigham Trefethen '30, October 1, 1 998,

in Friendship, Maine, at 88. She earned her
master' degree in geology at the Univer ity of
WtSconsm and taught at the Univer ity ofMaine
from 193 unttl her retirement. Predeceased by
her husband, Joseph Trefethen '3 1 , he i sur
vived by three children, Martha Clark, David
Trefethen and John Trefethen, two brothers, 1 0
grandchildren, 1 7 great-grandchildren and
niece and nephews.
Barbara Works Dyer '32, December 5, 1 99 , in

B
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tor of Concord (N.H.) Community Hospital. He
is survived by his wife, Kathleen, and four chil
dren, including J ill Brown Fuller '68.

analyst and congressional liaison in the Public
Health Service in Washington, D.C. Survivors
include her cousin, Vivian M iles '57.

Edward L. Poland '36, December 1 , 1 998, in

Joseph D. Slattery ' 4 2 , November 17, 1 998, in

Arlington, Va., at 87. He was a transportation
pecialist for the U.S. Government. Survivors
include his son, Leonard Poland.
Marion E. Dugdale '38, December 1 1 , 1 998, in

Daytona Beach, Fla., at 8 1 . She worked as an
accountant at Bradford College in Bradford,
Mass. In 1 974 she was awarded a Colby Brick for
"her strong, steady, and stalwart support of the
College. " She leaves her brother, Edward
Dugdale, a niece and nephew and several grand
nieces and grandnephews.
Peter C. Antonakos '39, July 2 3 , 1 998, in

Union, .J . , at 80. After serving in the Mer
chant Marines in World War I I , he was a food
service manager for various establishments in
the Linden, N .J ., area. Surviving are two daugh
ter , Mary Antonakos and Constance Brookes,
four sisters, a brother and two grandchildren.
Arno N. Day '39, November S, 1 998, in
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George E. Whittier '43 , February 1 9, 1999, in

Eda Hanscom Merrill '44, September 2 7 , 1 998,

Kennebunk, Maine, at 80. She caught English at
the Standish, Maine, high school and was prin
cipal of the Consolidated Schools of Lyman for
eight years. he also caught for 1 5 years in Alfred
and Massabesic, Maine. Survivor include two
sons, Maurice t. Clair and Dwight Stone, two
daughters, Alyson Stone '79 and Eileen Richard,
a sister and six grandchildren.
Mary Anacki '4 1 , December 1 7 , 1 998, in

Claire F. Erner on '4 1 , December 1 , 1 998, in

.u

Alpine, Texas, at 80. A graduate ofTufts Univer
sity Medical School, he served in the Navy in
World War II and again during the Korean Con
flict. He was a physician and orthopaedic surgeon
on the staffs of St. Joseph's Hospital and Eastern
Maine General Ho pita!. He is survi ed by his
wife, Gayle, his daughter, Catherine Cornell '74,
his sons, Peter Cornell and John Cornell '65 , and
five grandchildren, including Jared Cornell '91
and Alexandra Cornell '97.

Glenyes Smith Stone ' 4 0 , February 1 8, 1 999, in

Edith Hoskin Bol ter ' 3 3 , January 1 9, 1 999, m

C 0 L B Y

Robert C. Cornell '43, November 26, 1 998, in

Farmingdale, Maine, at 76. He served with the
Navy in World War II. For 1 5 years he was a parish
minister in Congregational churches in Ward
Hill, Mass., Gorham, N.H., and Wimhrop, Maine,
and for eight years was the first full-time Protestant
Chaplain at Augusta State Hospital. He leaves his
wife, Rachel, two sons, including Douglas Whittier
'68, three grandsons and a sister.

Wareham, Mass., at 79. he received a master'
degree in education and taught English in
Petersboro, .H., and in Dennisport, Rochester
and Middleboro, Mass. urvivor include a
brother, Daniel Anacki, a nephew and a niece.

orman R. Brown ' 3 5 , eptember 30, 1 99 , m
Rye, . H., at 6. He was a ho pita! admm1 trator
at everal ho p1cal before retmng as admm1 ua-

Marshfield, Mass., at 77. After World War I I
service i n the Coast Guard h e was employed by
General Dynamics and Boston Gas. In 1 994 he
was elected to the Weymouth ( M ass. ) High
School Athletic Hall of Fame. Surviving are his
wife, Patricia, three daughters, even grandchil
dren and two great-grandchildren.

Sedgwick, Maine, at 8 1 . He was a de igner and
builder of wooden lobster boats and owned his
own boatyard. The Maine Maritime Academy
awarded him an honorary doctor of science de
gree in 1 998. Survivors include his wife, Dorothy,
two sons, two daughters, a brother, a sister, 10
grandchildren and a great-granddaughter.

Carli le, Pa. , at 7. he was a schoolteacher in
her hometown of DLXf1eld, Mame. Her hu band, Clarence Oyer '30, predeceased her. he
1 urv1ved by two daughters, Joy wartz and
u an Hope, a on, W1l11am Oyer, l O grandchil
dren and a great-grandchild.

Auburn, Mame, at 6. After rat mg a family she
wa a teacher of Engl1 h, French and Lattn m
everal Mame high chool . he 1 urv1ved by
her hu band of S S year , Vernon L. Bol ter '33,
a on and daughter, a brother and everal grand
children and great-grandchildren.

�.
•

in Lincoln, Maine, at 75. She was employed in
the grocery business in Lincoln, then worked at
Fleet Bank until her retirement. She is survived
by her daughter, Deltha Davis, and by a grand
daughter, a brother, a sister, a cousin, Robert F.
Estes '35, and four nieces and nephews.
Charles H. Perkins '44, September 2, 1 998, in

Haverhill, Mass., at 77. During World War II he
served with the Army Air Corps. For three
decades he was a firefighter in Haverhill, Mass.,
Survivors include his wife of 52 years, Thelma,
a son and four daughters.
Annabell Morrison Wolfertz '44, October 3 1 ,

Biddeford, Mame, at 79. he taught math and
English m Wood ville High chool in ew
Hamp hire and at ewburypon (Mas .) High
chool for more than 30 year . Two teenager
were charged m connectt0n with her death.

1 998, in Owls Head, Maine, at 74. She was a
chool teacher in Rangeley, Maine, then ettled
in Rockland, Maine, where she was a home
maker. In 1969 she joined her husband, Russell
Wolfertz, in operating Cousens' Realty until
1 980. he is survived by her husband, two sons,
four daughters, a i ter and 1 2 grandchildren.

Janet H. Pfleger '42, October 19, 1 998, in

Ernest J. Williams '45, December 5, 1 998, in

Philadelphia, Pa. , at 79. he wa employed in
oc1al work m public and private ettings for 30
year , then became a public health legislattve
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Holden, Mas ., at 7 5 . After serving in World
War I I , he practiced dentistry, first in Dover
Foxcroft, Maine, and then in Holden. He also

served at Holden District Hospital and Doctors
Hospital in Worcester, Mass. He leaves his wife
of 48 years, Lillian, two son , three daughters,
six grandchildren and nephews and nieces.

Arthur W. Wyman Jr. 'S2, November 27, 1 998,

in Phoenix, Ariz., at 69. A Korean Conflict Army
veteran, he was a physics major at the College
and went on to a career as an engineer. He is
survived by his wife, Barbara, and two sons.

Laura Higgins Field-Anderson ' 4 6 , August 1 4,

1 998, in Freeport, Maine, at 74. She was co
founder and first editor of the Freeport News and
a volunteer for several local organizations. She
leaves her husband, Robert J. Anderson, and
several children, stepchildren and grandchildren.

William C. Clark 'S3, October 1 6, 1 998, in

She had a long career as a librarian at Princeton
University and other institutions. Survivors
include her brother, Thomas Donnelly.

Lowell, Mass., at 74. He was decorated for brav
ery during combat with the 82nd Airborne
Division during World War I I . An award-win
ning humorist in the tradition of Mark Twain,
he was an editorial cartoonist for The Lowell Sun
and taught art classes at the University of Mas
sachusetts-Lowell. His wife, Charlotte, his sons,
Richard W . '76 and Stephen F., four grandchil
dren and his sister survive him.

Allen I. Dublin '49, November 6, 1 998, in Laconia,

Robert W. Gleason Jr. 'SS, July 1 5 , 1 998, in

Joan A. Donnelly '49, August 20, 1 998, at 7 1 .

N.H., at 7 1 . He practiced law in Massachusetts
from 1952 to 1 983, then moved his practice to New
Hampshire, where he also served on several plan
ning and community-based committees. He is sur
vived by his wife of 43 years, Gloria, a son, two
daughters and two grandchildren.

Simsbury, Conn., at 67. He served with the
Army in the Korean Conflict. He was an invest
ment banker at Shawmut Bank in Hartford,
Conn., for 22 years prior to his retirement.
Besides his wife, Alice Beale Gleason ' 5 5 , he is
survived by two sons, two grandsons, a brother,
a niece and three nephews.

Warren J. Finegan 'S l , January 9, 1 999, in

Boston, Mass., at 75. He worked in the banking,
marketing and advertising fields after service
with the Army in World War I I . He remained
active at Colby as a member of the Board of
Trustees from 1 980 to 1 989. He received a Colby
Brick Award in 1 973 and the Distinguished
Service Award in 1 996. He leaves three sons,
Richard, James and Kenneth Finegan, his daugh
ter, Catherine Gant, and five grandchildren.
Harvey M. Kierstein 'S 1 , November 25, 1 998, in

Boston, Mass., at 68. He was the ownerof Colpitt's
Travel in Lexington, Mass., and Hartours, Inc., in
Boston. He is survived by his wife, Naomi, a son,
Stephen Kierstein '80, a daughter, his mother, a
sister and three grandchildren.
Paul G. Poulin 'S l , August 6, 1 998, in South

China, Maine, at 72. After serving in the Navy
during World War II he was employed by the city
of Augusta for 28 years and retired in 1 983 as city
manager. He is survived by his wife of 52 years,
Marguerite, rwo sons, a daughter, five grandchil
dren and an uncle, James E. Poulin '33.
Patricia E. Moss 'S2, October 7 , 1 998, in Glen

Ridge, N .J . , at 67. She worked at Bell Lab
Innovatio ns, a division of Lucent Technolo 
gies, for many years before retiring as a public
relations officer in 1 996. She also received a
master's degree in business administr ation from
New York Universi ty. Two nieces survive her.

Virginia True Masterson 'S8, J une 24, 1 998, in
San Jose, Calif., at 62. She worked for many years
in the insurance industry in Hartford, Boston and
San Francisco before becoming director of vol
unteers at French Hospital in San Francisco. She
i survived by her husband, Paul B. Masterson, a
brother and several nieces and nephews.
Mary Story Mathieu 'S8, July 1 3 , 1 998, in

Boston, Mass., at 62. She taught at South Gram
mar School in Waterville, Maine, for 14 years
and for 23 years was a paralegal at a Waterville
law firm. Her husband, Stanley Mathieu '57, a
brother, two nieces and two nephews urvive her.
Susan Pelson Gillum ' 6 3 , September 1 8 , 1 998,

Troy, N.Y., at 64. She was an elementary school
reacher in Dunstable, Mass., and a homemaker.
She is survived by her three sons, Robert, Miles
and Tad, and two daughters, Ingrid and Hope.

in Jensen Beach, Fla. , at 5 7. She taught English
as a second language at South Fork High School
in Stuart, Fla. Survivors include her brother,
Mark C. Pelson, three nieces, including Jenni
fer Pelson Hopkins '90, her aunt and uncle,
Weston '42 and Jean Cannell MacRae '42, her
aunt and uncle, Robert ' 5 1 and Joan Kelby
Cannell '52, and her cousin, Joyce Cannell '80.

Jean Pratt Moody 'S6, February 2 5 , 1 999, in
Sarasota, Fla. She earned a master's degree from
the University of Southern Maine. A leader in
civic affairs, she was a Colby trustee and served
on the Museum of Art board of governors. Her
husband, J ames L. Moody Jr., established the
Jean Pratt Moody Scholarship Fund at Colby in
her memory. Surviving are her husband, a daugh
ter, two sons and six grandchildren.

Margaret A. Cook '67, December 2 1 , 1 998, in
East Longmeadow, Mass., at 5 3 . An art teacher
with a master's in art education from the Univer
sity of Hartford, she was adjunct professor at
Springfield College. She also taught art in Spring
field, Mass., public schools and in schools in
Connec t i c u t . She leaves two daughters,
Alexandra Tucker and Amy Tucker, her parents
and her cousin, Carole Betterley Buchanan '67.

John G . Salinger 'S6, J uly 7, 1 997, in Waterville

Martha Pilling Wolk '67, September 22, 1 998,

Valley, N.H., at 63. He worked for the Mason
Neeland Co. in Needham, Mass., and for the
Andover-Newton Theological School in New
ton Center, Mass. He is survived by his sister,
Mary L. Uhlman.

in Philadelphia, Pa. , at 53. For 25 years he was
a librarian at the Philadelphia Academy ofNatu
ral Sciences, George Washington Library in
Mount Vernon, Va., and the Philadelphia Mu
seum of Art. Her husband, M ichael Wolk, her
parents, two brothers and a sister survive her.

Richard G. Michelsen '49, October 3 , 1 998, in

Lewiston, Maine, at 74. He was a lieutenant in the
Navy during World War II before attending the
College. He was a teacher, basketball coach and
athletic director at Auburn ( Maine) High School.
He is survived by his wife, Eileen, four children,
two brothers, a sister and eight grandchildren.

Buck Consultants in New York for 2 5 years. In
1 985 he retired to Belgrade Lakes, Maine, and
volunteered his services to the town of Belgrade.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Anne Stetson
Bates '58, two sons, a daughter, a sister, three
grandchildren and a niece.

Betsy Benson Sherburne 'SS, March 1 1 , 1 998, in

Melvin B. Dunn 'S7, September 6, 1 998, in

Binghamton, N.Y., at 62. He was executive vice
president of Security Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Binghamton and was involved in
numerous local and national nonprofit organi
zations and industry activities. He is survived by
his wife, Myra, a son, a daughter, two grandchil
dren and three isters.
Ezra A. Goldberg 'S7, September 20, 1 998, in
Weston, Mass., at 62. He was employed by
Donaldson, Lufkin & J enrerre in Boston, Mass.
Survivors include his son, Andrew Goldberg,
two sisters, his brother, Edward Goldberg '59,
and three grandchildren.
Robert S. Bates 'S8, January 22, 1 999, in
Waterville, Maine, at 64. He was an actuary for
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Jean Blatt Flores '70, August 1 7, 1 998, in Brook

lyn, N.Y., at 49. Forthe last 1 6 yearsshe was a staff
member at the United Nations in New York. She
earned an M.A. in international studies and held
teaching, correspondent and management as
signments in Central and South America as well
as in New York. Survivors include her son, Daj in,
her mother and her brother.
Sarah K. Bean ' 9 0, February 1 5 , 1 999, in

Amman, Jordan, at 30. Despite her l ifelong
truggle with cystic fibrosis, she participated in
many archeological digs around the world. A
graduate student at the University of M issouri,
she was studying Bedouin culture and working
to complete her thesis. She leaves her mother,
Marjorie Bean, and her brother.
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I final period
Behold, the Cab i n
Al u m n i love letters rescu e a Col by s h ri n e
By Robert Gillespie

S

ell a piece of Colby history?

The things we behold will save

The e - m a i l from

us, the writers all inti"mated, and

tudents

and a l u m n i flooded into the

they all beheld the cabin at the

president' office with one voice

lake-and it wasn't the cabin with

in the wake of a n Echo story on

the collapsing roof. Now they

April 20, 1 998: the Outing Club

would save it.

cabin, which suffered some heavy

Amy Lyons '98 described to

hits during the ice storm of '98,

President Cotter how she and

might be on the block. Again and

Steve H iggs '98 met at the camp,

again the entreaty was the same:

"and a month ago he proposed to

please don't sell it.

me in a canoe at the cabin." When

"Ir is as if someone proposed

it was announced that the ad

to fill in Johnson Pond," said

ministration was considering sell

ishit Mehta '83 and David Silk

ing, said Lyons ( who married

'8 1 . "There is history and memo

Higgs last August), "tears came

ries and many more memories to
be made," wrote Rebecca Crook
Rogers '83, whose father, she said,
used the cabin frequently in the

Colby has maintained a cabin on G reat Pond since 1 942 (above).
The most recent structure was damaged by the ice storm last year,
and an e-mail barrage resulted in a new cabin.

to my eyes. I love that place."
"Something this i mportant
to so many students must b e
s a v e d , " President Cotter wrote

late '50 . Even though everybody

stres ful pace ofcampus l ife. They

natures in Cotter Union, the club

back. "There are no p lans to sell

recognized that the structure was

recalled overnight COOT re

reported support from more than

the property. "

unusable after the ice storm, not

unions at the cabin, camping on

one third of the students. The

Outing C l u b leaders met with

one of the 65 people who e-mailed

the front lawn, meetings and re

presidents of eight other organiza

the administration about costs of

President Cotter believed the

treats of clubs, observing wild

tions backed the club up. ( If the

renovations and the future use of

administration would unload the

life, canoeing and swimming the

cabin were sold, rhe Fly Fishing

rhe property. Today-even bet

old place merely for money. "Why

same pond celebrated i n On

Club would lose a major asset,

ter than a repaired cabin-a new

not keep the things rhar help

Golden Pond and in E.B. White's

declared the group's president . )

2 0 - by - 3 2 -foot w i n t e rized log

people love Colby?" asked Chris

essay "Once More to the Lake. "

The Presidents' Council p u t i t elf

building, with a kitchen and bunk

topher Cannon '96.

Winter meant snowshoeing and

on record: keep the cabin. All

beds and a loft accommodating

skiing to the islands, and the cabin

these defenders of one of Colby's

1 0 people, holds the ground.

mall story about the college'

was a place to sip hot chocolate

revered assets celebrated the

D u r i ng the d e l iberations,

past," Matt Kuchar '97 wrote of

while waiting for ears and fingers

Maine woods and waters so close

President Cotter received an e

the camp that opened in 1 94 2 ,

to thaw our.

at hand on M ayflower Hill.

"Each of the e me ages is a

1 x year after t h e formation of

"Like the arboretum, the blue

" I t would be a

mail from an admitted student

hame if the

who said he chose Colby over

the Outing Club. Kuchar' story

light on top of M iller Library and

appreciation that we learn to feel

Bowdoin, Bates and M iddlebury:

began wnh barbecue held at the

the old College gate between the

cabin at the end of

eptember

quads, the Outing Club cabin is a

for M aine on COOT were lim
ited to a freshman experience,"

pealing when prospective stu

before the fall turned cold. Oth

unique part of the College's his

Mary Larios '00 wrote. Those who

dents begin their college search

ers poke ofthe fnendsh1p formed

tory," said Kuchar.

felt intimidated by backcountry

among the countless numbers of

"the idea of a cabin is very ap

around campfire . They vividly

Orchestrated by Outing Club

trips thought the camp a l lowed

New England and M id-Atlantic

remembered I i tenmg to the

pre ident Grigory Petrov '99, the

beginners to be introduced gradu

colleges," wrote Bill Roberts '02.

loon , watching a meteor hower

barrage of e - mail to the College

ally to the outdoors. "I felt the

" olby's outdoorsyness ( if there

from kayak adnft in the inky

con t1tured a "wired" gras roots

beauty of M aine," Kelly Hagen

is such a term) was very influen

waters of Great Pond, drinking

campaign by a special interest

'97 said, "and the comfort of an

tial in my choice."

morning coffee on the dock, read

group, but it poke for Colby tu

environment that wa

ing and tudying in the un, en

dent past, present and future.
Aft er only a day of collecting sig-

joying a break from the omen me
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The e are not prate

afe."
r

letters.

They are love letter . To a place.

The president e -mailed back,
"Dear Bill, you have chosen the
right college. " +
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B y Linda Greenlaw '83
In his number-one bestseller, The Perfect Storm, Sebastian junger
describes Linda Greenlaw '83 as "one of the best sea captains, period, on
the East Coast . " Now you can read her own riveting story . . .
In The Hungry Ocean, Greenlaw tells the story o f a 30-day sword fishing voyage aboard the
Hannah Boden, one of the best-outfitted boats on the East Coast. Her tale is complete
with danger, humor and characters so colorful they seem to have been ripped from
the pages of Moby Dick. The excitement starts immediately, even before Greenlaw
and her five-man crew leave the dock-and it doesn't stop until the last page.
While under way she must contend with nasty weather, equipment failure and
treachery aboard ship, not to mention the routinely backbreaking work of
operating a fishing boat.
Displaying a true fisherman's gift for storytelling and a true writer's flair for both
drama and reflection, Greenlaw offers rea l - l i fe adventure and tales of the beauty
and power of the sea.
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One Last Point
ls it true that Charlie Ba sse tt is really contemplating hanging up

h i trademark trenchcoa t ? Page
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